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ABSTRACT
This dlesis cooccrns lhe subsistence pattern of the Little Passage Recent
Indian complex (ca. A.D. 1200 ro A.D. 15(0). Specifically, this sbldy focused
on tbe mode of subsistence on the northeast coast of Newfoundland as represented
by the new faunal assemblages from me Beaches site (DeAk-l). Bonavista Bay and
lospector isLand site (DiAq-2), Notte Dame Bay. Linle is known about me
economic activities of the Little Passage people. To date. only (wo other sites
bave provided direct evidence of these activities in the form. of preserved animaJ
material. As a result, the Little Passage subsistence pattern had only been inferred
from this meagre faunal evidence and from less direct evidence of site location.
knowledge of resource availability. associated tool forms. and analogy to related
and bener known cultures situated in similar environments. This thesis begins to
address lhe present lack of direct subsistence information for the Little Passage
complex in northeastern Newfoundland by presenting the largest faunal samples
yet to be recovered. Inspecror Island produced 807 identifiable bone fragmems.
The Beaches produced 239 idenlifiable bone fragments.
The new faunal data supported lIle hypothesized generalized subsistence
approach of the Little Passage people proposed in the current literalUre. The thesis
material indicated that there was a focus OD inner coastal marine resources, but not
on anyone marine species. As predicted, there were positive indications chat this
coastal focus occurred during a period from late winter to at least mid-summer.
The new faunal dala did DOt particularly funher our understanding of LinIe
Passage exploilation of me Newfoundland interior and lheir fall and winter
subsistence activities. The hope is that faunal material will someday be recovered
mat will provide concrete evidence to rtConsttUct these aspects of the LinIe
Passage subsistence cycle.
Also. as it has been demollStrated that the people of the Little Passage complex
were the immediate predecessors of the historic Beothuk, lhe thesis results
reinforce current theories lhat the "traditional" Beothuk annual round would have
been affected. first by the European migratory summer fishery, and then by
permanent European settlement alODg lhe Newfoundland coast.
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CllAYl'ER I
IDtroductioD
This thesis concern; the subsistence panern of the LinIe Passage Recent Indian
complex (ca. A.D. 1200 to A.D. 15(0). Specifically, this study focused on lbe
mode of subsistence on the northeast coast of Newfoundland as represented by the
faunal assemblages from the Beaches (DeAk-l) and Inspector Island sites (OiAq-2)
(see Figure 1.1). Little is known about the economic activities of the Little
Passage people. To date. only two olher sites have provided direct evidence of
these activities in lhe form of preserved a.nimaI material: the (Ddian Point site
(OeBd-I) from the island interior and the Pon au Port site (DdBq·l) from the
southwest coast (Devereaux 1970; Simpson 1986). As a result. the Little Passage
subsistence pattern has been inferred from lbis meagre faunal evidence and from
less direct evidence of site location. knowledge of modem resource availability.
associated tool forms. and analogy to related and beaer known culrures siDJated in
similar environments (Austin 1980: 182; Carignan 1913: 11; Fitzhugh 1972. as cited
in Pastore 1985:326; Loring 1985:159; Pastore 1984:99; 1985:326; Schwarz
1984). This thesis begins to address the present lack of direct subsisteoce
information for the Little Passage complex in northeastern Newfoundland by
presenting the largest faunal sample yet to be recovered.
--"'- '"''
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The lnspector Island site in Notre Dame Bay produced a faunal assemblage
comprised of 3.115 beme fragments. 807 of wb.ich were identifiable 00 at least
taxonomic family. The material came from excellent Little Passage provenience.
The Beaches site in Bonavista Bay produced a faunal assemblage comprised of 986
bone fragments of which 239 were identifiable to at least: taxooomic family. This
material also came from good Little Passage conte.:u. This direct evidence of the
exploitation of animal species by Little Passage people made it possible to begin
to evaluate current Little Passage senIement and subsistence theories in terms of
how they were supported by the new faunal evidence. These new samples.
combined with the tiny amount of previously existing faunal data. provide the basis
for comparison as LinIe Passage faunal samples continue 00 be rerovered from
around the province.
In general. the analysis of faunal remains has the potential to provide more tb.an
simply a list of the animal species present in a collection. Faunal analysis can also
reveal indications of season of the year a site was occupied. what habitats were
utilized by a site's inhabitants. whether or not the local environment bas changed
since the archaeological component was created, and in what way. Analysis can
also indicate how the site inhabitants were processing their animal materials and
identified species can be ranked in their order of material significance to the
overall means of subsistence. As analysis begins to reveal these panerns within
the faunal collection one can evaluate bow certain changes in the environment
around the site might affect the ability of the sire's inhabiams to carry out their
means of subsistence. How past peoples chose and handled their animal resources
reflects tbeir belief systems and world-views and sometimes tbese views can be
extracted from tbe faunal dam, The new Lime Passage faunal assemblages
presented here were assessed for indications of all of the typeS of information
mentioned above.
Finally. it bas been demonsuared that the people of me Little Passage complex
were the immediate predecessors of the bisooric Beomuk: (Pastore 1985:323;
Schwarz 1984:5:65), therefore me results of d1is thesis research can be used ro
extend present knowledge of historic Beothuk: subsistence intO the prehistoric
period and used to bener undersW1d me effect of European contact on the
Beo!hal:.
The following is a summary of me SQ'Ucture of t.b.is mesis. Chapter 2 reviews
the culnual context of me Little Passage complex, establishing its relationship to
other complexes within me Receot Indian Period of Newfoundlaod. and to cultures
of the historic period in Newfoundland and Labrador_Chapter 3 reviews the
literature regarding Lime Passage settlement and subsistence theories. The new
faunal data presented in this thesis will be used to help evaluate the usefulness of
these theories. Chapter 4 describes the geographical and. archaeological settings
of the lospector Island and Beacbes sites and establishes me COOlext from wbicb
the subject faunal assemblages were collected. Chapler 5 reviews the methods of
identification and quantification applied to the twO faunal samples.
Chapter 6 presents the results of the identification and quantification of the
Inspector Island faunal assemblage. Chapter 7 discusses what the presence of
these identified species represent in terms of habitat and season of exploitation and
the sample was also examined for patterns of body part disaibution. Chapters 8
and 9 present the results of me identification, quantification and analysis of me
Beacbes site faunal assemblage in the same format as was presented for the
Inspeclor Island. Chapter 10 concludes with an evaluation of bow this new faunal
evidence suppons current Little Passage settlement and subsistence theory as
presented in the literature. As weU. there is a brief discussion of the implications
of this new Little Passage data with regard to our understanding of the process of
decline of the descendant Beolbuk population.
CHAPTER 2
The Recent Indiao Period aDd the Little Passage Complex:
the Cultural Context or the Uttle Passage Complex
This chapter discusses current understanding of the cootext of the Little Passage
complex within the prehistoric Recent Indian Period. The evidence for a
continuous. in situ development of a Recent lodian population in Newfoundland
which includes the Little Passage complex. is reviewed. as is lbe evidence for me
relationship of this prebistoric complex to the historic Beolhuk population.
2.1 The Recent Indian Period (ca. A.D. 100 to A.D. 1500)
The Recent Indian period refers to Lhe last period of Indian occupation in
Newfoundland and Labrador. In Labrador this period is represented by the Daniel
Rame (ca. A.D. 200 to A.D. 10(0) and Point Revenge complexes (ca. A.D. 1000
to A.D. 1650) (Loring 1989:63). In Newfoundland lb.is period is represented by
lhe Cow Head (ca. A.D. 100 to A.D. 800), Beaches (ca. A.D. 800 [() 1200) and
Little Passage (ca. A.D. 1200 to contact) complexes (Austin 1984:111).
There is growing evidence to suggest that the late prehistoric Indian cultures
of Labrador and Newfoundland were in contact with each other and wilh thal of
lhe greater northeast Atlantic region (Loring 1985:133). For example. Ramah
chert from northern Labrador bas been found in contemporaneous sites throughout
the region (Loring 1985:133). Also it has become apparent that lithic artifact
fonns are quite similar for contemporaneous sites of this period in Newfoundland
am Labrador (Evans 1981; Loring 1985:133; Penney 1981). In fact. me common
belief oow is that the Recent Indian Pericd represents the continuous occupation
of an Indian population in Newfoundland and Labrador. from ea. A.D. 100 up to
and including the bistoric Beothuk in Newfoundland and the Naskapi-Montagnais
in Labrador.
Settlement and subsistence theory for the Recent Indian Period in
Newfoundland and Labrador has been based on site location. the presence of
features in me archaeological record and scanty faunal evidence in the form. of a
few handfuls of burnt bone. The general consensus is that the period was
chanlcterized by a generalized subsistence Strategy with a seasonal round that bad
a marine focus plus an interior componem of uncertain sig.nifieanc:e (FitZhugh
1974; Loring 1989).
2.2 The Little Pasyge ComPlex (ca. A.D 1200 to 15OQ)
This late prehistoric complex was first proposed by Gerald Penney (1981.
1985). who identified a distinct Recent Indian lithic assemblage at the L'Anse a
Flamme and Isle Galet sites on the south coast of the island. Little Passage sites
bave since been found all around the island.
Little Passage artifacts have been found in beanb and midden fealUres; however
DO structural features have been found in association with diagnostic objects. The
diagnostic artifacts for lhis complex are tiny. corner·DOlChed and stemmed
projectile points. triangular bifaces and thumboail scrapers (Pastore 1985:323;
Penney 1985:184-185; Robbins 1982: 198; Scbwan 1984:1-2. 61). Little Passage
litbics are frequently made from fine·grained. green and grey-green cbertS (Pastore
19850232; Penney 19850185; Tuck 1982;211).
Stratigrapnic evidence and radiocarbon dating have demoDStrated that the Little
Passage complex is descendant from the Beaches complex (ca. A.D. 800-12(0)
and directly ancestral to the historic Beothuk (ca. A.D. 1500 to 1829) (pastore
1985:323; n.d.:7; 1989b:59). Allbaugh radiocarbon dates for Little Passage
contexts range from A.D. 630+/- 100 to A.D. 1365 +/- 80 the Little Passage
contexts dated with most confidence post~teA.D. 1000 (Maclean 1990; Penney
19850186).
Further corroborative evidence for the cultural and temporal placement of the
Little Passage complex bas been provided by an atoibute analysis of projectile
points whicb bas indicated the development of an in situ scylistic sequence from
Beaches through Little Passage to early historic Beothuk forms (Schwan 1984:66).
Late Little Passage and Beothuk stone artifacts exhibit a stroug similarity in form.
both displaying tiny, aiangular projectile points with narrow stems (Pastore
1989b:59; Schwarz 1984:61-(2). In fact. Boyd's Cove bas produced LinIe
Passage artifact forms in an early Beothuk context (Pastore 1984:107).
There is a growing body of evidence to suppon an Algonkian origin for the
Recent Indian population on me island. It has been observed mat me Point
Revenge complex in coastal Labrador and sites referred to as Linle Passage on the
Quebec Nonh Shore possess stone technologies very similar to that of me
Newfoundland LinIe Passage complex. This suggests that these Recent Indian
complexes share a common culruraJ. nadition. Because archaeologists working in
Labrador believe mey have demonstrated that the Point Revenge complex is
ancestral to me historic Naskapi-Monragnais and modem Innu, members of the
Algonkian linguistic group (Fitzhugh 1972:127; 1977:14; Loring 1985:134), it has
been deduced that Newfoundland's Recent Indians are also related to this linguistic
group. Hewson's (1978:146) study of Beothuk vocabularies indicates that me
Beothuk spoke a form of Algonkian thus providing another piece of evidence
lin.ld.ng d1e Recent Indian population of Newfoundland with that of Labrador and
Quebec.
To date, £be majority of known Little Passage sites are located on £be coast,
particularly in inner coastal locations (pastore 1987:59; 1989b:59: Schwarz
1984:46-47). Coastal sites bave been found all around lhe island (Austin 1984;
Evans 1982; Maclean 1990; 1991; Pastore 1982; 1983; 1986; 1989; n.d.; Penney
1982; 1985; Renou( 1993; Reynolds 1996; Robbins 1982; Simpson 1986) (see
Figure 2.1). Given Little Passage. and earlier Recent 1Ddian occupation on lhe
coast of me Northern Peninsula. it bas been suggested that mere was ongoing
contact between Newfoundland and Labrador. The tip of the peninsula would be
the closest point between the island and Labrador (Pastore 1989).
Only five sites have been positively identified in the island interior (Devereaux
1970; Penney 1987; 1990; Schwarz 1987; 1988); however ongoing survey worle
in the interior continues lO produce new sites. The significance of the interior
portion of the Little Passage settlement panern is not well-uoderslOod. In addition
to further excavations on interior sileS. lhe recovery of good faunal data is needed
lO help define the nature and eX1eDl of the interior component of the Lime Passage
annual settlement and subsistence panern. Schwan's 1992 survey of the Exploits
Basin identified several lithic sites of unknown cultural affiliation. but be suspects
that given their proDmity to mown Beolhuk sites. they are of Recent lodi.ao.
probably late prehislOric origin. Schwarz (1988; L992:39) bas noted a pattern of
in1erior sites being located in proximity to caribou crossings. suggesting that
caribou exploitation was the focus of the interior occupation.
To date, reconsuuctioD of the Little Passage way of life has been based almost
exclusively on settlement pattern. the suucrure of archaeological sites. their
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associated lithic assemblages and lhe availability of animal and plant resources
associated with occupation areas. Given the fact that most Lime Passage sites are
located on the coast, it has been interpreted lbat coastal resources played an
important role in the Lime Passage mode of subsistence. However. archaeologists
suspect that interior resources also played a significant role in cite Lime Passage
seasonal round and are hopeful that continued work in the Newfoundland interior
will reveal this. Given this current siwation. the Inspector Island and Beaches
faunal assemblages provided a rare opportunity to provide some concrete evidence
of Little Passage subsistence. Chapter 3 provides a detailed review of the current
theories regarding Little Passage settlement and subsisteoce.
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Figure 2.1. Map or Newfoundland showing the locatiOD of Little Passage sites
(adapted from Scbwarz. 1992).
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CHAPTER 3
Little Passage Settlement and Subsistence
This chapter presents the IiteralUre regarding LinIe Passage senlem.enl and
subsistence. The meagre faunal data available prior to the recovery of lb.e
Inspector Island and Beaches assemblages analyzed in this chesis. is also presented.
3.1 Review of Literatun Regarding Rempstruction of Little Passage
Settlement and Subsistepq
Not much is known about the Little Passage subsistence system. Acid soil
conditions which exist over much of the island (Roberts 1983: 118) leave most sites
with little or DO organic preservation. To date, oaly [wo other Little Passage sites.
Indian Point (OeBd-I) and Pon au Port (OdBq-l). have produced anaJyzable bone
samples (Devereaux 1970; Simpson 1986). Without direct evidence of animal and
plant exploitation archaeologisrs have proposed economic patterns based on site
location and modem resource availability. site tool assemblages. analogy with the
slightly bener known Beolhuk pattern (particularly for sites exhibiting both
8eolhuk and Linle Passage assemblages), and/or analogy with me modified-interior
subsisteoce model hypothesized for Ihe relaled Point Revenge complex in
Labrador.
Pastore (1989b) offers the most complete synthesis of subsistence information
for the Little Passage complex. Assuming that these people were hunter·gatherers.
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Pastore (1989b:S3) SUggeslS that site distribution reflects a generalized hunting and
fishing strategy. He reasons that although the preponderance of sites are located
on the coast. many of these are inner coastal sites placed where interior and Dear
shore resources are acx:essible. Access to the interior would be afforded by rivers
with outlets located near the coastal si.te. The term inner coastal refers to a
protected coastal location at the bottom of a deep bay and/or behind islands which
protect the shore from direct exposure to the open ocean. As further evidence be
notes that a variety of land and sea species are represented in the Port au Pon
faunal sample and are apparent in the Inspector Island assemblage which had not
yet been analyzed at the time he was writing.
Pastore reconsO'Ucts a subsistence system based on WslOric and modem
resource availability. This reconstruction varies by season and he notes regional
variation due to local distribution of resources (Pastore 1989b:S3.6t.64). For
example. Pastore recognizes a concentration of Little Passage sites on the northeast
coast and associates this with the seasonal exploitation of migralOry harp seal. He
also suggests that a smaller concentration of sites on the south coast may be
associated with the ice·free coast. and resident barbour seal populations and
possibly with winter concentrations of caribou.
Additional support for a generalized economy bas been drawn from
contemporaneous Point Revenge (ca. A.D. 1000 to contact) (Fitzhugh 1978:146)
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sites in labrador (Pastore 1989b:59) whicb also tend 10 be placed in inner coaslal
locations. Fitzhugh (1972:158-159; 1978:169) bas consuucted a generalized
economy for £he Point Revenge complex based on this pattern of site location.
ethnographic analogy to the descendant Montagnais population and a very little bit
of faunal evidence. This ~modified-interior~ model is of an bypothetical annual
cycle:
... a generalized technology and subsistence: pattern primarily directed at
interior hunting [which] bas been modified for seasonal use of marine
fauna. without the maritime specializations found in most Eskimo cultures.
In this panero winter subsistence depends on caribou bunting; during open
water season. land game and birds continue to be taken. but from coastal
sites. and seals become an important quarry.
(Fitzhugh 19780169)
However. there is little faunal evidence: cunendy available with which to
suppon this model. No fish remains have been recovered from Point Revenge
sites DOr is there any evidence of winter settlement and subsistence:. The only
additional information recovered from Point Revenge sites is the preseoce of
boulder tent rings at outer coastal sites. Fitzhugh (1978:167-168) interprelS the
boulders as hold down rocks for light weight tenlS therefore indicating summer
occupations of coastal sites.
Pastore (1989b:53) argues that a generalized subsistence strategy is more
adaptive (0 the Newfoundland environment than a specialized marine oriented
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economy. Human populations dependent on the apparently ricb source of marine
species (such as harp seals) would have been vulnerable to the occasiooal
fluctuations in availability of these species. This opinion is also expressed in an
earlier publication (Tuck and Pastore 1985) where the emphasis is placed on the
vulnerabilil)' of Newfoundland residents practising a specialized economy based
on migrarory species including caribou. Newfoundland's migratory species lend
to be available in buge quantities for short periods of the year; however. human
populations are subject 00 phases of great bardship or even extinction wben a series
of migrarory species fail to appear during the annual round. Tuck and Pastore
(1985:71) argue that Newfoundland. residents are particularly vulnerable to the
flucwations in availability of migratory species because there are much fewer -fall·
back- species available here than. for example. on the mainland.
Schwan (1984) also proposes a generalized subsistence pattern. Through a
comparison of site location and sile rool assemblages be believes be sees three
major typeS of Liale Passage siteS. Coastal Base Camps. Central ExploiLation
Camps and Special Exploitation Camps (Schwan L984:38-39.43). The
archaeological record of Newfoundland bas yet to provide evidence of Little
Passage structures to support these models of hypothesized site function.
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Coastal Base camps are locared in the inner coastal zone near or on prime
access routes to the interior and are typified by lool assemblages conlaining a high
proportion of projectile points and in general. a relatively high frequency of moSt
artifact classes. The variety of artifact typeS is used to infer chat a variety of
activities look place at these sites. More specifically these base camp locations are
chosen for the availability of a wide variety of resources in the immediate area for
the use of individuals left at the camp while others are at special procurement
sites.
Cepttal Exploitation Camps are located in a coastal position from where several
potential resources. not necessarily in the immediate vicinity, can be monitored
and exploitation expeditions can be mounted in several directions. The tool
assemblage is characu~rized by a low frequency of projectile points, a relatively
high proportion of large bifaces and absence or low frequency of scrapers and/or
linear. reroucbed and utilized flakes andIor artifacts of lool manufacture.
Special Exploitation CamPs are satellites of central exploitation camps situared
in proximity to a particular desired resource and are cbaracterized by a high
proportion of projectile points.
Schwan's panero suggests that (mainly inner) coastal resources tend to be
focused on during the spring and summer months while interior resources.
particularly caribou, are utilized more in the fall and winter. However, he
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believes the Little Passage settlement pattern as it is presently known indicates that
~ ... the large proportion of the seasooal rouod (was) apparently spent on the coast-
(Schwarz 1984:46). He observes that the settlement-subsistence pattern he has
constructed for the Little Passage complex resembles Fitzhugh's -modified-
interior~ subsistence-settlement system. particularly the more coastai-oriented
version hypothesized for the Point Revenge complex.
A variation on the generalized subsistence theme comes from Rowley-Conwy
(l990). Rowley-Conwy observes that caribou are the only potentially significam
food source available in the Newfoundland interior. He also cites references to
-peak and crash - cycles in Greenlandic and Alaskan barren ground caribou
populations. He admits there is DO information available to indicate that such
cycles exist amongst the woodland caribou populations of Newfoundland; however
he speculates that they do exist and partially bases a model of Little Passage
settlement and subsistence upon this rype of caribou population cycle.
Rowley-Conwy (l990:25) examines the winter resources available on the
Newfoundland coast and concludes that winter coastal resources combined with
coastal resources stored from the previous summer would enable prehistoric
populations to survive on the coast through the winter. He suggests therefore that
Little Passage populations may have lived on coastal resources through those
winters when caribou populations were at their minima. Rowley-Conwy expands
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this idea and proposes an bypothetical "idealized wimer base camp" possessing the
following qualities:
I. it should be located so that both canoou and seal availability could
be monitored from one base;
2. it should be located so that can1x>u meat from fall bunting camps,
seal from winter bunts and stores from the previous summer couJd
all be transported there with a minimum effort;
3. it should provide shelter
(Rowley-Conwy 1990:26).
These winter base camps would be ... .located a little way inland. on rivers or
ponds offering easy access by canoe or ice ttavel both to the interior and to the
coast" (Rowley-Conwy 1990:26). Rowley-Conwy freely admits that this proposed
form of winter settlement-subsistence is highly speculative and be is aware of only
ooe, at the time of his writing, unexcavated, site whicb might represent this camp
type (RusseU's Point, Trinity Bay). His model assumes that Little Passage
populations had the means to store food. similar to their Beothuk desceodanlS and
many other northern bunter-gatherers. an assumption whicb is difficult to prove
with the archaeological evidence presently available.
The Russell's Point site has been subject to excavation since Rowley-Conwy
proposed his idealized winter base camp. The site bas been determined to be an
early historic Beotbuk occupation exhibiting hearth features and an artifact
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distribution suggesting tool manufacture and maintenaDce and primary processing
of. presumably, caribou (Gilben 1995; 1996). Gilben believes the site is the same
ooe recorded by John Guy in 1612. In October of 1612. Guy had observed a
8eolhuk community in the midst of processing freshly killed caribou. The site
has yet to produce positive evidence of a winter occupation.
Resulls of the most recent archaeological surveys in the near coastal interior of
Newfoundland leod suppon to the generalized subsistence panern hypothesized by
Pastore and Schwan and in particular. Rowley-Conwy's "idealized winter base
camp" (Schwan 1987: 1988; 1994). Schwan observed a number ofRecent Indian
sites located at known caribou crossings and good fishing spots in the near coastal
interior ofeastern Newfoundland. Schwan (1994) is convinced that further survey
of the near coastal interior of Newfoundland. that is land falling within 30tm of
the coast. will reveal a high frequency of sites that have been repeatedly occupied
by Recent Indians including the Little Passage people. Schwan suggests that these
sites represent fall and winter occupations that were pan of the most adaptive
cultural response to Newfoundland's limited resources. lo the fall and winter
seasons the Recent Indian population occupied sites located in the Dear coastal
interior in order to have ~ ... access to the greatest possible diversity of terresaial
and maritime winter resources, including access to any caches of caribou meat
Stored after the autumn hUDts~ (1984:65). He contraSts this seasonal pattern to that
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reconsuucted for the Paleo-Eskimo. He ootes that Paleo-Eskimo sites exhibit a
higher frequency ofouter coastal locations versus inner coastal or interior locations
and that these outer coastal sites represent prolonged periods of occupation. The
interpretation is that the Paleo-Eskimo specialized in marine mammal exploitation.
specifically the exploitation of barp seal. While the Paleo-Esldmo spent the fall
in the interior harvesting caribou. they would have returned to the coast to spend
the winter barvesting harp seal on their southward migration in early winter and
on their oonhward migration in late winter and early spring. This specialized
approach to subsistence left the Paleo-Eskimo more vulnerable to the barsh winter
conditions and resulting flucwations in harp seal availability.
To summarize. based on Schwarz's (1994) latest research. the expectation
would be that Recent Indian sites. and in particular. Little Passage sites. would
represent a generalized approach to subsistence. It would be expected that outer
coastal sites would exhibit shon periods ofoccupation in the spring for the purpose
of exploiting harp seal. It would be predicted that inner coastal sites would exhibit
exploitation of a variety of resources available in the summer. Near coastal
interior sites would be expected to exhIbit the fall exploitation of caribou and
winter exploitation of marine and/or caribou resources. The near coastal interior
sites would have provided a central location from which to monitor both interior
and coastal resources thus providing the greatest cbaDce of finding some
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means of subsistence during the harshest season of the year.
3.2 Analysis or Little Passace Faunal Assemblages Prior to the Inmector
Island and~ Apemblages
Two Little Passage faunal assemblages. from the Port au Pon and Indian Point
sites. were analyzed prior to me Inspe:ctor Island and Beaches samples. Table 3.1
summarizes the faunal information obtained from d1ese (wo sites.
Table 3.1 Summary of faunal data from the Port au Port site.
Number of Bone Fragments
caribou
beaver
marten
bald eagle
waterfowl
auk species
Tnlal
21
39
2
8
4
Z
ZQ
Simpson coocluded that the Little Passage population at the Pen au Pen site
appeared to focus on non-marine species ra(her d1a.n marine resources (represented
by (wo elements from a small auk species) (Simpson 1986:203-209).
Simpson proposed that (he small auk might be an indicator of summer
occupation of the site but agreed that his data would not allow !lim. to rule out
occupation during o(her seasons of (he year. There really was not enough data
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available to suppon or refute me generalized subsistence model proposed by other
researchers. As summarized in Table 3.2. me faunal assemblage from me Indian
Point site indicates that terrestrial species were taken.
Table 3.2 Summary or the raunaJ data from the Indian Point site.
Number of Bone Fragments
canDou
beaver
small mamma1
Total
33
2
Z
(Stewart 1971:9).
The material did DOt provide seasonal information. Again. me sample was
very small and mere was no indication of how represenlaLive it was of me range
of activities carried out by Little Passage populations while mey inhabited me
island interior or of bow much emphasis was placed on me exploitation of interior
resources during me entire annual cycle.
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3.3 Summary or Reconstruction of Little Papare Settlement agd Subsistenee
Prior to AnalYsis or the Insoector Island and Bgcbes Faunal Ammblages
The general COn$eDSUS is that me people of me Little Passage complex
practised a generalized approach to (he exploitation of ba(h marine aDd terresuial
resources. Based on site location and proximity to known resources it appears Wt
the little Passage subsistence pattern consisted of a seasonal round with coastal
and interior components. The significance of (he interior component of the Little
Passage seasonal round is gradually becoming apparent as arcbaeological
investigations begin to concenttate on (he Newfoundland interior.
Analysis of the faunal material from the lospector Island and Beaches sites
provides (he first significant body of data with which to test various aspeclS of the
hypo(hesized generalized subsistence strategies summarized above. panicularly as
they apply to northeastern Newfoundland.
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CHAPTER 4
Context of tbe Inspector Island and Beacbes Sites
and tbeir Little Passage Faunal Assemblages
This chapter presents the geographical, historical and archaeological context
of the Inspector Island and Beacbes sites. The Little Passage faunal assemblages
which fonn the basis of this lhesis are then introduced. This introduction to the
faunal assemblages includes discussion of exactly where and bow lhe thesis
material was collected and what it is believed to represent within the context of the
Inspector Island and Beaches siles. The sites are then considered in terms of what
they appear to represent given the Don-faunal site information such as lithic
assemblage, and site features.
4.1 Inspector Island lDiAq-ll
4.1.1 Geographical Context of Inspector Island
Inspector Island is located in Notre Dame Bay on the northern coast of
Newfoundland (see Figure 4.1). This inner coastal island is surrounded on three
sides by Twillingate to the north, Cbapel to the east and Coal All island to the
south deep in the eastern portion of Notre Dame Bay. While the island is
protected from the open ocean its west side is exposed to a smaller piece of open
water which extends several kilometres west to Long island. The actual Inspector
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INSPECTOR ISLANO-1
BOYO'S COVE 2
Figure 4.1. Location of the Ins~tor Island site (DIAq-l) in Noire DlUIle Bay idenUned by Pastore durmg an
arcbaeologkal survey of NOIre Dame Bay in 1981 (Pastore 1989).
Island site is located on a shallow cove 00 the southwest corner of Inspec(()r
Island. siwated so as to have a clear view (() Long island. The site sits up OD a
terrace fronted by an eroding beacb. The site is accessed by boat from the nearest
community. Comfort Cove, located less than 1km to the south (Pastore n.d.:4).
Inspector Island exhibits large bedrock outcroppings, especially along its shore.
Some of the outeroppiogs slope fairly geotly into the sballow cove at the west eod
of me island while vertical rock. cliffs characterise other partS of the shoreline.
Despite its rocky narure there is enough soil (() support a modest growth of forest
and according to local informants the island bas been capable of growing some
large coniferous crees (Pastore 0.d.:14).
While mere are several small rivers that empty into Notte Dame Bay along the
Newfoundland coast closest to Inspector Island, the nearest major access route to
the Newfoundland interior is by way of the Bay of Exploits and me Exploits River.
The mouth of the Bay of Exploits is located approximately 40km to the southwest
of Inspector Island. The Exploits River empties into me southernmost tip of the
Bay of Exploits an additional 30kIn to the south. The Exploits River provides a
navigable route to Red Indian Lake whicb lies in the bean of Newfoundland's
interior. This is an important observation because, as will be discussed in Chapter
10, it is well-documemed that the Beothuk descendants of the Little Passage people
used the Exploits river to get to migratory herds of caribou and later. (() rake up
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residence on Red lodian Lake.
4.1.2 Archaeological Con.ext of Inmec;tor Island
The sire was discovered by Dr. Ralph Pastore of the Memorial University of
Newfoundland Archaeology Unit, during the 1981 8eolhuk Project survey of
eastern Notre Dame Bay (Pastore 1982). As pan of an ongoing study of the
Beomuk: presence in Notre Dame Bay Pastore supervised work on me site during
me 1982, 1986 and 1987 field seasons. Excavations recovered artifacts of
Maritime Archaic. Paleo-Eskimo, Little Passage and Beothuk origin; however site
research focused on areas representing the Recent Indian occupation.
In 1982 excavations approximately 6m east of the beach embankment identified
a temporary Beothuk structure comprised of hold-doWD rocks arranged in a U·
shape pattern (Feature 3) (see Figure 4.2). The structure measured 6m x 4m.
Two Little Passage components (Levels 3 and 5) were discovered lying below the
Beathuk occupation (Feature 3) (Pastore 1989a:260). The upper portion of Level
3 contained a mix of Beotbuk and Little Passage artifacts but the pure Unle
Passage faunal and lithic material could be sorted out vertically with confidence.
Charcoal from two hearth features from the Little Passage Level 3 were dated at
610 +/-60 BpI (Beta 6730) and 690 +140 BP (Beta 3938) which fell well within
the Little Passage time period. The bottom cultural layer (Level 5) was identified
I Uncalibrated and based on a half-life of 5568 radiocarbon years.
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UDder a layer of sterile. wiDd·blown sand. locluded in Level 5 were lithics
diagnostic of the Little Passage complex. Levels 3 and 5 located below Beothuk
Feature 3 (units N3E3. N3E4. N4E2. N2E6. N3E7. SlE6 and SIE5) contained
bone fragments that were believed to have been preserved because they were
accompanied by soft-shell clam fragments (Pastore n.d.:2). The faunal material
from these units constituted a small portioo (approximately 4%) of the enUre
assemblage coUected from Little Passage provenience and analyzed for this thesis.
During the 1986 field season it was observed that extensive erosion was
occurring along the western edge of the site. In fact it was reported that ice pans
riding up onto the beach bad eroded away an estimated 15m2 of the site (Pastore
n.d. :6). Examination of the embankment during the 1986 field season revealed the
presence of the two Lime Passage culWIe layers. Levels 3 and 5. believed to be
continuous with those levels first Klentified during the 1982 field season lying
below Feature 3. As the exposed portion of the site COntenlS was considered in
danger of being de5ttOyed wilhin the coming year the material was recorded and
collected.
The foUowing 1987 field season focused on preparing the eroding embankment
for the installation of a permanent rock wall to prevent further erosion of the site.
Upon excavation of this eroding bank a Beothuk house pit wall (Feature 1) was
revealed and below this wall lay an undisturbed Little Passage midden.
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The midden was considered to be of Little Passage origin for the foUowing
reasons:
I} The midden lay undisturbed below a wall of Beothuk house pit FeatllR: L
2) Diagnostic Little Passage artifacts were preseot.
3) There were 00 iron artifacts present.
The bone in the midden exhibited an -exceUent" state of preservation (Pastore
n.d. :1). This state of preservation was attributed to the presence of shellfish
remains which buffered the naturally acidic soil. The midden matrix from S6EO
Level 3 was water-screened using 2mm mesh. This water-screened sample
recovered hundreds of fine fish bones also in a very good state of preservation.
All told. the faunal material collected from this undisturbed midden consisted of
about 2,424 bone fragments or approximately 78 % of the sample analyzed for this
thesis (S6EO/S6EI/S1EI Level 3). An additional 551 fragments or approximately
18% of the srody sample came from LevelS units S6El/S6EO/S7ElIS7EO located
below the midden.
In total. an area of aOOm 3m2 of the midden was excavated. The full size of
the midden is unknown. An unknown portion of the midden was eroded on the
west side and it was not derermined how far the midden extended under bouse pit
Feature 1. off to the east. So it was not possible to estimate wbat ponion of the
midden was represented by the faunal sample.
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To summarise, Inspector Is1a.Dd produced a sample of approximalely 3,115
faunal elements from exceUent Little Passage context which provKled [he basis for
the original researcb portion of this thesis. About 78% of [he material came from
a Little Passage midden located below Beolhuk house pit Feature I
(S6EO/S6EIIS7El Level 3). An additional 18% came from Level 5 units located
below [he midden feature. Roughly 4 % came from the 1982 Little Passage
component located below Beothuk tent ring Feature 3.
The Little Passage occupation discovered below the Beothuk lent ring Feature
3 was considered -extensive- (Pastore 1989:260). Faunal and lithic material are
considered to have been scattered over the immediate living area of the Little
Passage inhabitants. The Little Passage presence below Feature 3 covered a
minimum of 36m2 • The two levels of occupation, Level 3 and Level 5. separated
by £he slerile. windblown sand layer clearly indicates that Little Passage people
visited the site over a period of time. The two bearth features found in level 3
produced virttlally contemporaneous carbon daleS (610+/- 60 BP and 690 +/- 40
Bp). However, there is DO evideoce of Little Passage shelter constrUction at me
site suggesting that me prehistoric inhabitants were staying for sbon periods of
time and using temporary or insubstantial shelters such as tents which often do DOt
leave a tangible archaeological record. Besides suggesting a shorHerm
occupation of me site, lack of evidence of Little Passage strucrures could also
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suggest that me Little Passage iohabiWl(S were visiting me she during times of me
year when me weamer did not require me people (() build SUbsWltiaJ prmection
from me elemenu. The fact that larer 8eolhuk visitors (() the site cbose ro use a
tem·like sO'Ucrure for shelrer, lends support that a less substantial sheller was used
on the site a( some time. The western exposure to me open water would have
been a ramer unanractive aspect 00 the sire during the cold weamer months.
Considering that the prevailing winds are usually from me west or southwest
(Monreveechi and Tuck 1987:202), this would be a boon in the summer months
when trying to escape the clouds of annoying insects. but quite a demand on
energy reserves in the inclement weather as me wind is free to gather strength and
whip up the waves as it traveUed across me open water.
The depm and lengm of the Little Passage midden Level 3. located under
Beothuk house pit Feature I, suggests that people took some time to accumulate
this waste area and so the faunal sample may represent repeated visits [0 the site
within a fairly compact period of time. The definition of Level 3 and LevelS
implies that at some time there was a break: in the usage of the midden, and the
whole site since the break between the levels appears (() have occurred across me
whole site.
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4.1.3 Examination or tbe YUle Passage Lithic AMgnblage from Inspector
!>!!I!!<!
Table 4.1 summarises the lithic assemblage of unquestionable Liale Passage
provenience from Inspector Jslaod. At the time of writing. the Iilhics bad DOt been
subject to fonnal analysis. Pastore (personal communication) provided an informal
list of lithics from the boaom of Level 3 and aU of Level 5 Wt had been soned
into artifact bags during excavation. The flake bags had yet to be sorted aod
quantified. This lithic assemblage is known ro be an under-representalion of what
was believed ro be recovered. given the possibi1i[y that some artifaclS (in
particular, linear flakes, rerouched flakes and flake tools) remained in srorage in
flake bags, waiting to be identified. In general, me Iilhic tool assemblage is small:
Level 3 contained a minimum of 50 fragmenlS while Level 5 contained a minimum
of 7 fragments. The lidlic summary shows thal a variety of Iidlic forms were
present in lhe Liale Passage context, particularly in the Level 3 occupation.
Projectile points and biface material (fragments and whole specimens) occurred.
with virtually equal frequency. Together these (wo rool forms oumumbered orner
tool forms by about 10 to 1. The number of core and core fragments, combined
with linear and thinning flakes suggest an equally significanl tool manufaclUte
and/or tool maintenance aspect to lhe lithic assemblage. The biface fragmeolS in
company with a scraper, utilized. and relouched flakes and retouched linear flakes
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Table 4.1. Summary of Frequency of Tool Forms from the Little Passage
Com~nmtofbu~oru~d
Number of Specimens
Form Levd3 LevelS
Tools
Projectile Point 9 1
Biface - whole 3 2
Biface - fragments 11 4
Triangular Biface 1
Scraper 1
Core Tool 1
Flake Tool 1
Utilized Rake 1
Linear Flake Retouch 2
Retouched Flake 1
Bone Awl
---.1
Total Number of Tools Fragmmts ~ -----.J
Evidence of Tool Manufacture
and/or Maintenance
Biface Preform 1
Thinning Flake 2
Core 6
Core Fragment 2
Linear Flake ~
---
Total ManufactureJMaintenance ~ 0
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combine to suggest the presence of some bmcbering and btde processing activities
during the Level 3 occupation. The projectile points are interpreted to represent
readiness for hunting activities. To summarise then. the presently under-reported
lithic assemblage from Level 3 suggests that the Little Passage inhabitants of
Inspecror Island may bave been doing a little bit of everything. bunting. bringing
back the prey and processing it at the site and preparing tools for the bunt and/or
the processing of the prey. Making and repairing tools while waiting for seal or
whales to appear wouJd be a practical use of time.
The Level 5 lithic assemblage contained only 7 fragments. There were 6
bifaces or biface fragments and one projectile point. The tiny assemblage
tentatively suggests that, in the absence of scrapers or utilized flakes. flake tools.
or retouched linear flakes, the biface fragments may represent spear-like projectile
points for hunting. or knife blades for primary butchering of game to make them
more manageable for transport. as opposed to representing knife blades used in
conjunction with scrapers for skinning and bide processing. This interpretation
would not conflict with the presence of the single small projectile point. although
it could suggest that the (wo forms were used to bunt species of very different
dimensions.
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4,1.4 Possible Site Function in Light of the Non-Faunal Data
The Inspector Island site is intermediate be(Ween a complete inner coastal and
outer coastallocatioD. Animal and plant species available on the island and in the
waters immediately surrounding it. are the same as those available aD the
Newfoundland shores and adjacent waters of Notre Dame Bay. The island itself
would DOl: be able to offer as steady or plentiful supply of terrestrial mammals as
the main island of Newfoundland could. While terrestrial species such as beaver.
black bear. river otter. pine marten and caribou can swim or walk across lhe ice
to Inspector Island. the island of Newfoundland provides a greater variety and
quantity of vegetation for food and cover as well as access to more freshwater and
freshwater habitat than does Inspector Island. However. many marine resources
would be available near the site.
In late December and again in late February. the Inspector Island site could
provide a convenient point from which to monitor the arrival of harp seals (0 the
Newfoundland coast. The site's location would have been closer to the harp seal
habitat than would a site on the shore of Newfoundland proper. In addition. in the
spring and summer this location would have provided access to a wide variety of
resident and breeding migratory birds and their nest sites on exposed cliffs right
on Inspector island and its neighbouring islands. In the warmer months harbour
seals would find the rock outeroppings along the Inspector Island shore a
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convenient place to haul out and sunbathe. Mussels and clams could be obtained
all year round but it would be very bard work. in the winter conditioDS. A spring
and fall shellfish exploitation would be most likely, before and after the summer
pericd when lhe shellfish could be toxic. The shellfish could be found at low tide
attached to lhe rocks by lhe shore or in lhe sandy bottom offshore.
This intermediate coastal location would also allow lhe site inhabitants lO
monitor lhe movements of olher people DC)( just potential animal resources.
Looking to the wesr: one might be able to caICb a glimpse of any boats beading for
lhe Bay of Exploits and the Newfoundland interior as lbey came from the more
western portions of Notre Dame Bay_The traffic would be funnelled down
towards the Bay of Exploits.
In terms of access to lhe interior of Newfoundland, a trip from Inspector Island
would be quite long to get lO the mouth of lhe Exploits River and proceed down
it any distanCe. 10 comparison to following the ins and outs of lhe inner coast
line, however. a boat aip launched off the west end of Inspecmr Island and
directed on a virtually straight southwesterly line would be a more direct Dip lO
the Bay of Exploits.
The lithic assemblage in combination with site location would DOt be out of
keeping with Schwarz's central exploitation camp. He projected mat such a camp
would take a coastal position where several potential resources, not necessarily in
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the immediate vicinity. could be monitored and from where exploitation
expeditions could be mounted in several directions. Inspector Island is half way
out to the harp seal herds and passage ways for whales. and sits in and amongst
the smaller concentrations of seabirds nesting 00 rocks and cliffs, and it is a long
paddle to the interior via the Bay of Exploits to check: on the migration of the
caribou. The lithic data roughly resembles Schwarz's central exploitation camp.
although an argument could be made for a variety of activities taking place at me
site. While the rough counts for projectile points and bifaces for level 3, at least.
are virtually equal. the scraper, linear, retoucbed and utilized flake forms are only
represented by single examples as predicted in his model. The sparse Level 5
lithic assemblage resembles Schwarz's hypothesized tool assemblage for the central
exploitation camp a little more closely. The Level S assemblage exhibits a low
frequency of projectile points, relatively high proportion of large bifaces and no
scrapers and/or linear, retoUched and utilized flakes andIor artifacts of rool
manufacture. However, there was a single bone awl in this assemblage wbich
could be associated with the working of hides. A relatively bigh proportion of
large bifaces in the absence of hide processing could suggest primary butchering
of prey or use of spears for obtaining large game.
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If Inspector Island were a central exploitation camp lhe question would then be
where were me associated coastal base camp and special exploitation camps.
While special exploitation camps would be expected to occur on the shores of me
most outlying islands in Notte Dame Bay placed in association wilh lhe passing of
me barp seal herds, sucb a site bas yet to be identified. Boyd's Cove lying about
12km to me soulheast of Inspector lsland, 00 me shore of Noae Dame Bay could
fulfil tbe hypomesized role of a coastal hase camp. This site is the nearest Recent
Indian site location wim a Icoown Little Passage component. The Boyd's Cove site
is Icoown to have a continuous Recent lodian occupation from the Beaches complex
up to a late seventeenth century Beotbuk occupation. Unfortunately. me site has
yet to produce a radiocarbon date from eenain Little Passage context in order to
establish some sense ofCODtemporaneousness with Inspector Island. However. the
site's inner coastal position and evidence for substantial occupation would fill some
of the requirements for the hypothesized coastal base camp function. While the
Boyd's Cove site may DOt be the coastal base camp associated wim Inspector
Island, it could be used to suggest what might be expected in a coastal base camp
faunal assemblage in the Notre Dame Bay region.
Boyd's Cove's Beotbuk component exhibits several substantial house pit
structures representing occupation over a prolonged period of time. Occupied
houses sat adjacent to abandoned house pits which were subsequently used as
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middens (PaslOre 1985). While the prehistoric faunal assemblage was of mixed
provenience and considered an unreliable iDdicalOr of prehistoric faunal
exploilation, the results of analysis of the BeotbuJc midden marerial was of interest
and wonh examining.
Cumbaa (1984) reponed a wide variety of animal species were present in lbe
various midden faunal assemblages. Mollusc sbell was mixed in with the bone
assuring its preservation. He concluded that lbe majority of "meat" resource
would bave been supplied by bear, followed by either caribou or seal species.
Cumbaa bad positive evidence lO support faunal exploitation from April until
November at the earliest. He used caribou tooth eruption and wear, the presence
of several Canada geese bones exhibiting medullary bone indicating lbe bird's
nesting season and the presence of smelt bone wbere smelt are known lO run from
late April through May and sometimes into June. However. there is no way to
prove that the Beothuk: did DOt occupy the site during the wbole year. The faunal
data does suppon a coastal base camp function for the Beothuk: component of the
Boyd's Cove site. Of course it must always be kept in mind that Boyd's Cove
Beothuk: component will exhibit the influence of contact with Europeans and that
it is not known bow this would affect the faunal assemblage. In particular, it is
not known bow this Beothuk faunal assemblage would differ from its prehistoric
form.
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4.1.5 Expectations ror the Faunal Data from Imoedor lsJagd
In general. if lnspector Island played a centtal exploitation camp role in the
Little Passage seasonal round. then ODe would predict that its faunal assemblage
would contain species that were available more conveniently to tllis sire location
than from an hypothesized coastal base camp. One would look: for evidelXe of
exploitation of at least one species that represents some significant quantity of
resource, whose availability couId be monitored from this site position. One might
expect body region patterns that suggest primary butchering of animals prior to
transpOrt back to the base camp. A central exploitation camp might exhibit rather
tight periods of seasonal occupation concurrent with the availability of specific
animals, it may have been used more than once a year, but in distinct seasons;
possibly with repeated annual visits.
If Inspector Island represented a cenuaI exploitation camp to Boyd's Cove's
coastal base camp function in particular. then it might be expected that the faunal
data would show the presence of some subset of the Boyd's Cove species list.
Specifically it would be expected that I.nspector Island's assemblage would contain
outer coastal oriented species whicb would have been more convenient to monitor
and obtain from Inspector Island than from Boyd's Cove. Also one might expect
to see body regions at the Inspector Island site that were missing at the Boyd's
Cove site. Such body region patterning might suggest primary butcbering prior
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to transporting the resource back to the coasw. base camp.
In Chapters 6 and 7 the Inspector Island faunal assemblage will be presented
and analyzed. In Chapter 10 these results will be evaluated ro see bow the faunal
evidence supports or refutes the Little Passage usage of the Inspecror Island site
as a centtal exploitation camp as suggested by the oon·faunal site data and currenl
Little Passage settlemenl and subsistence theory.
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4.2 The!!eKhes Site !DeAk-1l
4 2 1 Geograpbical Context of the Beaches Site
-The Beaches" is located in the centre of the western shore of Bonavisra Bay
on lhe east coast of Newfoundland (see Figure 4.3). It can be reached by boat
from the village of Burnside which is the nearest community. Burnside is located
a little more than 10km to the southeast of the Beaches. There are about lOkm of
islands and protected waterways buffering the Beaches site fTom the open ocean
of Bonavista Bay. The site itself lies on a low point of land at lhe f()()( of a steep
talus cliff which defines the site's northern border. The site is bordered by a
gravel beach on its east and soulb sides. At low tide this point of land extends
eastwards in the form of a sandbar which connects to an island about 225m off
shore (see Figure 4.4). Local infonnants repon that the sandbar was once part of
much wider band of soil which supported a grassy meadow. Local residents were
known to bave harvested the grass for bay (Maclean 1991: personal
communication).
The Beaches is loc:ared about balfway aloog the coast between cwo major rivers
that provide access to the NewfOUIJd1and interior. The Gamba River is located at
the bottom of Freshwater Bay (0 lhe north of me Beaches. The Terra Nova River
is located at me bottom of Alexander Bay to the south. A ttip foUowing me coast
by boat would be about 30km to (he mouth of me Gamba and about 25km to me
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BURNSIDE HERITAGE PROJECT: 1990 SURVEY AREA
Figure 4.3. Location of the Beaches Site (DcAk-l) ill Bonavisla Bay as well as archaeological slles Identified
by MacLean during the 1989 and 1990 surveyor southwestern Bonavista Bay for the Burnside Heritage Project
(Maclean 1991b).
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mouth of the Terra Nova.
4.2.2 Arcb.aeololical Context of the Beacbes Site
The Beaches is a large multi-<:ompooem site baving been occupied by Maritime
Archaic Indians. Groswater and Dorset Paleo--EsJcimos and Beaches. Little Passage
and Beothuk Recent Indians. The site was first descnOed by Lloyd in 1876 (Lloyd
L876. dted in MacLean 1991a). At this time the site covered a larger area of
land. What is now described as the sandbar. was at that time a wider sttip of land
covered in a grassy meadow. Lloyd observed nineteen Beothuk bouse pit fearures.
The site has undergone a great deal of erosion since the lace nineteenth century so
that now only eight of the original nineteen house pits can be accounted for.
Devereaux (1969) carried out the first archaeological investigation of the site
for the province of Newfoundland in 1965 at which time she observed 4 Beothuk
house pits. Devereaux's excavation of an eroding bank to the east of the bouse
pits produced artifacts indicating the preseoc:e of Maritime Archaic. Paleo-Eskimo
as well as Recent lndian artifacts. Two of me Beothuk: house pits and some of the
surrounding area were also sampled during this visit. A Beothuk midden feature
from inside one of the bouse pits (House Pit 4) produced faunal remains which.
at the rime. were interpreted as indicating a March to fall occupation (Devereaux
1969). Species identified included juvenile harp and barbour seals, caribou. black
bear. Canada goose and cormorant. While the black: bear and can1>ou could be
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obtained anytime of year, me juvenile harp seal would have only been available
from late February (Q me eod of April, and juvenile barbour seaJs would have
been available from May and JUDe uoti1 roughly me eod of the summer.
Cormorant and Canada goose are considered breeding migrantS 00 me area,
arriving in me spring and leaving in the falL A clustering of faunal exploitation
during the period from (late February) March ro the faD is supponed by the data.
Paul Carignan carried on field work: in the Booavista Bay region for the
Archaeological Survey of Canada in 1m and 1973 which included funher
excavation at the Beaches site (Carignan 1975). Excavations were conduCted in
tbree general areas on me sire, along the eroding bank investigated by Devereaux,
in me tidal zone (Q me east, and in the area between the eroding bank and the cliff
running along the north side of rbe sire. Carignan's effons uncovered an
additional 3.500 square feet: (0 Devereaux's ill and also produced artifacts from
all the culaual groups listed above. Charcoal samples found in association with
the Maritime Archaic and Paleo-Eskimo site compoDents produced radiocarbon
dares mat agreed with the accompanying material culture.
In the fall of 1989 the Beaches was visited by archaeologist Laurie Maclean.
Maclean's purpose was [() evaluare the site's potential for funher research
(MacLean 1990). This time investigations at the Beaches site were part of an
assessment of heritage resources in southwesrern Bonavista Bay conducted for a
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local economic development project (Burnside Heritage Project). In particular the
project's basic theme was to - ...provide an interpretive context for prehistoric and
historic people's use of locally available resources- (Maclean 1991 :8).
MacLean identified the presence of eight Beothuk house pilS and discovered a
large bone-bearing midden deposit (Fearure 4) at the north end of the site (see
Figure 4.5). The preseoce of a quanti£)' of moUusc sheU buffered the otherwise
acidic soil and aUowed the accompanying bone to be preserved. As will be related
in the foUowing paragraphs, this bone was demonstrated to be of Recent Indian
origin and. provided a ponicD of the Beaches faunal sample forming the basis of
this thesis. A SOcm x 60cm test pit (N33.5S W24.42) placed. in the midden fearure
produced. a charcoal sample radiocarbon dated to 585 +/-80 BP/A.D. 1285-1445
(Beta-34272). Given the radiocarbon date and the fact that this (est pit contained
two rriangular bifaces attributed to the Linle Passage complex. it was concluded
that the rested portion of the midden represented a Little Passage deposit. The
faunal remains from this unit were analyzed for the purpose of this thesis.
Keeping in mind the basic theme of the Burnside Heritage Project the midden
fearure became an important focal point for the 1990 field season. The 1990 field
work defined the midden as a roughly eUipticaI feature about six metres long and
two mettes wide (Maclean 1991:10). A 1m x 2m ttench (Test Trench
1:N32.00W2S.00) was placed across the north end of the midden immediately
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south of the test pit dug in 1989 (N33.S8W24.42). A secoDd treoch (fest Trench
2:N29.00W25.00) was placed across the southern end of the midden. A smaller
1.00 x O.5Om unit (N34.SO W24.50) was dug just to the DOrth of the 1989 test pit.
Bone recovered from this unit was also analyzed for the purpose of lhis thesis.
Including the 1989 test pit. and twelve O.SO x O.SOID test pits used ro define the
midden. just over five square metres. or about balf of the midden was excavated.
The midden feature was evaluated and it was concluded thal it represented an
intact fearure. It was believed that the Klinear orientation" of the midden occurred
as a result of waste material being disposed of in a "shallow trench " lying
"between two low ridges running along the beacb (Maclean 199tb)." While the
midden did nol exhibit any stratigrapby Maclean (199la; 1991b) did identify three
borizontally discrete culnual units in midden Feature 4. Table 4.1 summarizes the
radiocarbon dates and/or diagoostic artifacts whicb were used ro define these
cultural units.
The units N33.S8W24.42 and N34.50W24.SO provided about 96% of the
Beaches faunal assemblage aoaIyzed for lhis thesis. The final 4% came from a
0.50 x O.SOm lcst pit excavated in the wall fill of Beothuk bouse pit S. This unit
contained. a diagnostic Linl~ Passage corner·notebed projectile point. It was
believed that the unit represented a Little Passage midden whicb bad been dug up
during the creation of Beotbuk bouse pit 5 and used as wall fill for that bouse pit.
S!
This LinIe Passage midden was believed to have originally been located in wbat
became the interior of house pit 5.
Table 4.2. Summary of cultura1 data per excavated unit, obtained rrom
midden Feature 4, Beacbes Site (DeAk-l) 1989 and 1990 field seasons.
Radiocarbon Date or
Unit Diagnostic Artifact Cultural Atriliation
N32.00 760 +/- 110 B.P. Beaches Complex
W25.00 (Be12-39285)
(Test Trench 1)
N33.58 585 +/- 80 B.P. LinIe Passage Complex
W24.42 (8.12-34272)
triangular bifaces
N34.50 corner-notched LinIe Passage Complex
W24.50 projectile point
N29.00 460 +/- 80 B.P. late Little Passage!
W25.00 (Bel2-39285) early Beothuk Mixed
(Test Trench 2) Little Passage &
historic artifacrs
Over the [wo field seasoos. approximately 1400 bone fragmenrs were
recovered from the midden in addition to a small quantity of shell. The faunal
material from unirs N33.58 W24.42, N34.50 W24.50 and Test Pit 11 were
included in the lhesis research. The author of this thesis was contracted to analyze
all the faunal material from this midden Feature 4. Of particular concern to the
project was lhe identification of animal species present, the reconstruction of
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possible seasons of human occupation of the site. and the recovery of data
pertaining to the type of activities that contributed to lhe formation of the midden
(MacLean 1991:8).
Also during the 1990 field season Maclean (1991a; 1991b) excavued two
diagonal quadrants of Beolhuk house pit 6 and. surveyed lbree additional regions
of the site. In addition to lhe midden and house pit area (labelled Area A) the
survey defined four other areas containing cultural material (see Figure 4.5).
Area B produced Paleo-Eskimo and Beaches Recent ludian anifacts (MacLean
1991a:22). Area C produced Maritime Archaic Indian, Paleo-Eskimo. and
Beaches Recent Indian artifacts (Maclean 1991a:15). Area 0 produced a small
number of flakes but no culrurally diagnostic lithics (MacLean 1991a:27). Area
E, believed to be the northeastern limit of lhe site's occupation area did nOl
produce any particularly diagnostic material. MacLean interpreted the preseDCe
of two retoUched macroblades as possible Maritime Archaic anifacts (Maclean
1991a:28-29).
To summarise, the Beacbes site produced a sample of 986 faunal elements
from Little Passage context whicb provided the basis for the original research
portion of this lhesis. About 96% of the material came from the midden feature
(N33.S8W24.42 and N34.50W24.00) while the remaining 4% came from the wall
fill of House Pit 5 (Test Pit II).
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4.2.3 Examipetioo of the Uttle Passage Utbic Assemblage (rom the
~
The Beacbes sire produced [wo Little Passage midden features but DO
evKience ofliving areas or other activity related features. The site's LiUle Passage
lithic assemblage came from either the middens or was lJli.xed with the Beothuk
component of the midden. Table 2 provides a summary of the Little Passage lithic
assemblage coUected at the Beaches site. The small assemblage suggests that tools
were being manufacrured at the site and possibly some bide preparation. By really
stretching this infonnatioo, it is suggested that (001 manufacturing activities would
be associated with loog stays at the site where preparations. including tool
manufacture and maintenance, would be made for the next foray. Ideally. a lithic
assemblage used (0 identify the activities that occurred at the sire would come from
activity areas as opposed to refuse areas. It is DOl certain bow representative me
current Little Passage lithic assemblage is of what the Little Passage inhabitants
were using the site for.
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Table 4.3 Summary or Little Passage Uthic Assemblage from the Beaches Site
(rrom MacLean 1989, 19918).
Number or Specimens
Form Test Pit N33.S8 N34.SO
11 W24.42 W24.SO
Tools
Projectile Point 1 I
Triangular Biface I 2
Endscraper I
Flake Scraper 6 3
Blade-Lilce Flake I
Retouched Aake 2 § !
Total Number or Tool Fragments
.u II ~
Evidence or Tool MaDwacture
aDd/or Maintenance
TbinningAaIce 13 32
Core 2 3
(Ramah Aake) !
Total ManufacturelMaintenance
.u ~
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4.2.4 Possible Site Function in Ligbt of the NoppFaunal Data
The archaeological record makes it clear that the Beaches site has been
considered an attractive spot: for people to stop since the time of the Maritime
Archaic Indians. One can see the attractions of the physical setting of tbis site.
The site offers a sheltered position, nestled at the base of a steep. heavily rreed
slope and is buffered from the open ocean by intervening islands. And the site
offers immediate access to transportation by water. in the fonn of a gently sloping
beach.
The Beaches site lies in the centre of Bonavista Bay. in the inner coastal zone.
However. the shallowness of Bonavista Bay at tbis central point would allow
inhabitants of the Beaches site a fairly convenient position to island hop easterly
in order to determine the conditions on the open ocean and the availability of such
marine resources as the harp seal. In the immediate vicinity of the site there
would always be shellfish and marine fish species available. Harbour seal would
be attracted to the protected waters in the area. Although not available in
concentration. individual can"bou were Imown in recent times. to visit the
Bonavista Bay coast in close proximity to the Beaches site (MacLean. personal
communication).
The discovery of the extensive rhyolite quarry site within sight of the Beaches
(Maclean 1991a;1991b). provides an additional amaction. MacLean does note
that there is no evidence that the people of the Little Passage complex used this
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material. We know they bad a preference for finer grained chen. However, the
qu..any site certainly was visited repeatedly by earlier peoples.
The site's central location places it virtually in the middle between two access
poinlS to the Newfoundland interior; the outlets lO Gambo Pond and the Terra
Nova River. As Schwarz has pointed out (1987:1), the resource polential oftbese
two water systems would have been quile attractive. Both systems have
populations of trout and salmon and possess known caribou crossings. Schwarz
(1989:4) reported that, on Gambo Pond in particular, current residenlS repon runs
of salmon, trout, sea ttout, eels and smell. Today people in the area go ice-fishing
for smell.
A survey and subsequenl excavations on Gamba Pond have produced evidence
ofLinle Passage usage oflhis body of water (Schwarz 1989). Midden and heanh
features but no structural features, have been found in association with Unle
Passage occupations. Schwarz (1989:15) observed that the sites were placed on
points of land which would be "ideal locations for intercepting caribou," while two
of these sites were also placed in "good summer fishing locations, near the mouths
of major stteams." The Recent lndian lithic assemblages collected from Gambo
Pond ex.h.ibil a high scraper lO projectile poinl ratio implying that these sites were
associated with caribou hunting. The scrapers were interpreted to represent hide
processing activities associated with the hunt (Schwarz 1989:15).
The waler remains open all winter at the mouth of the Terra Nova River and
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some portions of Alexander Bay_This open warer is known to auraci
overwintering waterfowl (Burrows 1989:84) and probably resideDi barbour seal.
So far, archaeological investigations of the Terra Nova drainage system. in
particular. Terra Nova lake. bave only produced a single retOuched flake. as
evidence of prehistoric occupation (Schwarz 1981). However. as Schwarz points
out. these resulls are probably not representative of the prehistoric use of this lake
since so much of the shore bas either been disturbed by modem building activily
or by ongoing erosion.
Based on site location and knowledge of modem resource disaibutions. il could
be argued that the Beaches falls into either of (wo of Schwarz's site designations:
the coastal base camp or the central exploitation camp. The hypothesized base
camp is supposed to be located in the inner coastal zone near or on prime access
routes to the interior. This location was hypothesized to have been chosen for the
availability of a wide variel)' of resources in the ilMlediate area for the use of
individuals left at the camp while albers were at special procurement sites. While
the Beaches site does fulfil these criteria. il could also be argued that from this
site. the inhabitants could monitor both the caribou and harp seal populations. It
would be a relatively shan aip 10 the shores of the outer islands which protect the
Beaches sile from the open ocean. It is possible that the site fulfilled the combined
functions of both hypothesized site forms.
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While it is DOt expected [0 be representative of the site, the limited Beaches
lithic assemblage more closely resembles the proposed lithic assemblage for a base
camp than a cenD'al exploitation camp. Schwarz predicts that a base camp lithic
pattern would exhibit a high proportion of projectile points accompanied by a
relatively high frequency of most adler anifact classes which would be expected
at a site hosting a variety of activities. The Beaches' limited Little Passage lithic
assemblage bas a low frequency of projectile poinLS (2). However. there is
evidence to support tool manufacture and hide preparation. So, it could be argued
that a variety of activities are represented at the site. given the lithic assemblage
currently available. but all lithic forms are represented in very low frequencies.
The central exploitation camp model predicts a relatively high proportion of
bifaces associated with a low frequency of projectile points and low frequeocy or
oon-existence of scrapers. linear, retouched and utilized flakes and/or evidence of
tool manufacwre. The Beaches assemblage does DOt support a centtal exploitation
camp interpretation. While the low frequency of projectile points falls into this
projected pattero. the presence of thinning flakes and cores, as well as lithics
which could fulfil scraper functions are definitely significant given the current
Beaches assemblage.
If the Beaches were a Little Passage coastal base camp then it could be that the
Gamba pond sites would fulfil a special exploitation camp function. possibly
focusing OD caribou and other terrestrial mammalian species as well as some
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freshwarer fish resources. Also. if the Beaches filled a coastal base camp role.
then perhaps there are outer coastal special exploitation sites to be found in the
Bonavista Bay area or it is possible that the Beacbes site filled that role itself.
playing a combined function within the Little Passage seasooal round.
Again based on geograpby and modern resource distribution. the combined
roles of Schwarz's coastal base camp and central exploitation camp begins to look
a lot like Rowley-Conwy's "idealized wimer base camp. - AJthough the site does
not fit Rowley-Conwy's prediction that such a site would be found -a little way
inland" it does fit his requirement that the camp offer "easy access by canoe or ice
travel both to the interior and to the coast." The site's location also fulfils his
prediction that it be located so that both caribou and (harp) seal availability could
be monitored from the one base. that canbou meat from faD hunting camps, seals
from winter bunts and Stores from the previow summer could aU be transponed
to the site with a minimum. of effon, and that it provide a shelter.
Shellfish, barbour seal and overwintering waterfowl available in the immediate
area of the Beaches site would provide the coastal resources Rowley-Conwy
predicted would be needed during the winter months. These coastal resources
were Deeded to even out food, clothing and shelter supplies that were otherwise
vulnerable to the vinually all or nothing resources of the migratory harp seal and
caribou populations. These coastal resources would supplement. or in years when
one or the other of the migratory resources may have failed, replace. the Stored
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caribou and/or seal supplies. For further supplementation. the Beaches mainland
location would have allowed access to sucb DOn·migratory letTestriaJ mammaJs as
bear and beaver available in the Dear coastal area.
In terms of archaeological remains, it would be expected mat the Beacbes site
would produce evidence of repeated and eJueDded occupations of the site.
Evidence of substantial sO'Ucrures representing winter shelter would also be
expected as would features such as pits that could be interpreted as storage areas.
Post moulds representing the drying racks used in the preparation of preserved
animal products would also help to support the winter base camp hypothesis for
this site. Such post moulds might be accompanied by long hearths.
Unfonunately. the Little Passage component oftbe site has only produced midden
features.
4.2.5 EXPedations for the Faunal Data rrom the leaches
If the Beaches site fulfilled the function of a coastal base camp it would be
expected that the site's faunal assemblage would exhibit a wide variety of species
from a wide variety of habitats. It would be expected that the identified species
would represent the interior habitat of Newfoundland. the inner coastal zone where
the site was located. and the outer coastal zone. One might expect to see patterns
within the distribution of body parts to suggest that some species were being
subject to initial butchering near where they were killed and then the remaining
body portions were being brought back to the Beaches site. If the site fulfilled the
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function of the winter base camp. one would expecl to see the above mentioned
patterns as weU as evidence of fauoal exploitation for basically every month of the
year.
In Chapters 8 and 9 the Beaches faunal assemblage will be presented and
analyzed. In Chapter 10 these results will be evaluated to see bow the faunal
evidence supports or refines the Little Passage usage of the Beaches site as a
coastal base camp or perhaps as a combined coastal base ca.mp/cenuaJ exploitatioD
camp as suggested by the oon-fauoal site data and current Little Passage senlemem
and subsisteoce theory.
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CHAPTERS
Metbods of ADalysis
This chaPleT descnbes bow !be Inspector Island and Beaches faunal
assemblages were identified and the medlods WI were used [() quantify these
samples. This chapler also descn"bes the approach taken to analysing body region
paaerning.
S 1 Identification Methods
The initial stage of analysis was the sorting of identifiable from unidentifiable
faunal fragments. The term ~fauna1~ was used (Q refer to any material of animal
origin, which in the case of these two assemblages. only included bone and shell.
During this sorting process all elements were examined for diagnostic
characteristics such as articular surfaces. forameoa. grooves. crests and/or shape.
All fragments (identifiable and unidentifiable) were counted.
Unidentifiable fragments were sorted by raxonomic class and eumined for
signs of alteration such as heat, cutting or gnawing. The remaining faunal material
was identified to skelew element and to as specific a Wtooomic level as possible.
preferably lO species. Only those fragments identified to at least taxonomic family
were included in the calculations involving identified elements. Occasionally the
reference "cr." was used to denote that the analyst was about 95% certain lbat lhe
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identification was correct.
Identifications were made based on comparison with the extensive refereoce
collection at lbe ZooarcbaeologicaJ Identification CenD'e (now called lbe
Zooarcbaeological Analysis Project or Z.A.P.) in Ottawa. Funds for tt3vel to
Ottawa were obtained from the Instiolte for Social and Economic Research (ISER).
Memorial University of Newfoundland.
No attempt was made to identify the mammalian specimens to their
Newfoundland subspecies levels. The reference marerial available at the
Zooarchaeological Identification Centre did not include Newfoundland subspecies.
It is believed that this did DOt affect the type of ecological and culonaJ. inferences
to be drawn in this thesis.
Whenever possible identified elements were assigned to a skeletal age caregory
using lbe following system:
Juvenile (1) elements were recognized by the presence of juvenile conex over
most of the bone surface aDd. wben applicable. completely unfused epiphyses.
Immamre en elements exhibited DO juvenile conex or only where epiphyses
were fusing. Epiphyseal fusion could vary from completely fused early fusing
epiphyses with visible epiphyseal lines. to completely uofused lare fusing
epiphyses.
Immature + (I +) elements were those elements which were of adult size and
free of juvenile conex but missing those pans of the bone required to confirm
full skeletal maturity. such as a completely fused. latc fusing epiphysis.
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Subadult (S) elements were free of juvenile conex. those elements with early
fusing epiphyses were completely fused and did not exhibit epiphyseal lines.
and the late fusing epiphyses were at least panially fused or just exhibiting
epiphyseal lines.
Adult (A) elements exhibited complete epiphyseal fusion. although faint
epiphyseal lines may have been visible at late fusing epipbyses.
(derived from Cooper. 1980).
Although attempted. it was DOt possible to identify the sex of any of the
fragments. Every element was examined for any sign of alleration such as beat
exposure. carnivore gnawing or cutting.
Finally. all the identified material was described and catalogued using record
forms derived from those used at the facilities of the Zooarchaeologica1 Analysis
Program. All this information was entered onto a computer data base (pFS: First
Cboice) which made sorting and counting an easier task. The entire catalogue of
identified specimens is provided in Appendices A and B.
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5.2 Qu.onl!/icalloo Methods
Three methods of quantification were used to describe the identified faunal
assemblages. Number of Identified Specimens (NlSp), Minimum Number of
Individuals (MNI), and Relative Frequency (RF). On meir own each of these
melhoos was able to illustrate different aspects of. or patterns within. me faunal
samples. However. each of these methods possessed inherent biases which could
obscure patterns present in the faunal samples. Comparison of values caJeuJated
using these different methods helped to distinguish patterns resulting from the
biases inherent in these methods from real trends present in the assemblages. At
all times. the problems associa[e(j with these various melhods were Icept in mind.
5.2.1 Number of Identified Soecimens lNISP>
The Number of Identified Specimens (NISP) is simply a toW count of
fragmcDlS identifiable to a particular species (Klein and Cruz·Unbe 1984:25).
Allbough direct and easy to apply, lhis method does not take into account several
important faCtors: some species simply have more skeletal elements than others.
have the natural tendency to break up into more (identifiable or unidentifiable)
fragments than others. or are subject to more or less fragmentation due to hw:na.n
activities. In addition. sometimes individuals or species are not represented as
whole skeletons on me site to begin with because mey have been processed
elsewhere. In this case NISP values would underestimate the importanCe of
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species processed elsewhere to the economy of the site's inhabitants. To
summarise. N1SP is very susceptible to OVef4 or under-representing species.
As Chaplin (1972:64) points out. there are various ways to count NISPs in an
attempt to conttol for the above mentioned problems. Some analysts do not count
separate fragments in cross-meoded elements. others count articular euds and
ignore midsbaft fragments. and some count fragments in terms of fractions of
whole elements adding the fractions up into whole element counts.
When NISP was applied to the Inspector Island and Beaches assemblages every
identifiable fragment was counted separately. Incidents of cross-mending were
rare and accounted for in the application of MNI analysis. h was believed that
those individuals over-represented by a high degree of fragmentation were also
accounted for during the application of MNI analysis.
5.2.2 Minimum Number of Individuals lMNJ)
Minimum Number of Individual (MNI) values were calculated for each species
(and some less specific taxonomic categories) by counting the one most numerous
element per species occurring in the sample (Chaplin 1971:69; Klein and Cruz-
Uribe 1984:26). For example. if the most commonly occurring harp seal element
was the right humerus. then the MNI value equalled the number of right humeri.
However. the skeletal age, sex. and size of the most numerous element was also
laken into account. For ex.ample, if there were three adult harp seal right humeri
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and one juvenile left humeri then the MN1 value for harp seal was four. If there
was saiking difference in size between all the rigbt humeri and the left humerus
of equal skeletal age the MNI value was also four.
In general. this method is almost always an underestimation of me acrual
number of individuals per species present in the assemblage. As is the case for
NlSP values. MNI analysis is affected by differential preservation amongst species
due to natural and human agencies which may limit survival of identifiable
elements and hence relative proponioos amongst species present at the site. The
major drawback. with this method of quantification is that species represented by
a single or few elements are highly over-represented by MNI values.
MNI analysis did correct for some problems inherent in the NlSP method.
Although unequaI preservation of different species could DOt be completely
accounted for, the MNI analysis did remove bias due to differences in number of
elements per sk.eleton between species, and. to some extent may have reduced bias
for larger animals that would simply have been due to me fact that larger elements
(under certain site conditions) had a greater chance of producing more identifiable
fragments than small elements from smaller species.
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5,2.3 Relative frequencY lRF)
Relative Frequency is an abstract value for comparing the relative proportion
of species within and between samples. This measure was designed to correct for
differeoc:es in the number of skeletal elements present per species and over- and
under-representation by different elements (Hesse and Perkins 1974:151).
The calculation was a four step process. For each species, the total number of
each whole element type present in the assemblage was calculated. Elements
which varied in number per skeleton between individuals of the same species were
not included. For example, thoracic venebra and ribs can vary in number between
individuals of the same seal species. Also. elements which had a tendency to be
highly fragmented were not included. as for example, fragile skull vault and rib
elements. For each species each element type was then divKled by the number of
times it occurred in the skeleton. The resulting values were then considered to be
·corrected" for variation between species in number of times a particular element
type occurred in the skeleton. These values were then listed according to
frequency. Correction for over- and under·representation of particular elementS
was conducted arbitrarily by eliminating those elements which did Dot occur in the
centre half of this ordered list (Singer cited in Hesse and Perkins 1974:151). The
RF value for each species was the calculated mean of the remaining values.
One drawback to the application of RF analysis was the determination of
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number of ·whole· elemenlS. In almost every case this number bad to be inferred
by considering fragments as fractions of the whole element. taking inro account
side and obvious differences in skeletal age of the fragments and arriving at a sum.
This process was rather subjet:tive and the resultant RF values are probably c.ot
very comparable to those calculated by other analysts.
Application of the RF method to the Inspector Island and Beaches site
assemblages ended up being merely an exercise. The identified samples were
acrually too small to produce meaningfuI values. Many species were represented
by so few element typeS that there was no room for the step ofcorrecting for over·
5.3 Analysis of Body Region Patterning
Identified elements were soned according ro five major body regiollS: head
(H), DUnk: (TK). pectoral limb (PTLB). pelvic limb (pVLG). and total extremities
(EX-T). These categories were defined as follows:
The head included aU fragments identified as skull. mandible or teeth elements.
The trunk included all elemenlS which fell along the midline (DO limb elements)
of me body below the head and superior to the hind limbs. Venebrae. ribs and
sternebrae feU into this category.
The pectoral limb was comprised of three components: the pectoral girdle
(scapula and clavicle). the major long bones (humerus. radius and ulna) and
extremities (carpals. metacarpals and phalanges).
10
The pelvic limb was also comprised of three components: the pelvic girdle
(innominate), the major loog bones (femur, tibia and fibula) and exttem.ities
(tarsals, metatarsals and phalanges).
The extremities category iDcluded all carpals/tarsals. metapodiaIs and phalanges
which could not: be identified specifically enougb to be assigned to a particular
limb.
5.4 Summary or Methods or Analysis Applied to the Inspector Island and
Beaches Faunal Assemblages
The Inspector Island and Beaches faunal assemblages were identified [Q at least
taxonomic family through comparison with (he skeletal reference collection at (he
Zooarchaeological Analysis Program in Ottawa. The identified samples were
quantified using Number of Identified Specimens (NISP). Minimum Number of
Illdividuals (MNI) and Relative Frequency (RF) calculations.
All three methods of quantification were also expressed in percentages in order
to make (he values comparable between different sample sizes. Percentage values
helped to highlight the relative proportions of species frequencies and. various traits
obscured by differences in actual sample size.
The sample sizes were too small to apply statistical methods in order to
determine whether or not any of the perceived patterns amongst the assemblages
were random or not.
The results of (he analysis of the Inspector Island and Beaches faunal
assemblages are described in the following four chapters.
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CHAPTER 6
Imped:or lsIaDd
Results or Analysis: Identification aDd Quantification
The following is a summary of the first level of analysis of me faunal
assemblage from me Inspecoor Island sileo This first level of analysis includes me
identification and quantification of the faunal material. Further analysis of the raw
data in terms of distribution of skeletal elements per body regions per species. the
habitats represented and the season of availability of the identified species will
continue in lhe following chapter.
6 1 [MPect0r Island IDiAq-2l
The sources of the Inspector Island faunal material have been described in
Chapter 4. The material is considered as eight analytical units based OD their
provenience (see Table 6.1). However. the units receiving major consideration are
S6EO/S6ElIS7El Level 3 and S6ElIS6EO/S7ElIS7EO Level S which produced
over 94% of the idenrified material. For the purpose of this discussion these units
will be referred to as S6EO/LJ and S6El!L5. As described in Chapter 4. 56EO/LJ
and S6EIILS were separated vertically by a sterile, windblown sand Layer and. so
were considered to represent at least [wo separate periods of activi£)' and mal is
why they are considered as indepeodeol analytical unilS. Table 6.1 summarises
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Ebe contribution of S6EOIL3. S6EIIL5 and eacb of me remaining six analytical
units 10 Ebe toW coUection of faunal material gaEbered from. lnspector Island.
Table 6.1. Distribution per analytical unit. of the total Inspector Island faunal
sample.
Unit I '01 1"oIT""" I'°"""'1 "oIT""" IT"""'olUaideDt. Frqmeots FnpueuCs F~ Frapeau
Fraplalb per Unit (NlSP) per Unit per Unit
S6E0JL3 1,901 78.67 m 21.33 2424
S6ElILS 308 55.90 243 44.10
'"N3E3/N3E4!N4E2 25 53.19 22 46.81 47
L5
SIE6 LS 27 64.29 IS 35.11 42
SIES l3 0 0.00 7 100.00 7
N3E7 LS 17 89.47 2 10.53
"S3W2 LS '0 94.12 , 5.88 17
N2E6
---..I ~ -----l! 0.00 ~
Combined Site
Tow
--lJ!!!! ~ ---J2Z ~ ----lJ.Ll
Table 6.2 summarises the conaloution (number of fragments) of tbe various
taxonomic classes 10 the tow faunal sample. SheU material representing the Class
Pelecypoda was recovered but DOt quantified in a manner comparable to Ebe other
classes. In some units. shell was the only lype of faunal material present.
13
As summarised in Table 6.2. the most abUDdandy represented class in the site
assemblage. bony fish. comprised 45.23" of the tolaJ site sample. Class
Unknown and mammal fragments made up almost equal proportions of the total
site sample. representing 28.70$ and 24.82$ respectively. Bird remains
comprised the last 1.25$ of the total site assemblage.
As was mentioned in Chapter 4, it is believed that the screening of the unit
S6EOIW was a major factor in the recovery of the high proportion of Class
Unknown fragments. The screening process recovered some bone fragments that
were too small to distinguish their class of origin based on bone texture. density
and conex thiclcness: these fragments were either from birds or mammals.
Screening: was probably also a major factor in the proportionately high recovery
rate of tiny fish fragments: fish remains from S6EO/L3 conttibuted 35.67$ of the
total site sample. As well. because S6EO/L3 was screened. the low frequency of
bird remains was not simply an artifact of the excavation methods but. for this u..nit
at least. was probably a real phenomenon.
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Table 6.2. Totallnspeclor Island faunal assemblage representation by taxonomic class. expressed as Dumber
or fragments per unil and percentage of all rragments recovered per unit.
Uoll I Mammal I Bird I
."" I U....... I T.ta'
l'Of I ,"of I 'of 110f 1'Of I ,"nf I 'of I 'I of I 'ofFug's Frlg's. Frlg's Frlg's Fra&,s Frl,'s Frl,'s Frag's Frl,'s
S6E01L3 400 16.50 20 0.83 1,111 4S.83 893 36.84 2,<424
S6EI/1.5 ". <42.83 18 3.27 297 JUO '"N3E3/1.5 03 9S.74 I 2.13 I 2.13 47
SIE6 1.5 41 97.62 I 2.38 42
N3E7 I. 100.00 I.
S3W2 11 100.00 11
N2E6 l5 B 100.00 0.00 0.00 8
SIB L3 7 ~ ---..QJlIl ---..QJlIl ---..QJlIl ---l
Combined
----Ill ~ ---.J2 ---loU ....ulI2 ~ ----I2:l ...l§Jl! ..J.W
Site Total
6.2 Discussion of Species ldentjfied in Inspector Wand Faunal Sample
Tables 6.3 through 6.6 list all the species identified with certainty or with 95%
confidence (cf.) in the lnspector Island faunal sample. in their taxooomic order and
using their common and scientific names. Many identifications are to laXOnomiC
levels greater than species. These larger taXonomic categories are defined in lhe
following sections which are organized by Class; i.e. fish. mammal and bird.
~
Only three species of fish were positively identified. All species can be found
in the vicinity of the site today. This sample represents a very small fraction of
the species potentially available.
Qsmeridae • Smelt Family
Rainbow smelt was the only member of the smelt Family represemed in the site
sample. Based on morphology the other smelt species. capelin. was eliminated
with confidence from the list of identifications.
Gadidae· Cod familY
In general. the codfish family includes Arctic. Atlantic and Greenland cod.
cusk and haddock. In !his sample all cod elements were identified [0 at least the
genus Gadus which is comprised of the two species Atlantic and Greenland cod.
Those fragments labelled Gadus species were from elements indistinguishable
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between these two cod species. There is no reason to believe either one of the [\vo
cod species was any more likely to be in the sample than me other as only one
fnlgment in the entire sample was positively ideDtified as Atlantic cod and botl1
species were present in equally great abundance in the area (Scon and Scott 1988).
Conidae - Sculpin Family
Several levels of identification within this family were used in this analysis.
Many specimens could not be more precisely identified than to the cf.
Myoxocephalus category because twO sculpin species (Hookear and Twohom
scu(pms) outside this genus were missing from che reference coUecrion and so
could not be eliminated with confidence as potential identifications. There are four
species within the genus Myoxocephalus; Longhorn. Shorthorn. Grubby and Arctic
scu1pins. Although many skeletal elements appear the same for all four of these
species one sbonhorn sculpin (Myoxocephalus 5colpius) element was positively
identified and several fragments could be narrowed down to either shon· or
longhorn sculpin. Shorthorn sculpin was the only species positively identified
within the entire Canidae family. Today, three of the four Myoxocephalus species.
sborthorn. longhorn and grubby. are found. in the waters around Inspector Island
(Scott and Scott 1988).
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Table 6.3. Fish Species identifted in Inspector Island raunal assemblage.
Scientific Name Common Name
ORDER SALMONIFORMES
Superfamily Osmeroidea
Family Osmeridae
SUBFAMILY OSMERINAE
Osmerus mordax (Mitchill. 1814) rainbow smelt
ORDER GADIFORMES
Suborder Gadoidei
Family Gadidae
SUBFAMILY GADINAE
Gadus morhua Linnaeus. 1758 Atlantic cod
ORDERSCORPAENIFORMES
Suborder Cottoidei
Family Conidae
MyoxocephaJus scorpius
(Linnaeus. 1758) sbortborn sculpin
6.2.3 Mammals
Eight mammal species were identified in the Inspector Island sample. see Table
6.4 for summary. Identified species included beaver. red fox. black bear. pine
marten. otter and caribou which make up six of the fourteen native terresaial
Newfoundland mammal species. Absent native terresnial mammal species were
the little brown and eastern (ong-eared bats. Arctic bare. meadow mouse. muskrat,
wolf. ermine and lynx. The other two mammal species identified were the marine
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oriented harp and barbour seals. While all identified mammal species are present
in Newfoundland today. the pine marten is considered an endangered species in
Newfoundland. The foUowing sections define the terms used for those faunal
fragments that were identified to taxonomic categories greater than species.
Phocidae - Earless Seal Family
The Family Pbocidae (F. Phocidae) includes alllhe earless seal species found
on the Northwest Atlantic coast. These species are the bearded. grey, barbour,
ringed, harp and hooded seals. Fragments which were labelled as Phocidae could
not be more precisely identified because that particular element is morphologically
indistinguishable berween species or because lhe panicuJar fragment was too
juvenile in its level of developmem and so, again, morphologically
indistinguishable between seal species.
~
Phoca species elements were those specimens which were morphologically
distinct enough to limit their identification lO the three species within me genus
Phoca; harbour. harp and ringed seal. These specimens were definitely not from
hooded, grey or bearded seals. It is considered likely that specimens identified as
Phoca sp. were eimer harp or harbour seal elements because lhese were me ooly
seal species positively identified in the assemblage and because the only oilier
19
Phoca species. ringed seal. is DOt presently known ro frequent lhis pan of the
island.
Table 6.4. Mammal Species ldeotified in 1nsped.or Wand raUDal assemblage.
ScienliC"ac Name Common Name
ORDER CARNIVORA
Family Canidae
Vu/pes vu/pes (Linnaeus. 1758) red fox
Family Ursidae
Ursus americanus Pallas. 1780 American black bear
Family Musrelidae
SUBFAMILY MUS'rEUNAE
Manes americana [funon. 1806) pine marten
SUSFAMlLY LUTRINAE
Lurra canadensis (Schreber. 1776) Canadian otter
Family Pbocidae
SUBFAMILY PHOCINAE
Phoca gr~nkurdica Erxleben, 1777 harp seal
Phoca vitulina Linnaeus. 1758 harbour seal
ORDER ARTIODACTYLA
Family Cervidae
Rangifer tarandus (Linnaeus. 1758) caribou
ORDER RODENTIA
Family Castoridae
Castor canadensis Kuhl. 1820
80
American beaver
~
The single piece of marine mammal skull could onJy be identified to this
general category which includes small whale, dolphin and porpoise species.
~
Elements identified as black bear could be distinguished from those of polar
bear due to morphology as well as size.
Cervidae - Deer Family
Those elements which were identified as Family Cervidae were almost cenainly
from caribou, this species being the only member of the family known to be native
to the island. It was only their lack of completeness whicb preveDled a more exact
identification of these specimens. Moose. which is so common today, was only
imponed to the island as recently as the 18705 (Cameron 1958: 102) and did not
successfully populate the island until the early 19005.
~
Only twO bird species, red-breasted merganser and black guillemot. were
positively identified. Two elemeDlS were identified as cf. Canada goose. Allieveis
of identification for this class include species currently living in the area around
Inspector Island. However, all of the birds identified represem only a small
fraction of the potential variety of bird species presently available in the region.
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~
Most of the duck material was identified lO me sea duck: category of
eider/sooter. In general, there are few skeletal elemenlS which are
morphologically distinct between these two genuses and noDe of these
distinguishing elements were available in the site sample; however. some
specimens could be narrowed down to common eider/white-winged scoter based
on morpbology. This identification was funher supported by modern distribution
information. King eider is presently considered to be a rare winter resident while
tbecommon eider is a common year round residemofthe island. It is unfortunate
lhat some king eider elements were missing from the reference collection and as
a result this species could not be eliminated with complete confidence for some
specimens. The three scoter species. black. surf and white-winged SCOlers. are all
considered to be rare winter residents of lhe island (Montevecchi and Tuck:
1987:228; Peters and Burleigh 1951). To summarise. lhose fragments identified
as cr. eider/scorer are considered most likely lO be common eider or possibly
while-winged SCOler.
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Table 6.S. Bird Species ldeotified in IDspec:tor bland faunal assemblage.
ScieDtific Name
ORDER ANSERIFORMES
Family Anatidae
SUBFAMILY ANSERINAE
Tribe Anserini
Bran1a COJILUhnsis (Linnaeus)
SUBFAMILY ANATINAE
Tribe Mergini
Mergus se"aIor Linnaeus
ORDER CHARADRllFORMES
Family Alcidae
Cephus gry/le (Linnaeus)
Common Name
Canada goose'
red-breasted merganser
black guillemot
. Canada goose material was identified with 95 % certainty.
Specimens identified as Family Alcidae were either members of the genus ALca
(murres). Una (razorbill) or Cephus (guillemot): dovekie. great auk. murrelots
aDd puffins were eliminated with confideDCt. Although those specimens identified
as black guillemot could DO{ be distinguished morphologically from the pigeon
guillemot. mooem distribution information indicates that the pigeon guillemot is
only found on the west coast of Canada.
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Table 6.6. Shellfish species ideotified iii Inspector Island raunal assemblage.
Scjeutilic Name
ORDER MYTILOIDA
Family Mytilidae
Myrilus edulis Linnaeus. 1758
ORDER MYOIDA
Family My;dae
Mya arenaria Linnaeus. 1758
Soft-Shell Clam and Blue MusseL
CommOQName
blue mussel
soft-shell clam
Shell fragments of soft-shell clam (Mya arenaria) and blue mussel (Myrilw
eduIis) were associated wim me bone deposits. Pockets of preserved bone on me
sile have been amibuted (0 me buffering action of me accompanying mollusc shelL
In general. soft-shell clams are found in bays and estuaries. They are found
inlertidally and subtida.1ly and up to depdls of 9 metres (Hawkins 1985:3). Soft-
shell clams bury memselves up (0 10 cen.rimetres in the boaom sediments. This
species is edible and can be harvested by being dug up while me tide is out. The
blue mussel also occurs inlertidally and in shallow waters. This species anchors
itself to rocks (Gordon and Weeks 1982:40).
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6.3 Quantification of the Il1mflctor 1sIaDd Identified SamPle
Table 6.7 summarises lhe aetual (NISp) and relative (%NISP) abundance of
species per analytical unit for each of lhe seven units that produced identifiable
marerial. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 provide a visual comparison of lhe raw Number of
Identified Specimens (NISP) values for lhese units. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 illusuate
lhe contribution each component unit made ro lhe overall S6EO/S6EIIS7E1 Level
3 (S6EOILevel3) and S6EIIS1ElIS7EO Level S (S6EllLevel S) analytical unilS.
In particular. Figure 6.3 helps to show just how much more faunal material was
collected from S6EO Level 3 than from lhe olher componem units of this level,
most likely because its mam was screened. It should also be kept in mind lhat.
as mentioned in Cbapter4, lhese compoaentuaits were not equal. square lm)( 1m
units because lhey bad been eroded along an embankment in an irregular panero.
Table 6.8 summarises. per analytical unit, lhe Minimum Number of Individuals
(MNT) data and disttibution of NISP wilh regard ro osteological age. Table 6.9
summarises Relative Frequency (RF) calcu1ations for lhe site. Figures 6.11 to
6.13 illusuare %RF values for S6EOIL3. S6EIILS and N3E3/LJ, lhe three units
contributing the largest proportion of lhe Inspector Island faunal material.
8S
Table 6.7. Frequency or species identified rrom Inspector Island calculated
as NISP and %N1SP.
I S6EIIILJ I S6El/LS
Taxoa I NISP I "NlSP I NISP I tloNISP
black bear O.TI 0.41
pille marten 0.41
0.41
Phocidae 85 16.44 .3 2.5.93
cf. Phocidae O.SS
Phoca sp. 1.24
barbour sea] 10 1.93
"
11.93
cf. harp sea] 0.41
'up",", 0.77 3.29
oorihou 0.39 0.41
Akidae d. guillemot 0.41
black guillenDt O.SS 0.82
goose.lar&e 0.19 0.41
goose cf. Canada goose 0.19 0.41
""'"
0.19
eider/saxer 0.82
red-breasled merganser 0.41
rainbow smell 282 .54..5.5 I' .5.76
cf. Gadus sp. 2.47
Gadu< 'P. 0.19 0.41
Continued next page.
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Table 6.7 continued. Frequmcy of species identified from Inspector Island
calculated as NISP and ~NISP.
I S6E01LJ I S6EIILS
Taxon I NlSP I "NlSP I NlSP I "NlSP
cr. Atlantic cod 0.81
Adanlic cod 0.41
Cottidae 10 1.93 20 8.23
cr.Myrn;. sp. 80 IS.47
"
6.17
Myox. sp. US 21 8.64
cr. shontlooghorn 1.16
cf. shorthorn IS 2.90 44 18.11
shonllooghorn 0.19
shonhom sculpin
--.ll..l2 ----.l ----l..M
UoilTotals SI7 ~ 243 .......22ji
I 51E5 1.5 I S1E6JLS
TU:OD I NlSP I "NlSP I NlSP I "NlSP
beaver 7 Loo.OO
n:d fox I 6.67
PbocKbe 2 L3.33
harbour seal 12 ~
UoitTotals 7 ~
"
~
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Table 6.7 continued. FrequeDCY of species ideotified from Inspector Island
cakulated as N1SP aDd ~NISP.
I NJE31L5 I NJE71.5
Too. I NISP I ..N1SP I NISP I "NISP
riverouer 22.13
_ida<
13 S9.09
twtou, ..,.
"'.00
Cervidae 4.SS "'.00
oaribDu 9.09
Alcidaecf. AlcalUria
----.l ~
UaitTotaJs
-.ll ....l!llW ....Jlll!JI!l
I SlWZ/LS
Too. I NlSP I ..N1SP
twtou, ..,. 1
-.llIlL2Il
UDitTotais 1
-l!l!lJl!I
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Inspector Island
Number of Identified
(DiAq-l)
Specimens
NISP
300 ,I---------------------------,
250
200
150
100
50 ~
"" '"BS MT CT PH HRB HRP CB At BG GS OK SO MRG SM COO SC
Species Identified
_ S6EO/S6El/S1EI L:l ~ S6EI/S1EO/S1EI L5
Figure 6.1. Number of Identified Specimens (NlSP) from Inspector Island units S6EO/L 3 and S6EI/L5. See
page xvi for list of abbreviations used.
Inspector Island (DiAq - 1)
Number of Identified Specimens
NISP
20 " --------------------------,
15
10
BV OT FX PH HRB CV CB AL
Species Identified
_ NaEa/LS ~ NaE7 0 SIE5 ~ S'E6 JmmJ saW2
Figure 6.2. Number of IdenUfied Spedmens (NISP) from Inspector Island units N3EJ/LS. N3E7, SIES, 51£6
and S3W2.
Inspector Island (DiAq- 1)
NISP - Per Component Units S6EO/Level 3
NISP
300 'I-------------------------,
275
250
225
200
175
160
126
100
BB PH HRB HRP CD BC C5 DK SM COO SC
Species Idenlified
_ S6EO ~ 56El 0 S7EI
Ff~~~e-6.~~~~ril~e~d8r~dk'h~i~~~rmens(NISP) from S6EO/Level 3 illustrating the contribution of each
component unit.
Inspector Island (DiAq-1)
NISP - Per Component Units S6El/Level 5
NISP
120 r,---------------------------,
100
80
80
40
20
BE UT cr PH HRB HRP C8 AL GUL CS SO MRG 8M COD SC
Species Idenlified
_ S7£1 ~ S8EI 0 S7EO
Fr~~~e 6.~~~ti~G~i~WNJ~iifi&t~PJc~~)ens (NISP) from unit S6IU/LS, lIIuslrllllng the contribution of each
component unit.
Table 6"8" Minimum Number of Indivicluals (MNI) and N1SP distribution by
skeletal age. ror the~ Island assemblage"
S6EOIL3
T.... .... NISP MNI El<m~'
Pbodd.., 59 b,"""""
Of u1""
," (I)
-fA 10
ef. Pbocidae
harbour seal
-," temporal
Iwp"," ," <emp<><>J
black: bear ,"
fA
=ibou 1-
blac.t guillemot
'"
bumo=
goose, large ," (I)
IDOSe. cf. Canada ,"
duck "'.
,-
rainbow smelt ,- 282 274 vertebral bodies
eomu",. ,"
Conidae ," '0 (I)
Cottidaecf. ," 80 vomer, penultimate,
MyoxocepluJIus sp. vertebrae
MytWJCephalu.r $p. ," (I)
cf. looghomlshon.horn ," (I)
sculpin
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S6EllIL3
T.... .... NISP MNI
-d. shorthorn ," '5 (2) maxilla
loogboro or sbonbom ," (I)
sculpin
sbonbom sculpin ," (I)
" Those MNl values enclosed in brackets indicate the number of individuals
detected in that particular taxon and age category. but that the value is OOl to be
included in rota! MNI analysis because it is believed lhese individuals are probably
already counted within a more specific taxonomic level. This simation occurred
because me same skeletal element was DOl available to use for MNI calculations
in all age categories within the same taxOD. For example. all seal temporal
fragments were identified to species and were all of 1''' skeletal age, yet mere is
no doubt that juvenile seals are present in the sample but there are no temporal
fragments available (Q make MNl estimations. Also. there were no temporal
fragments identified to Family Pbocidae that could be used to calculate MNl. The
calculation is funher complicared by the fact thal different skeletal elements wilhin
a single individual. age at varying rateS.
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S6E1IL5
T.... .... NISP 1\00 ........
_....
31 1(3) b~
'"
basisphenoid
,- 10 rib
IA
Plwca sp. (I) asuagalus
(-
""""ni
bMboou>eai mandible
,- 12
-cf.lwpscal ,-
Iwp>eai ,- ~mponi
black bear A
-pine marten nA? tibia
<Oribou I-
goose. large ,- (I)
goose, cf. Canada ,-
cr. eider Of scotn" ,-
wllite-wiDgcd I-
5CQ(er/commoo eider
red-bfQSted merganser ,-
ef. black guillemot (-
blaclc.guilleuJO( ,-
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S6E11L5
T.... .... NJSP MNI
rainbow smelt ," I'
d.GodJ.usp. ,. (l)
Godu> 'P. ," (l)
cf. Atlantic cod ," (l)
AllaDtic cod ,"
Canidae 20
cf. Mytttoapholus sp. ,"
"SCUlpin
Myoxouphalus sp. I" 21
cr. sl:lonhom sculpin
'"
44 ","wy
shorthorn sallpin
'"
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NJE31L5
TUDa .... NISP MNI
--
,-
riVeT oner ,-
cc. car1lxlu ,-
anbou ,-
cf. murre or auk ,-
N3E7
barbour seal I ,- I I
cf. caribou I ,-
I I
SlES 1.3
b<a"" I
,-
I
SIDi L5
_ida<
"""""'-
,- 12
red fox I-
S3W2LS
harbour seal ,-
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Table 6.9. Relative Frequeoc:y (RF) and Perceotage Rtlative Frequency
cakulated. per unit and taxoo.omic taxon, tor the Inspector Island assemblage.
"'""""aIs
srnJlL3 S6E11LS NlE31L3
TUGD RF "RF RF ..RF RF ..RF
"'"
O.SO 14.29 O.SO 14.98
O.SO 14.98
O.SO 59.14
Pbocidae O.SO 14.29 0..59 11.62 0.30 35.24
Phoco sp. O.SO 14.98
harbour seal 0..50 14.29 O.SO 14.98
hup soaI 1.00 28.057 O.SO 14.98
oaribou
---lJI!! 28..57 ~ -M2 0.04
-=
-Ull .l!!1.Q! 3.34 J.!!!Jll 0.84 .!!l!lJll!
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Tabl~ 6.9 continued. Relath'~ Frequeocy (lUi") and Percaltage Relativ~
Frequency cakulated per uoft and taxon, (or the Inspector Island assemblage.
......
S6E0/U S6E11L5 NJE3/U
TaxOD RF "RF RF "RF RF "RF
goose sp. 0.>0 18.18
cr. Canada goose 0.>0 18.18
Canada IDOSe o.so 20.00
eider/SCOlef o.so 20.00
r-b met'&anset O.SO 20.00
dud< ... 1.00 36.36
Ak1dae sc:uIpin O.SO 20.00 O.SO 100.00
black JUiIlemoc
-2.ll 17.1:/ ---!U2 --1J!JlQ
~ 99.99 -U!! 100.00 ~ 100.00
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Table 6.9 continued. Relative Frequeuq (RF) BDd Percentage Relative
Frequency cakulated per unit and taxon, ror the Inspector Island assemblqe.
S6£ll!L3 S6EilLS N3EJIU
T.... RF "RF OF "RF OF "OF
r.ainbow smell 0.'" 16.5 0.'" 8.82
cr. cod sp. 0.'" 8.82
cr. Atlantic cod 0.'" 8.82
Atlantic cod 0.'" 8.82
cr. sculpin $p. 0.83 27.39 0.75 13.24
sculpin sp. 0.50 16.50 0.67 11.78
cf. shonhorn 0.70 23.10 US 30.88
sculpin
sbonhorn sculpin
---.JU!l ~ -.!U2 ----U1
~ 99.99 ~ ~
100
6.3,1 Quaptjlication of S6EQ/S6EJlS1E1 Level J
FISh remains dominaled the S6E01L3 identified sample. comprising over n%
of the identified fragments; mammal remains contribuled another 20.89%. while
bird fragments conaibuted a mere 1.16%. Figures 6.S and 6.6 use %NlSP values
to illustrate the relative contribution the various taxonomic Classes made to this
unit's identified assemblage and highlight the contribution of smelt. sculpin and
seal taxonomic categories. in particular.
Rainbow Smelt
Clearly. the tiny rainbow smelt elements dominated the S6EO/L3 sample.
contributing over 54 % of the identified remains. Despite the high number of
fragments identified to this species. MNl analysis (using 274 smelt vertebral
bodies) puts this information into more realistic perspective. indicating the
presence of only a minimum of 5 individuals. RF values present a different
pattern of relative abundance of fish species. After applying a correction faclor
to all fish categories (ie. did nol use vertebrae in calculation because !.he number
of vertebrae are so variable between individuals within the same fish species, with
the exception of smelt), smelt appeared to contribute about 16% of the fish sample
and the combined sculpin portion made up the remaining 84% of the fish sample.
As discussed in Chapler S, it is important [0 keep in mind me limited usefulness
of RF calculations given the small sample size. And as also discussed in Chapter
101
5, more confidence was placed on the MNI values than the RF values for the
purpose of interpretation; the MNI values are believed to be a more realistic
measure of relative abundance in this sample.
Cottidae - Sculpin Family
In terms of number of fragmenlS. the combined sculpin calegories made me
oext greatestconuibution; 23% of me unit's identified sample. Figure 6.5 exhibilS
lhe contribution of the various levels of identification within the family Canidae.
As discussed in the previous section, it was suggested lhat lhe sculpin category was
probably comprised mainly of members of the genus MyoxocephaLus. particularly
shorthorn and/or longhorn scuJpins. There were al least tllree sculpin individuals
in dlis assemblage: it is quite possible that various elements from the same three
individuals were placed in different taxonomic C3legOries within the Family
Cooidae. RF values for scuJpins were exaggerated because of the use of several
taxooomic categories within the Conidae Family. Perhaps it would have been
more useful to calculate a single. lumped Cottidae RF value. however this would
have bidden the possibility that there was more than one sculpin species present
in the sample.
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Inspector Island (DiAq-l)
%NISP - S6EO/S6El/S7El Level 3
~~Is.M
""'"L .... ~~l~
"1._-":1.1';11
Tolal Identified Sample Sculpin Specimens
Figure 6.5. Percentage of Number of Identified Specimens (%N1SP) for
S6E0IL3, UIustrating the contribution of tbe various levels of identification
within the sculpin family.
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Gadidae - Cod FamllY
A single Gadus sp. element represented the remaining fish category in this unit.
This cod specimen contributed less than 0.2% of lhe NISP sample and the low
frequency of this taxonomic category was too small to be labelled in Figure 6.S.
Obviously the single element represented a single individual within the sample.
Because this individual was represented by a single venebra there was no RF value
calculated for this taxonomic category since Class Fish venebrae were eliminated
from RF calculations during the correction stage of calculation.
Figure 6.6 uses %NISP values to illustrate the contribution of seal. the
predominant mammal category, to S6EO/Level 3's identified sample. Over 19%
of the identified sample was comprised of seal elements; 83$ of the seal
component was made up of elements which could only be identified to Family
Pbocidae. Harbour and harp seals were the only positively identified seal species
witbin the unit comprising only 1.93% and o.n% respectively of the unit's
identified sample. Since no other seal species were identified in the entire
Inspecmr Island faunal assemblage it is highly likely that all the fragments
identified as Family Phocidae were either harp or harbour seal elements.
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Inspector Island (DiAq-1)
%NISP - S6EO/S6EI/S7EI Level 3
Tolal ldenlified Sample
'''''dol.. et. ".$II
~:"~''"1:1l34
Seal Specimens
Figure 6.6. Percentage of Number of Identified Specimens (%NISP) S6EOfL3
illustrating the contribution of the various levels of identification within tbe
seal ramlly.
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Figure 6.7 illustrates the distribution of seal %NlSP soned by age. In
particular, this graph helps illustrate the point that there were few seal species
identifications made because such a large percentage of the sample (about 57$)
was from juvenile individuals. In general. there are very few elements in the
juvenile seal skeleton that can be used lO identify to species and none of these
elements were present in the S6EO/LJ sample. The omer elements relegated ro me
Pbocidae category were too fragmentary or from non-diagnostic portions of the
skeleton to be identifiable to species. Further discussion of skeletal age and
patterning of body regions is presented later in Chapter 7.
The relatively high frequency of Pbocidae fragments. particularly juvenile seal
fragments. is tempered by examination of the MNI calculations. Refer to Table
6.8. MNI analysis indicates the presence of at least five seal individuals; one
juvenile Pbocidae, (WO immarure'" harbour seals and probably one immature
harbour seal, and twO immature'" harp seals. Given the present data base the
likelihood is considered to be equal that the juvenile Pbocidae individual could be
eimer a harbour or harp seal.
The combined seal fragments contributed 94.44% of the total mammal NlSP.
%RF values indicated that seal comprised 51% of the mammal sample.
Calculation of %RF helped to correct for the over-representation of the Pbocidae
category due to lhe presence of unfused juvenile elements; the difference in
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Inspector Island (DiAq-1)
%NISP and Age Distribution - S6EO/L3
Seal Taxa
.""""_ l\\\"t-..... 0 . ~~l
Figure 6.7. Distribution of seal elements by age, expressed as a percentage of
total identified seal specimens for S6EOIL3.
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abundance of the various mammal species was much less dramatic when RF values
were compared (see Figure 6.12).
Remaining Taxonomic Categories
The combined remaining taxonomic categories (two mammal and four bird
categories) contributed less tl1an tllree per cent to me entire identified sample. The
small contribution of mese taxonomic groups was funher accentuated when
Minimum Number of Individuals (MNl) values were considered. Based on MNI
calculations black bear. caribou, goose, cf. Canada goose and duck were only
represented by single individuals and it is possible I:hat me goose and cf. Canada
goose elements were from the same individual. At least two black guillemot
individuals were detected wil:h.in me sample.
Percentage of Relative Frequency (%RF) calculations tempered the differences
in raw fragment frequency between mese various species wimin their appropriate
classes. Black bear and caribou appeared to make a much more significant
contribution to the mammal sample relative to me seal remains when %RF values
were compared versus a comparison of NISP values. RF calculations for the bird
taxa was just an exercise since I:hree of me four taxa were represented by only a
single element.
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6 3.2 Quantilk:ation of S§El/S7EIIS1EO Level 5
As summarised in Table 6.7. fish. mammal and bird remains contributed
52.26%. 44.44CJi and 3.29CJi respectively to the total identified fragment count.
10 contrast to the screened unit S6EOIL3. there was DO suiJcing difference between
the frequency of fish and mammal fngrnents. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 use CJiNISP
values to illustrate the relative contribution the various species made to this uni(s
identified assemblage.
Cattidae - Sc:ulpin Family
The combined sculpin categories comprised over 42 CJi of the identified sample.
Figure 6.8 illustrates the conttibution of the various levels of identification within
the sculpin family. As in the previous unit. it was suggested that the sculpin
category was probably comprised mainly ofmembers of the genus Myoxocephalus.
panicularly shorthorn or longhorn sculpins. Three shorthorn sculpin fragments
were positively identified. There were definitely two Myoxocephalus individuals
in the sample whose remains could very well be distributed amongst any or all of
the levels of identification within the Family Conidae. Again. the small sample
size teoded to result in RF values that exaggerated the difference in relative
abundance of fish species and MNI values were believed to be more useful for this
analysis (see Figure 6.11). However. RF values did continue to suppon the other
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Inspector Island (DiAq-1)
%N1SP - S6El/S7EI/S7EO Level 5
..... r1.U... 1..:l:3~
¢~ If,....,.. 8.173
Tolal Identified Sample Sculpin Specimens
Figure 6.8. Percentage of Number of Identified Specimens (%N1SP) for
S6EllLevel 5t illustratin& the contribution of the various levels of
identification within the sculpin family.
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measures of abundance used in this analysis whicb suggested that sculpin was the
most frequently occurring fish taxon in this unit.
Other Fish Species
The remaining fish categories, rainbow smelt, and the combined cod fragments
were of virtually equal abundance. representing 5.16% and4.12% of the identified
sample respectively. Both l3Xa were represented by one individual. When
compared to MNI calculations for sculpin it was apparent that the fisb sample was
very small and there was really 00 significant difference in frequency belween any
of the fish taxa identified. RF calculations tended to exaggerate the presence of
cod elements because the values were spread across several taxooomic categories
within the cod family, giving the impression that me combined cod component
would add up to a larger value man the smelt value. It was possible mat elements
from me one cod individual were identified to various cod taxonomic categories.
The Class Mammal was the next most abundant class in this unit and was
dominated by seal remains. Figure 6.9 illustrated the connibution of seal in terms
of the various levels of identification within the Family Phocidae expressed as
%NlSP. The combined seal component comprised over 42% of this unit's entire
identified sample. A larger proportion of the unit's seal fragments could be
identified to species than in the previous unit, however, Phocidae elements still
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Inspector Island (DiAq -1)
%NISP - S6EI/S7El/S7EO Level 5
QI----------------_,..4.3117 ~ -Q.7W
...,~.1l.?lI1 ..;,..~-u.~-... ---.
_1r4.,._32!n
Total [dentitied Sample Seal Specimens
Figure 6.9. Percentage of Number of Identitied Specimens (%NISP) for
S6EllLevel S, iUustratinC the contribution of the various levels of
identification within Family Phocidae.
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Inspector Island (DiAq-1)
%NlSP and Age Distribution - S6E 1/L5
'(10 % HlSP tor ~_l
Seal 'Taxa
_J......_ ~_t..... DlauDol....... ~.>.cIuI1
Figure 6.10. Distribution of seal elements by age, expressed as a percentage
of total identified seal specimeus in S6EllLevel 5.
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contributed the majoricy of fragments. almost 61 %. to the seal portion of the
sample.
As illustrated in Figure 6.10. juvenile seal elements made up a large ponion
of the Phocidae fragments but were joined by about an equal number of fragments
from all the odler age categories. Juvenile remains comprised alxmt 33% of aJl
the seal fragments and so were DOt as great a hindrance to species identification
as in the previous unit. As will be discussed later in Chapter 7. in the section on
site seasonalicy t the identification of two juvenile barbour seal fragments was of
particular interest. Harbour and. harp seals were the only seal species identified.
contributing 11.9% and 3.3% of the identified. fragments respectively. MNI
analysis revealed. the presence of at least eight seal individuals in this unit: five
harbour seal. two harp seals and. one juvenile individual identified only to F.
Pbocidae. Non-diagnostic elements from these individuals were probably mixed.
up within the other levels of seal identification.
Other Mammal So«ies
While the combined seal fragments conaibuted over 96% of the total mammal
NISP. RF analysis produced a much different pattern of relative abundance
amongst the identified mammal species (see Figure 6.12). Harbour and barp seal.
black bear and pine manen produced equal RF values while caribou produced 50%
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Inspector Island (DiAq-1)
Percentage RF For Fish
Fish Species
__~I,Ir1Et L3 fiW _1/S'1RI~O 1.$
Figure 6.11. Percentage Relative Frequency (%RF) per unit for rlSh only,
units S6EOlLevel 3 and S6EllLevel S.
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Inspector Island (DiAq-l)
Percentage RF For Mammals
Mammalian Species
_ 9Sl!OfSlIlijSnl13 lSS.'SSI ~1fS7!1f9?'m t:I 0 ll3e3/rae"/IfU!:o! U
Figure 6.12. Per-centage Relative Frequency ('%RF) per unit for mammals
only, for units S6EOlLeve1 3. S6EllLevel S and NJEJfLeve1 3.
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of that RF value. However. for the purpose of interpretation. MNI values were
preferred to the usc of Relative Frequency. MN1 values reflected a real. although
likely underestimated. difference in abundance within the identified mammal
sample. While there were at least eight seal individuals witllin the unit. bear.
manen and caribou were represented by single individuals.
Bird Specimens
Bird remains contributed less than fOUI percent (eight bone fragments) to the
identified S6El1L5 sample. Only two of the eight bird fragments were actually
identified to species (Canada goose and red-breasted merganser). There were at
least fOUI bird individuals represented in S6EIILS. RF analysis for this class was
merely an exercise which produced equal values for all bird taxa.
6.J.J QuantifK:atiog of NJEJ!L5
Only two classes. mammals and birds. were represented in this sample (22
identified fragments). with mammals comprising over 95% of the assemblage. Of
the fOUI taxa identified. two were species DOt identified in S6EO/LJ and S6EIILS.
These additional taxa were river otter and cf. murrelruorbill. Pbocidae elements
comprised the majority of the sample. making up nearly 60 % of the fragments and
producing an MNl of 2. AU the other taxa produced MNIs of one. The sample
was too small to produce meaningful RF values.
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6.3.4 Quantification of Remaining Analytk.a.I Units
The four remaining analytical units (N3E7. SIES LevelS. SIE6 Level S and
S3W2 Level 5) contributed twenty-five fragments 10 Inspector Island's identified
sample. Two species were identified which bad DOt appeared in me previous units.
SIES Level 5 CODlained only beaver elements, generating an MNI of ODC. SIE6
Level 5 introduced red fo~ (0 me sire's list of fauna, but this species was
represemed by only a single fragmenl. All me W(a identified in each of lhese four
remaining units were represented by MNis of one.
6 4 Summary of Quagti0catioD of Insoector Island Faunal SanlDle
To recapitulate, 3,115 bone fragments were recovered from Linle Passage
coDte~t. The entire sample was comprised of fish (45%), mammal (25%), bird
(l $) and Class Unknown (29%) remains. Over 2S% (807 fragments) of me
sample was identified to at least taxooomic Family. In all, fifteen anima.! species
were identified with certainty and one additional species was considered (0 be
identified with 95% confideocc. These species are beaver, red fo~, black bear,
pine maneD. otter, barbour seal, harp seal. canoou. Canada goose, red-breasted
merganser. black guillemot. rainbow smelt. Atlantic cod, and shonhorn sculpin.
Shell fragmeDts from blue mussel and soft-shell clam were also presem but DOt
included in me quantification process. All the species identified are still present
in me immediate area of Inspector Island.
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Bird Species
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FlgW"t 6.13. Percentage Relative Frequency (%RF) for birds only, for units
S6EOfLevei 3, S6EllLevel 5 and N3E3lLevel 3.
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The material was considered in lhe coIKeJtt of seven separate provenience units.
with emphasis on the two units (S6EOfL3 and S6El/LS). which produced just over
94 $ of the entire identified sample. Bam. units produced the same species with
lhe exception of three additional species in S6ElILS represented. by single bone
fragments. All species were represented by MNI values of one or two except the
foUowing taxa discussed below. The most numerous taxa were rainbow smeh.
Family Canidae (in particular shorthorn and longhorn sculpins). and Family
Phocidae (comprised of harp and barbour seal elements). There were twO major
differences between the samples from these two units: firstly, there was a much
higher proponion of smelt and sculpin fragments in the S6E01L3 sample than in
S6ElILS and. secondly, there was a significantly higher proponion ofjuvenile seal
elements to other seal age categories in S6EO/L3 than in S6ElILS. In the first
case. this difference can be explained by the facllhal S6EO/LJ was screened and
S6ElILS was OOl. The fine mesh size allowed the recovery of very tiny. Iighl
weight, fragile fish bone. Since the two units produced such similar samples in
other aspects il is considered likely thal bad. S6EI/LS been screened it may also
have produced a higher proportion of tiny fish elements. Furthermore, when these
species are considered in terms of MNI values the difference between the (wo units
virtually disappear as the tiny smelt elements resolve inlO an MNI value of 5 in
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S6EOfL3 and I in S6EIILS and sculpin have an MNl value 00 in S6EOIL3 versus
2 in S6EIIL5.
1be second major difference between these two units. lbe fact lIlat there was
a larger number of juvenile seal bone fragments present in S6EOIL3 lban in
S6EIILS. was diminisbed when the data was considered in terms of MNI values.
There was evidence for only one juvenile seal in S6EOIL3. versus three juvenile
seal individuals. in S6EIILS. In fact. in terms of overall number of seal
individuals in all age categories. S6EO/W contained evidence of five individuals
(one juvenile Pbocidae. two immature'" barbour seals and two immamre'" harp
seals) while S6EI/LS contained evidence for eight seal individuals (two juvenile
and three immature" barbour seals. two immature'" harp seals and one juvenile F.
Phocidae seal). Clearly. when comparing such small values as five versus eight
seal individuals, it becomes apparent that there is acnWIy DO significant
quantitative difference between the two provenience units.
Seal elements, specifically F. Pbocidae and barbour seal fragments. were the
ollly taxa to exhibit the juvenile age category. All other taxa appeared to be
represented by immature+ individuals.
The lack of bird remains in the entire Inspector Island sample is remarkable.
particularly in S6EO/W where the screening results suggest there were DO bird
remains to be recovered. Today, sea birds are plentiful in number and variety in
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the \licinity of the sire, suggesting sea birds were DOl: the focus of exploitation: af
least oot as e\lideoced by me incidents that produced me units excavared.
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CHAPTER 7
IDspector lsIand
Results of ADalysk: Body Region Distribution, Habitat and Season
Representation. AlteratioDs to Faunal Material
The following is a continuation of the first level of analysis of me faunal
assemblage from lhe Inspector Island sire. This chapter provides a summary of
lhe results ofanalysis ofbody region distribution. habitat representation and season
of availability of the identified species. Chapter 7 concludes wilb a brief
discussion of apparent alterations to the faunal material such as beat exposure and
cutting.
7.1 Distribution of Body Regions Per Species
Identified elements were soned according lO five major body regions: bead
(H), lIUDk (TK), pe<lOraJ limb (PTLIl), pelvic limb (PVLB), and extremities (EX) ,
as defined in Chapter S. Tables 7.1 ID 7.3 summarise lhe disaibution of identified
fragments per bcKI.y region for each taxon in each analytical unit.
In general. it was difficult to establish body region patterning when the
majority of taxonomic categories were represented by less than 5 fragments each
per analytical unit. Elements identified [0 various taxonomic levels within a larger
single taxonomic category (such as Family). were lumped together in order to
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form a bone grouping of anaIyzable size. This lumping of identified elements was
dODe for each provenience unit aDd analyzed on a unit by unit basis. For example,
combining all the various levels of seal or sculpin identifications into one sample
produced much larger samples to work with and more complete representation of
all body regions. Most of the discussion of body region patterning for Inspector
Island focuses 00 the units S6EOfL3 and S6El/LS because only these units
contained identified faunal samples large enough to suggest patterning of any kind.
The argument for lumping the various seal categories was as foUows:
I. The most abundantly represented seal category. Phocidae. ~robably
contained fragmeots from both seal species anyway.
2. A certain amount of false patterning amongst the various seal categories
could be predicted as a product of the identification methods. rather than any
prehistoric activity. For example, non-specific categories of identification. such
as to taxODOmiC family PbocKlae. would tend to be represented by those
morphologically generalized skeletal elements which are DOt usetw for identifying
to species. such as phalanges and mid-shaft fragments of longbooes. while specific
identifications were represented by body regions containing those skeletal elements
with diagnostic features such as the perrous region of the temporal or post-eanine
teeth.
3. There were DOt enough fragments identified to species ro try to establish
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paaerning per species. Of course there was a risk that lumping would bide any
differences in patterning between seal species. It was quite possible that the site's
occupants treated harp seals differently from barbour seals. but the sample size did
DOt permit species specific analysis of body region panerning.
7.1.1 Body RqiOD Analysis of S6EO/S6EI/S7EI LenlJ
Body region analysis focused on dle three most prevalent raxooomic categories:
rainbow smelt. sculpin and seal (see Table 7.1). Ninery-nine perteot of the
rainbow smelt sample was comprised of vertebrae, producing an MNI of 5. Two
slrull elements made up the res[ of me smeh sample. The ratio of vertebrae to
skull elements suggests that smelt heads may have been discarded elsewhere.
While smelt vertebrae may be slightly more robust than smelt slrull elements this
fact is DOt enough to explain this extteme ratio of preserved material.
Nonetheless. an MNI of five temperS any inferences to be drawn from this data
regarding the preparation of smelt.
With an MNI of 3, over 58 $ of the lumped sculpin sample was comprised of
vertebrae. over 28$ were skull elements. while dle final 13% were peclOrai fin
elements. Based on this information. it was considered likely that whole sculpin
were preseO[ in the sample.
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Table 7.1. Distribution of skeletal elements by body region for S6EO/LJ. Note tbat tbe abbreviation EX~U
represents extremity fragment from unknown limb.
Body ROIl..
---" ..-.._-
Taxon Head Trunk Pectoral Limb Pelvic Limb EX-U
PTG LB EX PVG LB EX
Phocidae 19 40 6 2 1 5 15
harbour seal 6 4
harp seal ~
- -
-
- - - - -
Seal combined
-l2 ...j!! ...J! ---S ~ ---l ...J! .....2 ....ll
black bear 3 1
Table 7.1 continued. Distribution of skeletal elements by body rqlon for 86£0/13.
Body Rea10n
Taxon Head Trunk Pectoral Limb Pelylc Limb EX-U
PrG LB EX PVG LB EX
caribou 2
black guillemot 2 I
goose, large 1
cr. Canada goose I
duck I
Table 7.1 continued. Distribution of skelelal elemenl5 by body region for S6EO/LJ.
Body Region
Taxon Head Trunk Pectoral Umb Pelvic Llmb EX-U
PTG LB EX PVG LB EX
rainbow smelt 2 280
sculpin combined 34 70 16
Gadus 'p. (cod) 1
In terms of body region disaibution. the co!nbi!Wi seal category was the most
completely represented taxooomic grouping in the identified sample. as compared
to individual seal taxonomic groupings or any other Klentified species in the
sample. All five of the major body regioDS were represented as can be seen in
Table 7.1. Figure 7.1 illustrates seal body region disttibution and the conaibution
of each identified seal taxa to the overall pattern.
In order to illustrate the high proportion of seal exO'emities present in the
sample, Figure 7.1 combined all fragments identified to be from the wrist or ankle
and distal. in one category called total extremities (EX:'T). As a result. those
extremity fragments whose limb origin were known were nOl included in the
pectoral and pelvic limb bars of Figure 7.1, but instead were included in the total
exO'emities (EX-n bar. This is a different means ofserting as compared to Table
7.1 where those extremity fragments of known limb were separated into their
source limb totals and only those fragments ofunlcnown limb origin were included
in the category referred to as extremity. limb unknown (EX-U).
In terms of NlSP. the tnlDk was the most frequently represented region.
comprising over 39% of the seal sample. Over 28% of the sample derived from
the head region. The combined exO'emity category was the next most highly
represented area in terms of NISP, comprising over 25% of the seal component.
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The pectoral limb was represc:nred by a slim 5.89% (DOl including the exttem.iry
fragments) of the identified fragments. while the pelvic limb was represc:nred by
.98%. or in other words. ODe fragmenJ: (DOl including the extremiry fragments).
The entire seal ttunJc. component was represemed by Pbocidae elements. almost
all of which were from juvenile vertebrae. The apparent dominance of this body
region was exaggerated by the fact: that almost every vertebra was unfused and the
unfused component pans of each single vertebra were counted as individual
fragments. A single. unfused vertebra has five bone growth centres and heoce.
the potential ro contribute five fragments ro the sample. Figure 7.2 illusttares the
contribution of the various seal age categories [() the distribution of seal fragments
per body regions and higbJights the dominance of juvenile seal fragments.
panicuJarly in the ttunJc. region.
For the purpose of interpreting the body region data the foUowing approach
was taken with the juvenile venebrae data ro help correct for their exaggerating
effect on the 0'UDk region. Basically. the juvenile vertebrae figures for each
venebra type (Le.• cervical. thoracic. lumbar. and sacral) were divided by five.
10 roughly estimate minimum number of whole juvenile seal vertebrae present in
unit S6EOIL3. The fact mat many of these fragments could be cross-matched lent
further support for talcing this approach. When applied. the juvenile vertebrae
fragment count decreased from a raw NISP of 35 fragments (0 a cOrretted
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minimum number of 8 juvenile venebrae. Thus the %NISP representation of the:
DUnk region was reduced from 39% ro 19'1. subslaDtiallyaitering dle relative
proportions of dle odler body regions. It was interesting ro nOle that dle only
immanue" trUD1c: material was a single fragment of cervical venebra.
Over 28% (43% after applying lhe correction to me lnUlk material) of lhe
identified seal fragments were derived from me head region. Mandible and
maxilla fragments made up a small portion oflhis sample but me majority of bead
elemems were teeth and fragments of temporal bone in me region of me ear. All
me teeth were canines and incisors which are DOt species indicatOrs and so were
attributed to me Phocidae category. The remporal fragments came from me area
of me pettous region and audirory bullae. This area of me temporal is quite dense
and preserves weU. In addition. this area of me bead is an important seal species
identifier. All temporal fragments were identified to species; in fact. the entire
harp seal sample and 60% of me harbour seal sample were comprised of temporal
fragments.
Almost 26% (39% after applying me correction ro me ttu.nk material) of me
seal fragments were attributed to the region classed as exttemities. that is. ro those
elements found from the wrist and ankle and distally. The elements included in
this body region were tarsals. carpals. metapodials and phalanges. Osteologically
mature tarsals and carpals are virtually solid bone. and metapodials and phalanges
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are also very sturdy elements with small marrow cavities and dense bone conex.
Forty percem of the elements identified as harbour seal were tarsals which are
morphologically specific elements for seals. The high proponion of unfused
juvenile material (73~ of EX-T) definitely bad a significant affect on the large
NISP intbis region. Unlike the U'\U1k region. however. a much smaller proportion
of lbese fragmenlS could be cross-matched. iDdicati.og lbat lbese unfused elemenlS
did not come from lbe same individual element. but acrually represented lbe
presence of a larger proponion of separate skeletal elements than were present in
lbe trunk ponion of the sample.
As Table 7.1 shows. lbe seal fore and hind limbs were represented by a very
small quantity of skeletal fragmenlS (8 and 10 fragments respectively. when
including extremities). The pectoral limb was represented by the humerus. radius.
ulna and carpals. while the pelvic limb was represented by an innominate fragment
and tarsals. Conspicuous in lbeir absence were scapula. femur. tibia and fibula
fragmentS.
Taking intO account the various faclOrs just discussed. specifically. skeletal age.
the correction for over-representation of lbe juvenile venebral fragments and the
creation of a lOtal exrremity (EX-T) category. a pattern of seal body part
representation emerges from the S6EO\L3 data. The head and exrremity regions
are represented in similar proponions, and are, by far. the most frequently
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represented regions. There is 00 evidence to suggest ma[ tltis pattern is due 00
poor preservation of limb ma[erW; me end portions of limb bones can be as sturdy
as any of the bead and foot elements recorded for tltis uW[. Furtbermore. wbile
juvenile elemeots are disoibuted amongst all five regions. the larger. more smrdy.
immah1re+ ma[eria) is limited. almost exclusively. ro representation in the bead and
extremity ca[egories. It appears that all partS of juvenile seals were
processed/consumed/disposed of in this provenience unit wbile there is a slight
suggestion that adult barp and barbour seals were processed only to the extent that
their beads and KbandsMand "feetMfrom the wrist/ankle down. were used and/or
left at tltis unit and the rest of the adult sized animaJ. was taken elsewbere; to
another part of the site or off the si[e altogether.
Two possible explanations for this adult seal pattern are suggested here. The
seal fore limb. particularly at the shoulder. is a bighly muscular appendage because
the function of this limb is 00 pull1he animal through the water. It is the personal
experience of the author that separating the forelimb from the rest of the seal is an
easy task and provides a large. self·contained package of meat containing the
scapula. bumerus. radius and ulna. It would bave been a convenient package to
transpOrt. with or without the Mflipper Kportion of the limb.
A second suggestion is that the loog bones of the adult sized seals of bom
species were missing because they bad been destroyed during the process ofgrease
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extraction. It was suggested lhat perhaps these marrow bearing elements were
being processed for the purpose of grease exrraction analogous to dlat carried out
by me Naskapi-Montagnais. This native group ground up me long bones of
can"bou. boiled me resultant mashed bone and skimmed off lhe grease which rose
to me surface. This process crealed a recognizable feature in me archaeological
record, namely a pit in me ground exhibiting beat exposed soil. a layer of ~bone
mash~ and overlying grease-stained soil. While me Naskapi-Montagnais used
caribou insread of seal long bones, there is evidence (0 support me possibility dlat
me people of me Little Passage complex may have practised bone grease
extraction. Inspector Island, me Beaches. and Boyd's Cove have all produced
8eodluk hearth feamres containing the characteristic pit exhibiting beat exposure.
a layer of ~bone mash- and grease stains (Pastore 1987:9; 1986:221; MacLean
1990:IO). The Spence site at Port au Choix has provided such a feamre in a
prehistoric context, indicating a continuity for this type of behaviour from. me early
portion of me Recent 10dian period (ReDOUf 1993:73). The griDdin.g of me long
boDeS during this process would have effectively removed mese seal elementS from
the identifiable portion of the faunal assemblage.
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7.1.2 Body Regiop Apalysis of S6EI/S§EO/S7EIIS7EO Level 5
As in S6E01L3. body region analysis focused on the most prevalent taxonomic
categories; rainbow smelt. sculpin. seal and. unlike S6EOIL3. an additiooal
category for cod. The most frequently occurring fish category. sculpin. exhibited
a very similar proportion of trunk ro bead ro pelvic elements as in S6EO/L3.
Again. there was a sense that wbole sculpin individuals were present. The
proportion of trunk ro bead elements from rainbow smelt was much closer lhan in
S6EO/L3. Although smelt venebrae did oumumber bead elements the significance
of this difference was unclear given the mucb smaller sample size (NtSP :: 14)
present in the currenr: unit versus S6EO/L3 (NISP :: 282). It is nO[ known bow
mis ratio of bead ro venebral elements was affected by the fact that this unit was
not screened like S6EOfLJ was. The small cod sample (NlSP :: 10). exhibited a
virtually equal proportion of bead ro aun.k: elements suggesting whole cod were
present in the sample.
In terms of body region distribution. the combined seal calegory was. again.
the most completely represented taxonomic grouping. As can be seen in Figure
7.3. all five of the major body regions were represented. See Figure 7.4 for the
disaibution of seal elements by body regions whicb considers the conaibution of
me various seal age categories. Since. overall. juvenile elements made a
significantly smaller proportion of this unit's sample. in contrast ro S6EO/L3.
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Table 7.2. Distrlbulion of skeletal elemenlS (NISP) by body region for S6EI/LS.
Body Region
Taxon Head Trunk Pectoral Limb Pelvic Limb EX-U
Pro LB EX PVG LB EX
Phocidae 26 23 6 1 I I ~
Phoca sp. 1 I I
cf. harp seal I
harp seal 7 I
harbour seal -lQ
-l
-
----l
- - -
~
-
seal combined ~ ....1J. ....2 -l ....2 -l. -l. .....2 --i
Table 7.2 c::ontlnued. Distribution of skelelal elements (NISP) by body region for S6EI/LS.
Body Region
Taxon Head Trunk Pectoral Limb Pelvic Limb EX-U
PTG LB EX PVG LB EX
black bear 1
pine marten 1
celacean I
caribou I
black guillemol I
cf. goose I
goose I
cr. Canada goose I
Table 7.2 continued. Distribution of skeletal elements (NISP) by body region for S6El/U.
Body Region
---J ---.---
Taxon Head Trunk Pectoral Limb Pelvic Limb EX·U
PTG LB EX PVG LB EX
eider/scoter 2
red-breasted
merganser 1
rainbow smell 3 11
cod 4 6
sculpin 40 58 5
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unfused juvenile seal elemems did not have the same exaggerating effect on any
particular body region as occurred in me trunk: and extremity regions in unit
S6EO/LJ. However, in order to make the two units comparable the correction for
juvenile venebral fragments was also applied to S6EIILS. After the correction
was applied. both units exhibit similar relative proportions amongst the five major
body regions.
In tenus of NlSP. the head was me most frequently represemed region,
comprising almost 52% (56% after correction applied) of dIe seal sample. About
26% (21 % after correction) of the sample was derived from me lnJok: region. The
combined eXlremity category was the next most highly represented area in terms
of NlSP, comprising about 14% (remained 14% after correction) of the seal
component. The pectoral limb and pelvic limb regions made up the remaining 7%
and 2 % respectively of the entire seal component and were Dot perceptibly affected
when the correction for juvenile venebral fragments was applied.
About 52% of the identified seal fragments were derived from me head region.
Teeth and temporal fragments (accompanied by several minute inner ear bones)
again comprised the majority of the head material and provided elements
identifiable to harp and harbour seal. Overall. roughly half of the head fragments
were from young seal while the other balf were from osteologically mamre
individuals. The most remarkable identifications were two juvenile harbour seal
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maodibles which represented an MNI of two. These mandibles were the only
juvenile seal elements in the entire site that couJd be identified to species.
Skeletal fragments falling into the tnl1lk region made up about 26% of this
unit's identified seal sample. While over tw~thirds of this material originated
from juvenile and immature individuals. The rate of cross·matehing was much
lower in this sample than in the previously discussed S6EO/L3. Application of me
correction for juvenile venebrae only reduced the relative contribution of this
region to 21 % of the seal NlSP for this unit. The osteologically adult ma[erial
was comprised of both rib (NlSP = 2) and thoracic (NlSP :s:z 5) and lumbar (NISP
= I) vertebra fragments indicating the presence of the mid-body sectiOD of a[ least
one adul[ barbour seal.
Founeen percent of the identified seal material was made up of extremity
fragments. Juvenile and osteologically mature specimens were basically equally
represented. Long bones from me pecroral and pelvic limbs comprised 7% (7
fragments) and 2 % (2 fragments) of the NlSP and were only represented by
juvenile and one immature individuals. The pecrora! limb was represented by the
humerus and radius while the pelvic limb was represented by a tibia and hip
fragment. There were no scapula, ulna. carpal. metacarpal, femur or fibula
fragments de[ecred.
Overall. tllis unit exhibited a similar pattern of seal body region dislribution to
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S6EOIL3. with the majority ofmaterial coming from the head. trunk and extremity
regions and the major portions of the pectoral and pelvic limbs being scarcely
represented. Osteologically mamre specimens appeared only in the head.
extremity and trunk region and were absent from the main portions of the limbs.
As in S6EOIL3. it appears that the creation ofmis provenieoce unit was related lO
the processing/disposal of all pans of juvenile seals and only the bead. -bands·
and "feet· of adult harp and harbour seals suggesting the rest of the adult seals
were deah with elsewhere.
1.1.3 Body Regiog Analysis of N3E31L5 and Remaining Units
The faunal assemblages of the remaining units did not introduce any seal
elements that were not present in S6EOILJ or S6EIILS. Two of the three mammal
species (red fox and beaver) oot present in the previous two units were represented
in the head region ooly. specifically. by teeth and jaw fragments. The third new
species. river otter. was represented by skull fragments as weU as ODe venebral
fragment. See Table 7.3 for the summary of body region distribution for these
remaining units.
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Table 7.3. Distribution of skeletal elements (NISP) by body region for N3E3/LS and remaining units.
Body Reaion
Taxon Head Trunk Pectoral Limb Pelvic Limb EX·U
PTG LB EX PVG LB EX
N3E3/LS
Phocidae 3 2 I 7
caribou 3
river otter 4 I
cf. murre/razorbill I
N3E7
harbour seal I
cf. caribou I
Table 7.3 continued. Distribution of skeletal elements (NISP) by body region for N3E3/LS and rema.lniog
units.
Body Region---~ ..-.._..
Taxon Head Trunk Pectoral Limb Pelvic Limb EX-U
PfG LB EX PVG LB EX
S3W2 LS
harbour seal I
7.1.4 SUmmery of Body Region Patterning in Impedor Island Faunal
~
Section 7.1 organized the Inspector Island faunal dam in terms of body region
patterning. The twn largest analytical units. S6EO/L.3 and S6EIILS. were me
focus of the discussion and the three best represented taxonomic categories. F.
Pbocidae. rainbow smelt and sculpins. were looked at in the most detail. All other
taxonomic categories were represented by five or less bone fragments making it
impossible to establish any pattern of body region representation.
Seal material provided the most promising dam regarding body pan patterning.
In order to obtain an analyzable sample size, all the various levels of seal
identification were lumped into the ODe seal family category. It was recognized
that this process would bide any differences in treatment between me two seal
species known to be present in the samples. The validity of this approach was
argued in section 7.1. Analysis showed that juvenile and adult-sized seals were
treated differently. AU body regions of the juvenile seals were present in me
sample while basically only the bead, -bands" and -feet- of the adult seals were
present. The data suggested that these Inspector Island provenience units
represented the complete processing of baby seals and the initial processing of me
huge adult seals in preparation for further processing elsewhere.
The next most numerous taxonomic groups, rainbow smelt, sculpin and cod
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appeared to be represented in all body regions. suggesting that the provenience
units S6E0fL3 and S6EIILS were involved in the processing of whole specimens
from these taxonomic groupings.
7.2 Season of AvaiJability of Soec:ies ldeotirJe4 in Inspector Island Faunal
Modern oann31 history records were used to infer season of availability for
species identified in the Inspector Island faunal assemblage. As summarized in
Tables 7.4 to 7.6. aU the units contained species which were available near the site
throughout the year. What was lacldng were species which were good indicators
of specific times of the year. However. year round residents were considered in
terms of when they were most easily available and some tentative patterns were
suggested.
7.2.1 Season of Availability ~ S6E0/S6E1IS7E1 l&veIJ
This analytical unit contained species which are currently available year round
either on lnspector Island. in the adjacent waters or on that ponion of the main
island of Newfoundland immediate to Inspector Island. However. there are some
more specific indications for faunal exploitation between late winter and fall and
these are discussed below.
The presence of a large proportion of juvenile seal fragments was an indicator
of late winter to summer exploitation. An extended period from late February into
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Table 7.4. MODtbs of availability of species ldeotified in lospector Island
rauoal assemblage, provm&eoce unit S6E0/S6El/S7El Level 3. based 00
modern natural history records.·
F M A M
S6EOtS6ElIS7El Level 3
A SON D
-----'?l:--------t?-----
black: bear
Phocidae" --- "' - 1-------
harbour seal
harp seal
caribou
black
guillemot- ---------?N--N?-------
goose -------------
cf. Canada goose
duck
rainbow smell ------5---S'1
codfishes
scu1pins
sbonhorn
sculpin
longhorn
sculpin
soft-shell
clarno
....... symbols indicale that this unil contained juvenile elements (or
this taxonomic calegory and highlights the months of their
availability.
Bold symbols indicare mal this species is more likely to be
available near ilie sire during dIe highlighted monilis of dIe year.
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"N" indicates species nesting in small numbers on difficult to reach
sea cliffs (Peters and Burleigh 1951).
Question marks indicate that there is some variation from year to
year. in the arrival and/or departUre dates for the species and that
available Darura.l history refereoces provide undefined seasons
rather than specific months or weeks of the year for arrival and
departure times.
·t~ symbol indicates that this species is toxic during the enclosed
period.
Seasonality information for bird species taken from Montevecchi
and Tuck (1987), Burrows (1989), Threlfall (1983) and Peters and
Burleigh (1951). Harp seal seasonal information taken from
Bowen (1989) and Lien (1985). Harbour seal information taken
from Beck (1983) and Lien (1985). Terrestrial mammal species
information taken from CamerOD (1958).
August was inferred during which time juvenile harp and harbour seals would have
been available. Without a juvenile seal element identified to species it was not
possible to infer a narrower period of time. Mature harp seal remains are most
likely indicative of a period from late February until the end of April or the
beginning of May. At this time, harp seals are whelping, breeding and moulting
on the offshore ice (Bowen 1989:4). However. it is possible that mature harp
seals were taken during the brief pericx1 of their southward migration in mid-
December.
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Canada geese are presently breeding migranrs wbo live in me area from about
the beginning ofApril until September. Unfonunarely the Canada geese fragments
did DOt exhibit medullary bone. which would bave suggested the bird had died
during me nesting period. Canada geese nest anytime between the beginning of
April and the eod of May (Peters and Burleigh 1951:83). It should also be DOted
that rare sightings of Canada geese have been recorded for every month of the
year (peters and Burleigh 1951:83).
Rainbow smelt are more easily obtained when they congregate in river estuaries
in the fall and through the winter but are particularly vulnerable during meir
spawning period. which usually occurs for about two weeks between early April
and early May in me area of Notre Dame Bay (Scott 1981:33;Department of
Fisheries and Oceans 1984:5;Nbwani 1973:58). Although black guillemot's live
in the area year round. mey would be more easily obtained during their nesting
period which occurs sometime between late March and early April to mid-May.
Usually caribou are most fit and fat and bence. most attractive. in the late
summer and early winter. Unfortunately there were no immature caribou remains
to help support an interpretation of a late summer to early winter exploitation.
The small number of caribou fragments (NlSP = 2) suggest that caribou did not
make a significant contribution to the excavated unit.
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7.2.2 SeasoD or AvaUabiUty. S6ElIS1EO/S7El Level S
This unit contains the same seasooal indicators as the previous sample plus
three additional pieces of evidence for more specific times of the year. Table 7.5
illustrates the availability by season of the animals identified in S6EIILS. Juvenile
harbour seals are presently available in the area from the beginning of May (Beck
1983:4) until perhaps the end of August or September when their skeleton would
have outgrown its juvenile texture. The particular juvenile harbour seal specimens
identified in this unit were completely covered in juvenile cortex indicating they
died during their first spring or by early July at the latest. Red-breasted
mergansers are breeding residents of NewfoundlaDd.. breeding inland as weU as on
the inshore coast. They prefer to winter in coastal salt water (Momevecchi and
Tuck 1987:225; Burrows 1989:81; Godfrey 1986:120). Although Atlantic cod are
available in the surrounding waters year round. they are more likely to be close
to the shoreline in shallower waters when pursuing the capeLin that run during the
month of June (Department of Fisheries and Oceans 1989:2).
7.2.3 Season or Availability - N3E31N3FAlN4E2 Level S and Remaining
~
These remaining units do not provide any additional seasonal indicators to those
mentioned in the previous units. Table 7.6 illustrates the season of availability for
species identified for these remaining provenience units.
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Table 7.5. Months of availability of species identified in Inspector Island
faunal assemblage, provenience unit S6El/S7El/S7EO Level S, based on
modern natural history records.
F M A M
S6ElIS7El/S7EO levelS
A o N D
black bear
pine marten
cetacean
Phocidae
barbour seal
harp seal
caribou
------------------------
--_ ?-------
----_.....••••......?'------
?----
black
guillemot- --·---?N--N?-----------
goose
cf. Canada goose '!-------------'!
eider sp.
sCQ[er sp. -----'!
red-breasted
merganser
rainbow smelt ---------
codfishes -------------------
Atlantic cod -.--------------.---------
sculpins ------1 1----
shonbom
sculpin
soft-shell
clamo --·---?t
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Table 7.6. Months of availability of species identified in Inspedor Island
faunal assemblage, N3E31N3E41N4E2 Level 5 and remaining provenience
units, based on modem natural history records.
F M A M
NJE3INJE41N4E2 LevelS
A o N D
river otter
Phocidae 7 .------
caribou
Alcidae cf.
murre or
razorbill sp.
NJE7
harbour seal
cervidae
SlE5 Level 3
beaver
SlE6 LevelS
red fox
Phocidae
harbour seal
S3W1 LevelS
harbour seal
................................................................................,
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7.2.4 Summary of Season or Availability of Species Identified in Inspector
Islagd Faunal Assemblage
According to modem natural history information. the majority of species
identified in the Inspector Island faunal assemblage are available year round in the
region of the site. However. upon examination of Tables 7.4 to 7.6, there is an
indication of a clustering or overlapping of species most likely to be available in
the late-winter to early summer period. roughly late-February to the end of June.
The juvenile harbour seal remains in unit S6EIIL5. are direct evidence for
exploitation sometime between the months of May and July. Some of the juvenile
seal remains which could only be identified to harplbarbour were from newborn
individuals. Newborn harp seals would have been available from the eod of
February to mid-March. Newborn barbour seals would have been available in
May and June.
Immature and mature harp seals. would have been available while they were
whelping, breeding and moulting on the offshore icc. This roughly encompasses
a period from late February until the end of April or beginning of May. However.
availability of harp seals of alI ages would have been dependent upon favourable
weather conditions which would allow for the formation of the ice pans for the
seals use and which would provide for winds and currents that would move the ice
to the southwest towards the northeast coast of Newfoundland (Chafe, 1923).
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While available in the area throughout the year. rainbow smelt would have
been found in concentration during their cwo week spawning period in May.
To summarise. while the Inspector Island faunal material is represenlOd. by
species that could have been exploilOd. tllrougbout l:he year. there is definite
evidence of faunal exploitation during a more specific period of time from late
February until July.
7.3 Habitats Represegted in the lnsoector Island Faunal Assemblage
Table 7.7 summarises babitat information as indicated by the species present
in the Inspector Island faunal assemblage. The table is divided into two major
areas. the Newfoundland interior and me Newfoundland coast, These two major
areas are each subdivided into several habitats. The interior is divided intO
barrens. forest and freshwater habitats. The barrens consist of vast open areas.
characterised by rocky ground supporting a groundcover of dwarf shrubs and
lichens interspersed with boggy areas (Montevecchi and Tuck 1983). The interior
forest consists mainly of coniferous species such as balsam fir. black and white
spruce. White pine was also a significant forest species prior to the 20th cenmry.
Small hardwood stands can be found along the waterways of central
Newfoundland. The freshwater babitat refers to me freshwater lakes (ponds),
rivers and streams which cross the island interior, passing through barrens and
forest areas.
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The coastal area is divided into forest. river, coastal island, inshore marine and
offshore marine habitats. Coastal forests lie adjacent to beaches and cliffs running
along the ocean shore. The coastal river habitat refers to the rivers which flow
directly into the ocean, including their banks, extending as far inland as the tide
reaches. The islands lie in the ocean waters of Notre Dame Bay and include both
the protected inshore islands and. outer coastal islands that are exposed to the open
ocean. The inshore coastal habitat refers to the ocean water which begins at the
high tide mark of the shore and extends as far as it is protected from the open
ocean by intervening islands or by the moderating influence of horizontally deep
bays, harbours or inlets in which it lays. Inspector Island lies within the inshore
coastal habitat. The offshore marine habitat refers to the ocean waters that are
pan of the open ocean. unprotected by coastal islands or deep bays.
In general. the Inspector Island assemblage contains indicators from all the
major Newfoundland habitats. However, the marine environment, panicularly the
inshore marine environment, Schwarz's inner coastal zone, appears to be where
the habitats of almost all the identified species overlap.
It is possible the rainbow smelt remains represent the site's most specific
habitat indicators. Today local residents report that Indian Brook at the Boyd's
Cove site is the only known source of smelt in eastern Notre Dame Bay (Pastore
1997: personal communication). This modern distribution information suggests
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the inhabitants of the l.nspector Island site may bave beeo familiar with the Boyd's
Cove sire.
Those terrestrial species DOC. obviously associated with a marine habitat are
available in the coastal forests ofNewfoundland and by way of the navigable rivers
that flow from the NewfOUDdland interior and empty directly into me inshore
marine environment. The only other exception to me inshore pattern is the habitat
of the harp seals. Harp seals are definitely offshore, or outer coastal lODe.
dwellers. Harp seals migrate soumwards past the outer coastal zone of
Newfoundland's northeast coast in December, and cootinue on down the eastern
side of Newfoundland (0 the Grand Banks. The harp seals arrive again in late
February while OD their northward migration. At this time the seals Slay until the
eod of April on the ice off the nonhern coast. Large pans of sea ice drifting soum
from the arctic are met by the seals 20 to 50 miles east of Belle Isle (Chafe 1923).
This area where the seals congregate on the ice is referred to as -The From-. As
the ice drifts southwards the seals whelp, moult and mate on or near the ice edge.
According to Chafe (1923) the winds and currents may bring the ice to within 30
miles off Fogo Island or the Funk islands and sometimes the ice is pushed right
into the Nacre Dame and Booavisla Bays. At the end of April the harp seals
continue their northward migration up past the labrador coast, following the
receding pack ice (Bowan 1985; Ronald and Dougan 1982). Figure 7.5 provides
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an illustration of the harp seals migration routes. The harp seal population divides
during die southward migration. A smaller group. die Gulf herd. splits off at the
Strait of Belle Isle off NewfoundJaDd's Northern Peninsula. and proceeds into the
Gulf of St. Lawrence. The Gulf herd eventually whelps. mouilS and mares on ice
Dear the Magdalen Islands. The [wo seal populations meet in late spring on the
northward migration to waters off Baffin Island. GreeoJand or in Hudson Bay.
7.4 Evidence or Alteration to the Inspector blapd FaunaJ Material
The term "alteration" is used 00 describe those faunal fragments which had
been clearly cbanged. most likely by buman activity, in addition to the breakage
and crushing related to general disposal activities and posr-depositional forces. In
general. alterations did not appear to have had a significant affect on the degree
of preservation of the entire lospector Island faunal assemblage. Breakage and
organic decomposition were the main reasons the faunal materia..l was
unidentifiable. The Inspector Island assemblage contained specimens wltich had
been cut or sheared. worn SIIlOOCh. and most commonly, exposed to heat. About
9% of the entire identified assemblage exhibited some form of alteration. All of
these specimens were recovered from the following three analytical units:
S6EO/L3. S6ElIL5 and N3E3/U. Table 7.8 provides a summary of tllose
identified specimens exhibiting alteration, sorted by species and form ofalteration.
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Figure 7.5. Breeding and moulting area and principal migration routes of the
barp seal population (from Comeau, 1989:2).
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Table 7.7. Habitats Ottupled by spedes Identified in (be Inspc:c1or Island 'auoal assemblage based 00 modem Datural
kistory records.
S6EO/L3 II'n'ERJOR COAST
Taxon Barrens Forest Fresbwater Forest River Island Inshore Offshore
black bear· X X S X S
harbour seal X X X
harp seal- X wh
caribou X X X
black guillemot X X X X
cf.Canada goose' I I X X X
rainbow smell X X X
codfishes X X
sculpins X X
shonhorn sculpin X
longhorn sculpin X X
soft-shell clam X X
Table 7.7, coolinued. Habitats «cupied by species Ideollfitd ill the Inspector Island raunalll5SeDJblale based on
modem natural history r«ords.
~ II'n'ERIOR COAST
Taxon Barrens Forest Freshwater Forest River Island Inshore I Offshore
black bear X X S X
pine maneo X X
cetacean X I X
harbour seal X X X I
harp seal J 1 1 J X wh
caribou X X X
black guillemot X X X I X
cf.Canada goose" I I X X X
eider sp. I X X X
$COler sp. X X X X
red-breasted B B W
merganser-
rainbow smelt X X X
Table 7.7, contiDued. Habitats occupied by spedes Idenllned in the Inspector Island raunal assembla&e based on
lIlOCie'm nalural history records.
~ INTERIOR COAST
Taxon Barrens Forest Freshwater Forest River Island Inshore Orrshore
codfishes X X
Atlamic cod X X
sculpins X X
shorthorn sculpin X
soft-shell clam X X
~ I!'I1'ERIOR COAST
Taxon I Barrens I Form I Freshwaler I Forest I River I Island I Iwhore I Orrshore
river otter
Phocidae
caribou X
X
X
X X
X
X
X X X
Table 7.7, continued. Habitats occ:upled by species identined In the IDSpKlOr Wand raunal assembla&e based OD
modem Datura! history rec:ords.
Im1 IflITERIOR COAST
Taxon I Barrens I Forest I Freshwater I Forest I River I Island I Inshore I Orrsbol't
harbour seal
cervidae x
x x
~ INTlIUOR COAST
Taxon Barrens I Forest I Freshwater Forest I River I Island I lashore I Orrsbore
beaver X I X I X X I X I I I
SIE6 Level S INTERIOR COAST
Taxon HarreDS Forest Fresbwaler Forest River Island IDShore Offshore
red fox· wh X X
Phocidae X X X X
harbour seal X X X
]f
~ x
--
E
.:
~--
,;
I ~"~a iEIi
~ ~.~ ~~
'"
;-
Heat exposure was me IJlOS( commonly occuniDg form of a1[ef'ation. affecting
8% ofdte entire identified sample (89% ofilie altered specimens). Heat exposed
marerial appeared in [wo forms. charTed and calcined. Calcined booe appears
while or blue and is usually shrunken. cracked and warped. Calcined bone bas
been exposed [Q higher [emperarures and longer periods of heal exposure lhan
charred booe has. AlI.hougb it is possible for specimens to exhibit both charring
and calcination no such examples were recorded for lhe identified assemblage. It
was determined thal the heat exposed material was burned somewhere olher than
in the excavated units because the burned material was mixed in with marerialthat
was never exposed to heal and it was not accompanied by heat exposed rock or
soil. Rainbow smelt elements comprised 76% of all the identifiable beat exposed
material (NISP = 50). Beaver. Phocidae. caribou. black. guillemot and sculpin
elements also exhibiled heat exposure.
Only [wo Klentified bone fragments exhibited CUl marks. A single merganser
scapula exhibited four fine. parallel cut marks across its medial border_ A juvenile
Pbocidae sternebra exhibited a deep horizontal cut across its ventral surface. A
third fragment. a piece of cetacean (whale or dolphin) skull. had clearly been
sheared or chopped off the rest of me skull on an oblique angle.
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Table 7.8 Summary of idenlified specimens from Ihe Inspector Island site exhibilina some rorm of allerallon.
TAXON ALTERATION
Calcined Charred CuI Sheared Worn Trowel Tolal
Trauma
beaver 4 J 5
cetacean 1 1
barbour seal 1 1
Phocidae 4 3 1 3 11
caribou 1 1
black guillemot 1 1 2
red-breasted 1 1
merganser
rainbow smell 35 15 50
sculpin
.1
- - - - -
.1
47
.12 .1 .1 .1 .j ~
Only one black: guillemot long bone shaft exhibited evidence of wear or
polishing. The wear had produced a hole which extended into the hollow shaft.
Finally, only four identified specimens exhibited trowel trauma resulting from the
modern excavation process.
7.S Summary DescriptiOn of Inspector Island Identified Faunal Sample
Chapter 7 presented a discussion of the evidence for body region patterning,
season of availability and habitat representation as found in the identified faunal
sample from [nspector [sland. This chapter also looked at evidence of alteration
of the identified faunal material.
Body region analysis focused on the three most numerous taxonomic categories.
seal. rainbow smelt and sculpins. as represented in the two largest analytical units.
S6EOIL3 and S6ElIL5. Examination of the seal material indicated that all body
regions of juvenile seals were present in the sample while basically only the head
and ·hands~ and ·feet~ oftbe adult seals were present. The suggestion was that
the Inspector Island unitS contained evidence of complete processing of baby seals
and initial processing of the bulky adult seals. Funber processing of adult seals
could have occurred elsewhere on Inspector Island or funher afield.
The next most oumerous taxonomic groups, rainbow smelt and sculpin
appeared to be represented in all body regions, suggesting that the excavated units
represented the processing of whole specimens. However, me sieved u.nit
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S6EOtLJ did show a high ratio of smeh venebrae to head elements (280:2)
suggesting that smelt heads were discarded elsewhere as pan of the processing of
this species. In light of the modern distribution information for rainbow smelt. it
is possible that the smeh were caught and processed a[ che Boyd's Cove site and
chen used at the Inspector Island site.
Modem natural history records indicate that che majority of species identified
in the Inspector Island faunal assemblage were species available throughout che
year in the region of Inspector Island. However, closer examination of che data
indicated that there was a clustering of species (and clustering of me volume of
resources they represented), most likely to be available in the late-winter to early
summer period. roughly late February to June. This clustering around the period
when these species would "most-likelyW have been available was further supported
by the direct evidence for the exploitation of juvenile harbour seals. newborn
harbour or harp seals and of harp seals of all age categories.
Juvenile barbour seals would have been available from May onwards through
the summer. By the end of the summer, the bones of juvenile harbour seals would
no longer exhibit 100% coverage in juvenile cortex. the diagnostic factor in
determining the osteological age of this seal material. Newborn harp seals would
have been available, roughly, from late February until mid to late March when
they would have outgrown their osteologically newborn appearance. Since barbour
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seals are known to whelp in May and Iune. newborn harbour seal material would
indicate a time of death sometime during the period from May until the beginning
of Iuly. Immature and marure harp seals could have been exploited dwing their
southward migration past Notre Dame Bay in December but it is considered much
more likely that they were taken during their extended period of whelping,
breedmg and moulting, from late February until the end of April or early May
when the offshore ice conditions permitted. During optimal conditions. the pack
ice could simply be walked on to from the shores of Notre Dame Bay and its
islands. out several kilometres to the ice edge.
As would be expected. the Inspector Island faunal material exhibited a strong
orientation towards the exploitation of the marine habital. Both inner and outer
coastal zones were represented. While some of the identified species could have
been found in the Newfoundland interior. all of these species couId also be found
in the forests and on the windswept rocks adjacent to the ocean or on the banks of
rivers flowing into the ocean in Notre Dame Bay.
Only 9% of the identified Inspector Island material bad been altered. Heat
exposure was by far the most commonly occurring form of alteration. comprising
89% of the altered identified material. Most of the heat exposed remains were
from rainbow smelt although beaver. seal. caribou. black guillemQ( and sculpin
fragments were also subjected to heal. Only three fragmems exhibited cut marks,
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one seal. one red-breasted merganser and a cetacean slrull element. One black:
guillemot long bone bad a bole polished through its surface.
Overall. the two major aoalytical units. S6EIILS and S6EOIL3 exhibit similar
patterns in their faunal samples. The two units exhibit a similar list of identified
species. panern ofseal body parts present. indicators for season ofexploitation and
habitats exploited. The fact that S6EIIL5 represents an earlier period of
occupation than S6EO/L3 suggests that the Little Passage occupants of this site
practised basically the same mode of subsistence over some period of time.
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CHAPTERS
The Beaches
Results of Analysis: Identification and Quantification
The following is a summary of the first level of ana.Iysis of me faunal
assemblage from The Beaches site. This first level of analysis includes the
identification and Quantification of the faunal material. Funher analysis of the raw
data in terms of distribution of skeleml elements per bOOy regions per species. the
habitats represented and the season of availability of the identified species. wiU
follow in Chapter 9.
8.1 The Beaches <DeAk-ll
As described in Chapler 4, the Beaches faW13l material came from mree
provenience units: (WO (N33.58W24.42 and N34.S0W24.00) from a large midden
fearure (Fearure 4) and one from a test pit of a separate. smaller midden feature
(Test Pit II). As also discussed in Chapter 4, the relationship of the three units
was unknown and consequemly some of the analysis will require that they be
lrealed as separate entities. Table 8.1 summarises the comriburion of each unit to
the {ota! collection of Little Passage faunal material gathered from the Beaches
site.
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Table 8.1. Distribution, per analytical unit, of the total Beaches site faunal
sample.
Unit
N33.58W24.42
N34.50W24.00 508 85.52 86 14.48 594
Test Pit 11
---" ~
___13
--l1J.Q __40_
Combined Site
Total
---l£ ~ ------ill ~ ~
Table 8.2 sununarises the contribution (number of Fragments) of che various
taxonomic c(asses to the total Faunal sample. Material representing the Class
Pelecypoda was also present within these provenience units but was not collected
in a Fashion which could be quantified.
Marrunalian Fragments comprised me majority of the entire sample contributing
75.96% of the Faunal material. Avian remains comprised 21.10% of the
assemblage while fish and Class Unknown fragments made up the remaining
1.12% and 1.83% respectively. The small proportion of tish material was not
considered to be a result of me recovery techniques. Several buckets of soil were
screened with Imm geological sieves and produced only one tiny fish element.
Bone material From all classes appeared to be in good condition and suggested that
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Table 8.2. Total Beaches faunal assemblage, representation by taxonomic class, expressed as number of
fragments per unit and percentage of all fragments recovered per unit·
Unit I Mammal I 8ird ! Fl,h I Unknown I TotalI lof I ~of I lof I ~of I lof I I'of I lof I ~of I lof
Frotg's FrAg's. Fr~g's Frag's FrAI's Fr~&'s Frllg's FI'llQ's Frllg's
N33.58W24.42 262 74.43 88 25.00 0 0.00 2 0.57 m
N34.50W24.00 41. 76.77 117 19.70 II 1.85 10 1.68 594
Test Pilll
-----1J. ..11JJl ---1 -...ill -----Il --l1JI!l -----Il -l.lJl!l ~
CombinedSile
Total
--ll2 ~ -llI§ ..llJ2 ~ .....Lll ----l.i -W ~
Members of the Class Pelecypoda were present in N33.58W24.42 but OOlllVllillible for qllllntjl1c~tion. A representative sample of
shell was collected in order to identify tht:specil:S.
preservation conditions were not a factor in the lack of fish remains. In fact, the
two identifiable fish elements recovered were in a very good stale of preservation.
II was nOl considered likely that flSh remains decomposed in the excavated ponion
of the midden feature:.
8.2 Discussion of Species Identified in ne BeacbfS Faunal Sample
Tables 8.3 through 8.6 list all the species identified at the Beaches site in their
taxonomic order and provide their common and scientific names. Many
idemitications were to taxonomic levels greater than species. as was the case for
the Inspector Island faunal assemblage. Many of these larger taxonomic categories
were defined in Chapter 6. section 6.2. The following subsections describe some
taxonomic categories not found in the Inspector Island assemblage. These
subsections are organized by Class. i.e. mammal, bird. and fish.
8.2.1 Mammals
Six mammal species were identified in lhe Beaches faunal sample (see Table
8.3 for surrunary). Identified species iocluded beaver. pine manen. Canadian oner
and caribou. which make up four of lhe fooneen native terrestrial Newfoundland
mammal species. ro addition. a single element identified to cf. Canis sp. was
believed to be from a wolf. Absent native terrestrial marrunaI species were the
little brown and eastern long-eared bats, Arctic hare, meadow mouse, muskrat. red
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Table 8.3. MammaUan species identified in the Beaches faunal assemblage.
Scientific Name Common Name
ORDER CARNIVORA
Family Mustelidae
SUBFAMILY MUSTEUNAE
Manes americana (Tunon. 1806) pine marten
SUBFAMILY LUTRINAE
Luera canadensis (Schreber, 1776) Canadian ouer
Family Phocidae
SUBFAMILY PHQCINAE
Phoca groen/andica Erxleben. 1777 harp seal
Phoca vieulina Linnaeu5. 1758 harbour seal
ORDER ARTIODACTYLA
Family Cervidae
Ranglfer tarandus (Linnaeus. 1758) caribou
ORDER RODENTIA
Family Castoridae
Castor canadensis Kuhl. 1820
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American beaver
fox. ermine. black bear and lynx. The two other mammal species identified were
the marine species harp and harbour seals. Many of the species identified were
represented by only one or (WO fragments, heightening the usual question
regarding sample representativeness. The many native species not identified within
the sample may also exist on the site in similarly sparse quantities.
Canis so.
The term Canis sp. refers to the species that fall within the Genus Canis. This
Genus is comprised of the species wolf, coyote and domestic dog. The Canis sp.
element in the Beaches sample was a second mandibular incisor from either a wolf
or a large dog. The incisors from these two species are not morphologically
distinct. However. dog teeth are generally smaller than wolf teeth and this
specimen matched the size of wolf specimens available in the reference collettion.
Furthermore. as will be expanded upon in the next chapter, a wolf identification
was considered the most likely because there was no evidence to suggest that dogs
were present at me site.
The wolf population on the island. of Newfoundland tLas been extinct since
about 1913 (Cameron 1958:72). Newfoundland's indigenous wolf. officially
referred to as the Newfoundland wolf. was considered to be a subspecies unique
to the island.
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8.2.2 Birds
Three bird species. double-crested cormoram, Canada goose, and common
raven, were positively identified. All levels of identification for this class include
species currently living in the area around lhe Beaches site. Similar to me
Inspector Island site. the nwnber of bird species identified represents a small
fraction of the potential variety of bird species presently available in me region.
Cormorant sp.
There are two cormorant species. great and double-crested. present in
Newfoundland. The great cormorant is a breeding resident of the island while the
double-erested cormorant is considered a breeding migrant to the island. While
some fragments could be identified without doubt to be from a double-crested
cormorant, there was some material which could only be identified as cormorant
species. Since great cormorants are available year round in Newfoundland. it is
considered equally likely that this cormorant material could be from either species.
tmm!JuJL
Three species of the Genus Branca. have been observed in Newfoundland.
These species are Canada, Brant and barnacle goose. Those faunal elements
identified as Branca sp. could not be more precisely identified than to the group
containing lhese three species. However, Canada goose remains were positively
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Table 8.4. Bird species identified in the Beaches faunal assemblage.
Scientific Name
ORDER PELECANIFORMES
Family Phalacrocoracidae
Phalacrocorax auriras (Lesson)
ORDER ANSERIFORMES
Family Anatidae
SUBFAMILY ANSERlNAE
Tribe Anserini
Brama canadensis (Linnaeus)
ORDER PASSERIFORMES
Family Corvidae
Corvus corax Linnaeus
Common Name
double-crested cormorant
Canada goose
common raven
identified within this assemblage. Canada goose is known to be a regular.
breeding migranl to Newfoundland and occasionally groups of Canada geese have
been found in the Bonavista Bay area during the winter momhs (Burrows 1989).
The Brant and barnacle goose are only considered vagrants lO the island which
visit on an "erratic" basis when they stray from their usual ranges (Momevecchi
and Tuck 1986). Therefore, it is considered most likely that the Brama sp.
elements were from Canada goose.
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Some bird fragments were identified [0 the Genus SomaJeria which contains aU
the eider species. Two eider species are known to live in NewfoWld.larrl in the
Bonavist3 Bay area, common and King eider. Common eider is a breeding
resident of Newfoundland which can be found in large numbers certain times of
me year, while King eider is an uncommon wimer resident (Momevecchi and Tuck
1987;Vickery 1983).
~
The Genus Larus is made up of the gull species. Herring and great black-backed
gulls are breeding residents of Newfoundland. Iceland and glaucous gulls are
wimer residents of Newfoundland. Ring-billed and common black-headed gull are
breeding migrants to me island. Less commonly occurring is Bonapane's gull.
considered a migrant. and laughing, Franklin's. little, mew and Thayer's gulls
which are considered erratic visitors to the island.
The size and morphology of the Larus specimens found in the Beaches faunal
assemblage most closely match the berring, great black-backed and ring-billed
reference material, although one specimen did appear to be from a smaller gull
species.
\8\
Atlantic cod was lhe onJy fish species positively identified within the Beaches
faunal. assembiage. One fish bone fragment was identified as cf. longhorn scuJpin.
As was the case for bird representation at the site. the Beaches identified sample
contained a tiny ponioo of the fish species potentially available.
Table 8.S. Fish species identified in the Beaches faunal assemblage.
Scientific Name Common Name
ORDER GADIFORMES
Suborder Gadoidei
Family Gadidae
SUBFAMILY GADINAE
Gadus morhua Linnaeus. 1758 Atlantic cod
ORDER SCORPAENIFORMES
Suborder Conaidei
Family Canidae
Myoxocephalus ocrodecemspinosus
(Mitchill, 1814) longhorn sculpin
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Table 8.6. Shellfish species identified in the Beaches faunal assemblage.
Scientific Name
ORDER MYOIDA
Family Myidae
Mya arenaria Lirmaeus. 1758
Common Name
soft-shell clam
8.3 Quantification of the Beaches Identified Sample
Table 8.7 summarises the actual (NISP) and relative (%NISP) abundance of
species per analytical unit for the three excavated units. Figure 8. t provides a
visual comparison of the raw Number of Identified Specimens (NISP) values for
these units. Table 8.8 surrunarises. per analytical unit, the Minimum Number of
Individuals (MNI) data and distribution of NISP with regard to osteological age
In general. the MNI analysis helped [0 highlight just how small the Beaches faunal
sample was. Table 8.9 summarises Relative Frequency (RF) calculations for the
site. Due to the small sample size. Relative Frequency calculations were merely
an exercise. Figures 8.8 and 8.9 illustrate the %RF values for marrunal and bird
idemifications.
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Table 8.7. Frequency of species identified in the Beaches assemblage,
N33.58W24.42 and N34.50W24.00, calculated as NlSP and %NlSP.
II N33.S8W24.42 II N34.S0W24.00
Taxon II NlSP I %NlSP II NlSP I %NISP
beaver 2 1.43
pine marten 3 2.14 I 1.16
river otter 5 5.81
Canis sp. 1 0.71
Phocidae 91 65.00 27 31.40
Phoca sp. 3 2.14 7 8.14
cf. harbour seal 1 0.71 5 5.8l
harbour seal 4 4.65
d. harp seal I 1.16
harp seal 1 0.71 5 5.81
caribou 6 4.29 5 5.81
cormorant sp. 4 4.65
d. d-c cormorant 4 4.65
double-crested
cormorant 2 1.43
goose 2 2.33
goose. large 7 5.00
Brama sp. I 0.71
cf. Canada goose 8 9.30
Canada goose 5 3.57
duck 5 3.57
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II N33.58W24.42 I N34.50W24.00
Taxon II NISP I %NISP I I,asp I %NISP
duck, large 2 1.43
sea duck cf. eider/scater I 0.71 2 2.33
cr. eider sp. I 0.71
eider sp. 5 3.57 4 4.65
gull ,p. I 0.71
gull, small I 0.71
raven 1 0.71
Atlantic cod 1 1.16
cr. longhorn sculpin I 1.16
Unit Totals 140
---22..2!! 86 ......22.2l!
II Test Pit 11
Taxon II NISP I %NISP
Phocidae 7 53.85
Phocidae, large 1 7.69
harbour seal 2 15.39
harp seal 3 ~
Unit Totals 13 100.01
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The Beaches (DeAk- 1)
Number of Identified Specimens
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Species ldenlified
_ N33.56W24,42 ~ N34.50W24.00 0 Test Pit 11
NISP -Ffg~';:8~t' ~~~~::;~dofld~~~lfi~:Jd Spt.-clnICIIS (NISP) for aU three units from Ih~ Beaches slle.
Table 8.8. Minimum Number of Individuals (MNI) aDd NISP distribution by
skeletal age for the Beadles site assemblage.
N33.58W24.42
T~~ A.. NISP MNI Elemenl
Phoci<be
"
2 humerus. femur. lib~
2.S (I)" canine, vertebrae
"
(I) vertebrae, phi.langes
IA (I) canine
Plroca sp. (I) occipil4l1
!+ (I) occipital
cf. harbour seal scapula
harp seal !' ulna
beaver !' (I) incisor
IA I metaursal)
pioemanen 1+ (I) vertebra, thoncic
IA humerus
Canissp. A incisor 2. mandibular
caribou I' (I) humerus,libu-
IA incisor 3
double-crested
cormorant !' vertebra,cervical
loose, large !' (!) furculum.srernum
Brama sp.
"
(!) vcrtebra,thor..cic
Canada goose !' femur
duck sp.
"
(') ulna, carpometacarpus
duck sp., large I' (\)
sea duck I' (\) corotcoid
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Taxon
cf.eidusp.
eidusp.
gull sp.
gull sp . small
N33.S8WZ4.42
'"
N1SP MNI Dement
,- (l) ,,""""
,- ,,""""
,-
,- (l) libiocarsus
I· scapula
• Those MNI values enclosed in brackets indicate me number of individuals
detected in that particular taxon and age category. but mat me value is not to be
included in total MNI analysis because it is believed mese individuals are probably
already counted within a more specific taxonomic level. This situation occurred
because the same skeletal element was not available to use for MNI calculalions
in all age categories within the same taxon. The calculation is further complicated
by the fact that different skeletal elements within a single individual, age at varying
rates.
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Test-Pit II
T=oo Aae Nlgp MN1
"""""
Phocidae femur. ulna. SCilpu~
Phocidae. large sapula
~rbour seal
"
temporal
"''l'=!
"
temporal
8.3.1 Ouantification of N33.S8W24.42
Marrunal remains dominated the N33.58W24.42 idemified sample. comprising
77.14% of me idemified fragments. FragmentS of bird bone comributed the
remaining 22.86% of the identified sample. Figure 8.2 uses %NISP values to
illustrate the relative contribution of these {wo classes and provides a detailed
breakdown of the seal component.
Not only did seal elemems domi.nare che mamma! component of mis unit. but
also me entire identified sample. contributing 68.56% of the entire identified
N33.58W24.42 assemblage. Sixty-five percem of the identified sample could only
be identified to the taXonomic family Phocidae (F. Phocidae). Phoca sp.
fragments contributed 2.14% to the idemified sample. Only one fragment could
be idemified as a harp seal element. One fragmem was idemitied wim 95 %
confidence to harbour seal. It is considered most likely that the Phocidae and
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Phoca sp. material came from harp and harbour seals since these two species were
the only seals identified in the entire Beaches faunal assemblage.
Figure 8.3 illustrates the distribution of seal %NISP sorted by age. A very
large proportion of the seal material came from juvenile (59.38% of the seal
fragments) and immature (26.04% of seal fragments) seals. As discussed in
Chapter 6, section 6.3.1, few juvenile seal elements can be used to identify to
species. No diagnostic juvenile elements were available in this unit. This age
distribution helps to explain why such a large proportion of the seal material could
only be identified to Phocidae. Further discussion of skeletal age and patterning
of body regions is presented later in Chapter 9.
As was the case for the Inspector Island assemblage, MNI values temper the
apparent dominance of juvenile seal in the sample (see Table 8.8). MNI analysis
indicates the presence of at least four seal individuals in this unit: two juvenile
Phocidae, one Immature+ harp and one immature individual which is probably a
harbour seal.
Remaining Taxonomic Categories in N33.50W24.42
The remaining 8.57% of the total identified mammal sample represented four
additional species: beaver, pine marten, caribou and cf. wolf. Each species
appeared to be represented by a single adult sized individual.
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The bird portion of the identified sample was represented by at leaS! five
species which included double-crested cormorant, Canada goose, common raven,
some type of eider duck, aod perhaps twO types of gulls. M I analysis revealed
the presence of at least two Canada geese and two eider duck individuals. The
other bird taxa were represented by single individuals.
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Figure 8.2. Percentage Number of Identified Specimens (%NlSP) from tbe
Beaches unit N33.S8W24.42 illustrating tbe contribution of the various levels
of identification within the seal family.
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Figure 8.3. Distribution of seal elements by age, expressed as a percentage of
total identified seal specimens from the Beaches unit N33.58W24.42.
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Table 8.9. Relative Frequency (RF) and Percentage Relative Frequency
calculated per unit and taxonomic Class. for the Beaches site assemblage.
Mammab
N3J.SSW24.42 NJ4.50W24.OO
Taxon RF "RF RF 'OR'
be-J.ver 0.38 9.18
wnis sp. 0.11 4.12
0.50 12.08
0.50 12.63
Phocidat: 0.11 11.15 0.31 1.83
Phoca sp. 1.00 24.15 0.50 12.63
cf. harbour 0.50 12.08 0.25 6.31
harbour seal 1.00
25 .. 25
cf.harpst:al 0.50 12.63
harpSl:al 0.50 12.08 0.75 18.94
~aribou ~ 9.18 --ill ..--U2
4.14
.lll!1!ll. ~ ..,!!;!2Jll
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Bink
N33.58W24.42 N34.50W14.00
T~ RF "RF RF "RF Rf "RF
O.lO 13.33
d. d< cormoranl 0.2> 6.61
goose sp. 1.00 20.00 O.lO 13.33
d. Canada goose 1.00 26.67
Canada goose 0.1,5 1.5.00
.""
0..50 10.00
eider/scoter 0..50 10.00 0.50 13.33
cf.eider 0..50 10.00
eider sp. 0.50 10.00 1.00 26.67
gull sp. 0.75 1S.00
---UQ
--I2JI!l
-1.!!!! 100.00 ~ ..!.!!ILl!!l
1%
8.3.2 QuantificatioD of N34.50W24.00
As swrunarised in Table 8.7, mammaJ, bird and fish remains contributed
69.76%. 27.91 'It and 2.33% respectively to the unit's identified sample. Figure
8.4 uses %NISP values to illustrate the relative comribution of the various
taxonomic classes 10 the unit's identified sample and, in panicuJar, details Ihe
contribulion of me seal portion of this sample.
s..!
As Figure 8.4 illustrates, seal fragments made up 56.98% of the unit's entire
identified sample. Compared to N33.58W24.42, this unit had a smaller proportion
of elements identified as Phocidae (31.40% of identified sample). An additional
8.14% were identified as Phoca sp. Harbour seal and cf. harbour seal comributed
4.65% and 5.81 % to the identified sample respectively, while harp and cf. harp
seal fragmerns cornributed 5.81% and 1.16%. Again. as in the previous unit. il
is considered mosl likely mat the Pbocidae and Phoca sp. elements derived from
either harp or harbour seals.
Figure 8.5 illustrates the distribution of seal %NISP soned by age. Again. as
in N33.58W24.42, juvenile (46.94% of seal fragments) and immature (14.29% of
seal fragments) seal material had a significanl affect on the identification of the
seal material, producing the high proportion of seal material identifiable to F.
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%NISP - N34.50W24.00
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Figure 8.4. Percentage Number of Identified Specimens (%NlSP) from the
Beaches unit N34.50W24.00 illustrating the contribution of the various levels
of identification within the seal family.
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Figure 8.S. Distribution of seal elements by age, expressed as a percentage of
total identified seal specimens from the Beaches unit N34.50W24.00.
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Phocidae only. MNI analysis moderates the apparent dominance of juvenile
material. Juvenile seal material suppons an MNI value of one. compared to an
MNl value of one each for immature cf. hartx>ur. inunature harp, immaNre" harp.
and immature" harbour seal identifications. In other words. there is evidence for
the preseoce of at least five seal individuals: one seal that died in its first summer,
one harp and one harbour seal (cf.) both of wbich died before they finished
growing, plus at least one adult sized harp and one adult sized harbour seal. It
must be kept in mind that the immature harbour seal fragments were not idemified
with certainty, and it is possible these irrunature fragmems were parr of the
immature harp seals which exhibited an MNI of one.
Remaining Taxodomic Categories in N34.50W24.00
Fragmems from the remaining manunal material comprised 12.79% of the
unit's idemified sample. This remaining mammal material contained specimens
from pine manen. river otter and can"bou. MNI analysis produced values of one
for each species.
Bird remains comributed 27.91 % of the identified assemblage. At least three
genuses. Pha/acrocorax. (cormorant), Branca (Canada, Brant or barnacle goose)
and Somaceria (common or King eider) were identified but the presence of
double-crested cormorant and Canada goose material could only be identified with
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a 95% level of confidence. MNI analysis resuJted in an MNI value of one for me
cormorarn and one for the goose material. There were a( least (wo eider ducks
detected within this unil. The class fIsb was represented by only (wo identifiable
fragmenlS: one Atlarnic cod venebra and one tlyomandibuJar from a cr. longhorn
sculpin.
8.3.3 Quantification of Test Pit 11
Test Pit II produced only 13 identifiable elements. Seal remains made up this
entire sample. Harbour (2 fragmenlS) and barp (3 fragments) seal material was
positively identified while the remaining 8 fragments were assigned F. Phocidae
identities. As ilIusU'aled in Figure 8.6, all of the juvenile material (53.85% of the
identified sample) fell within me Phocidae category. Despite the small sample
size, MNI analysis revealed the presence of al least four seal individuals; one
immature- harp and one iaunarure+ harbour seal plus one immature and one
juvenile seal.
8.4 Summary of Ouantification of the Beaches Faunal Sample
The Beaches site produced 986 bone fragments from Little Passage context.
The entire sample was comprised of manunal (75.96%), bird (21.10%), fish
(1.12%) and Class Unknown (1.83%) remains. A sample of Moltusc material was
also recovered for identification purposes only. This shell material was not
included in the quantification process. Just over 24% (239 fragments) of the
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Figure 8.6. Distribution of seal elements by age, expressed as a percentage of
total identified seal specimens from the Beacbes unit Test Pit 11.
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sample was identified 10 at leasl taxonomic Family. In all. ten animaJ species were
identified with certainty and two additional species were considered to be identified
with 95% confidence. The identified species were beaver. pine manen. river
otler. harbour seal. harp seal. caribou. double-erested cormorant. Canada goose.
common raven. Atlamic cod plus cr. wolf and cf. longhorn sculpin. fn addition.
it was determined mal some species of eider and gull were also present in the
assemblage. Shell fragments from soft-shell clam were also identified but not
included in the quamification process. All btl[ one of the species identified are still
present in the immediate area of the Beaches site; the exception. wolf. is no longer
found on the island of Newfoundland.
The material was considered in the context of wee separate provenience units.
N33.58W24.42. N34.50W24.00 and Test Pi( II. The two largest units.
N33.58W24.42 (35.70% of all fragments) and N34.50.W24.00 (60.24% of all
fragmems) exhibiled a similar composition of species in similar relalive
proponions. Test Pil 11 mirrored the seal componem presem in the twO larger
units. The twO larger units both comained pine manen. barbour seal. harp seal.
caribou. cormorant, cr. Canada goose, and eider material and in similar
proportions. However, the major difference between these twO unitS was that
N33.58W24.42. also COntained beaver. cf. wolf. gull sp. and raven material but
only in me form of one or (wo fragments per taxon; while N34.50W24.00
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contained an additional three species IX)( found in N33.S8W24.42; Atlantic cod and
cF. longhorn sculpin were each represented by a single fragmem. while five
fragments wert attributed to river otter. 1l1e Test Pit II identified sample was
entirely made up of seal fragments and did not inuoduce any additional species.
While the (wo larger units may have differed in the actual number of fragments
identified per species, in the end, each mammalian taxon (with the exception of the
seals), in each unit. was represenled by MNI values of one and all mese
individuals were of immature+ osteological age. The tWO fish species wert also
represented by MNI values of one. All the bird taxa were represented by MNt
values of one or twO and all were of immarure+ osteological age.
Seal was by far the most frequently represented wonomic group in all three
units. While harp and harbour seals wert identified in all three units. me majority
of the seal material could only be identified lO Fantily Phocidae. In the case of
each unit, over half of the seal material exhibited a juvenile state of bone
developmenl. This juvenile level of development made it impossible to identify
most of the seal specimens beyond F. Pbocidae. While all lhree units exhibited
similar proportions of juvenile seal material the three units did exhibit slight
variations in the relative proponion of immatW"e and immature+/adult material.
As Figure 8.7 illustrates, juvenile material made up roughly 50% to 60% of me
seal sample in each unit. However. while about 26% of the seal sample was
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Figure 8.7. Distribution of seal elements by age, expressed as a percentage of
total identified seal specimens per unit from the Beaches site. Comparison of
aU three provenience units.
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comprised of inmlature seal Olaterial in N33.58W24.40 and 13% was from
inm13ture+ /adult individuals, the reverse was true for N34.50W24.00. In
N34.50W24.00, about 14% of the seal sample exhibited an immature osteological
age and 39% exhibited immature+/adult osteological maturity.
The three provenience units produced similar MNI values for the seal portion
of their samples. N33.58W24.42 contained at least four seal individuals: two
juvenile Phocidae, one irnmature+ harp and one immature seal which was probably
a harbour seal. N34.50W24.00 contained at least four seal individuals, possibly
five. Each of the following identifications was represented by an MNI of one:
juvenile Phocidae. immature cf. harbour, immature harp, immature+ harbour and
irnmature+ harp seal. It must be kept in mind that since the immature seals were
not identified with certainty, there was a possibility that there was only one
immature seal present in N34.50W24.00 and that was a harp seal. Test Pit II
contained at least four individuals, one immature+ harp, immature+ harbour,
immature Phocidae and one juvenile Phocidae.
To summarise, the small identified faunal sample from the Beaches site
exhibited at least fourteen species. including a few bird and fish speCies.
However, harp and harbour seal material made the most significant contribution
to the assemblage not only in terms of raw number of bone fragments but also in
terms of number of individuals present and volume of resource they represented.
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Figure 8.8. Percentage Relative Frequency (%R.F) for Beaches mammal
sample.
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CHAPTER 9
The Beacbes
Results of Analysis: Body Region Distribution, Habitat and Season
Representation, Alteratioas to Faunal Material
The following is a continuation of lhe firs[ level of analysis of tlte faunal
assemblage from lhe Beaches site. 11tis chapter provides a summary of the results
of analysis of body region distribution. habitat representation and season of
availability of the identified species. Chapter 9 concludes wich a brief discussion
of apparent allerations [0 the faunal material such as heat exposure and spiral
fracturing.
9.1 Distribution of Body Regions Per Soecies
Identified elements were soned according to five major body regions: head
(H), trunk (fK). pectoral limb (PTLB), pelvic limb (PVLB), and extremities (EX),
as defined in Chapter 5. Tables 9.1 [09.3 summarise lhe distribution ofidemitied
fragments per body region for each taxon in each analytical unit.
As was discussed and applied in Chapter 7 (section 7.1.1), extremity fragmems
were subjected to twO soning methods. To review. elements classified as
extremities were those limb elements occurring in !.he wrist or ankle joint and
distal. In the table format. extremity fragments were sorted to limb whenever
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JX)SSible. Those extremity fragments which could not be identified to limb were
collected in the colunm labelled EX-V. extremity. limb unknown. In the graphic
illustrations. all extremity fragments were colletted into a total exuenUty category
(EX-n and not included in the pectoral and pelvic limb totals.
In general. it was difficult to establish b<x1y region patterning when me
majority of taxonomic categories were represented by tess than 7 fragments each
per analytical unit. This was a similar situation to the Inspector Island faunal
sample. To make the two sites comparable, the same approach was taken for both
sites. Elements identified to various taxonomic levels within a larger single
taxonomic category (such as Family). were lumped together in order to form a
bone grouping of analyzable size. In the case of the Beaches faunal assemblage.
seal. goose and duck material were each lumped into their own taxonomic groups
in units N33.S8W24.42 and N34.50W24.00. Please see section 7.1 for a full
explanation of why this approach was taken and me weaknesses which accompany
it.
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9.1.1 Body Region Analysis ofN33.58WZ4.42
Body region analysis focused on the most prevalent taxonomic category. seal,
with minor attention paid to the caribou, combined goose and combined duck
material. Upon examination of Table 9.1, it can be seen that. after seal, caribou
was the most completely represented (albeit sparsely), mammal category in terms
of body regions. Four of the five body regions were represented: lhree regions
were represented by a single element while the extremity category was represented
by twO elements. It is suggested that all pans of caribou were brought and
perhaps used at the site. This unit produced a caribou MNf value of one.
Even after combining the goose material. the total NISP was quite low
(NISP = 12; MNI = 2) and the resultant patterning was not considered
particularly reliable or representative. The goose material provided representation
in the trunk, pelvic and pectoral limb areas. with 66.67% of the material falling
in the trunk area. Trunk fragments included thoracic venebrae, sternal and
furculum fragments which combined to represent the body ponion of the carcass.
1be sternum in panicular. represenlS lhe deep chest muscle area or -breast" of the
adult goose. The leg and wing regions were represented by elements coming from
the upper portions of each limb (Le., the -drumstick.- and the more muscled upper
half of the wing). Figure 9.1 provides a comparative illustration of goose body
region distribution for WliIS N33.58W24.42 and N34.50W24.00.
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Table 9.1. Distribution of skeletal elements by body region for NJJ.S8W24.42.
Body Region
Taxon Head Trunk Pecloral Limb Pelvic Limb EX-U
PTG LB EX PVG LB EX
Phocidae 4 41 3 3 5 1 5 6 23
Phoca sp. 3
cr. harbour seal 1
harp seal 1
Seal combined 7 41 4 4 5 1 5 6 23
beaver 1 1 1
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Table 9.1 conUnued. Distribulion of skeletal elemenls by body region for N33.S8W24.42.
Body Region
Taxon Head Trunk Pectoral Limb Pelvic Limb EX-U
PTG LB EX PVG LB EX
eider/seDler I I
eider sp. I 1 I
gull I I
common raven I
The combined duck: sample (total NISP = 14; MNl = 2) was represented in
lhe pectora! limb. extremity, trunk:, and pelvic limb regions. The majority of me
material came from the upper wing and shouJder area. The coracoid elements.
considered pan of the shoulder girdle (PTG) would also be closely associated with
the highly developed chest muscles of the trunk region. Figure 9.2 provides a
comparative illustration of duck: bOOy region distribution for units N33.58W24.42
and N34.50. W24.00.
The combined seal category was the roost completely represented taXonomic
grouping in terms of bOOy region distribution. All five of the major body regions
were represented as can be seen in Table 9.1. Figure 9.3 illustrates seal bOOy
region distribution and the contribution of each identified seal taxa 10 the overall
pattern.
In terms of NISP, me trunk was the mosl frequently represented region.
comprising over 42% of the seal sample, followed closely by the tOtal e:memity
region comprising over 35$ of the seal sample. 1be head. pectoral and pelvic
limb regions were vinually equally represemed at about 7$ each.
As was the case for the Inspector Island assemblage, unfused juvenile and
immarure seal vertebrae significantly increased the representation of the trunk area.
Figure 9.4 illustrates the relative contribution of me various age categories to the
distribution of seal material by bOOy region. Only three trunk fragments could be
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Goose Body Region Distribution (%NISP)
Body Regions
_ M33.5lfI'2oI,.•2 &m N:W.50Y2<l.oo
Figure 9.1. Distribution of percentage of number of identified goose
specimens (%NlSP) by body region for units N33.S8W24.42 and
N34.50W24.00.
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Duck Body Region Distribution (%NISP)
100 ~ If15P Duck
Body Regions
_ 1133.56WU.42 ~ !CW.501I24.00
Figure 9.2. Distribution of percentage of number of identified. duck specimens
(%NlSP) by body region for units N33.S8W24.42 and N34.50W24.00.
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altributed to the immature" age category. An auemp( was made 10 accoum for the
exaggerating affect of this unfused juvenile and immature seal material. Section
7.1.1 details the method of correction. When applied, the juvenile and immalUre
vertebrae fragment coums decreased from raw NISP values of 25 and 12 to
corrected minimum numbers of vertebrae of 6 and 4. respectively. Thus the
%NISP representation of the trunk region was reduced from about 42% 1020%.
However. after the correction was applied. the trunk region remained a highly
represemed region, only moving from ftrst to second mOSI frequently represented
region.
Over 35% (49% after applying the correction to the trunk material) of the
identifted seal fragments fell into the total exuemity calegory (EX-T). This region
was represemed by the whole spectrum of extremity elements from carpals,
tarsals and rnetapodials lO proximal. middle and distal phalanges. Again a large
proportion of this region was represented by juvenile specimens (almost 66% of
the exuemity fragments). While the juvenile elements were represented by
unfused diaphyses and epiphyses no cross-mending was possible. unJike the case
of the juvenile vertebral fragmentS.
The head, peclOrai and pelvic limb regions were vinually equally represemed
in terms of %NISP, each region comribuling less than 10% of the total NISP.
None of the head material was identifiable 10 species, but the region was
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represented in every age category. The pectoral limb was also represented in all
age categories. with one element identified to irrunature" harp seal and one
element identified as immature cf. hartx>ur seal. All the pelvic limb material was
derived from juvenile seal of unknown species.
This unit contains evidence 10 suppon. the presence of four seal individuals:
two juvenile (one appears to be newborn) Phocidae. one adult sized harp seal and
one immature individual identified as cf. harbour seal. Analysis of the seal
material in terms of body region distribution highlights just how thinly these four
individuals are spread across all regions. It appears that all pans of juvenile seals
were processed/consumed/disposed of in the process of crealing this unit.
Immature seal material was represented in all but the pelvic limb region. Aduh
sized seals were scarcely represented in this unit (%NISP seal = 12.50).
However. this unit was unique in that it comained the onJy represent.alion of adult
sized seal elements in the pectoral lilT'.b region. including an ulna which could be
identified to harp seal. Rather than illustrate what pans of the immature and adult
seals are present, this analysis highlights !:he question, -Where are the rest of these
individuals'!- One explanation is that the adult sized seals were being processed
somewhere else, either in another pan of the site or off site. However. in order
to suppon such a claim, there is definitely a need for a larger faunal assemblage
that is more representative of the site's activities.
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Flk~~i §.1.6 ~r\bVt'ro~n~it percentage of number of Identified seal spedmens (%NlSP) by body region for
N33.58W24.42, iJlustrating contribution per age category.
9.1.2 Body Region AnalYsis of N34.50W24.00
The fauna.l material from mis Wlit was subjected to me same soning and
analysis as described for N33.58W24.42. Table 9.2 summarises each laxon soned
by body region. Table 9.2 highlights just how sparsely each laxon was
represented. Even the combined seal category provided little material to work
with (NISP = 49) especially considering the fact mat the unit contained evidence
for the presence of four. probably five. seals. However. as Figure 9.5 illustrates.
me combined seal material provided representation in all body regions.
In tenns of NISP. the trunk and head regions were vinually equally
represented. each containing about 40% of the seal fragments. As illustrated in
Figure 9.6. unfused juvenile venebrae again played a role in exaggerating the
presence of trunk material. however. the trunk region remained the second most
frequently represented region after the correction was applied to the juvenile
venebrae. Total extremities and pelvic limb region were equally represemed. each
region containing about 8% of the tolaI seal fragments. Only two elements
represented the region of the pectoral limb.
Juvenile material. which made up roughly half the seal sample. was represented
in all body regions. suggesting that whole juvenile seals were processed at the site.
Adult sized seal material comprised a larger portion of this unit than in
N33.S8W24.42 (%NISP seal =38.78). The majority of adult material came from
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the bead region. with a few vertebra fragmenlS and a single eXlfemity fragment
representing the trunk and eXlfemity regions. respectively. Tbis unil's small
sample size did not help to clarify lhe bandling process of adult seals.
9.1.3 Body Region Analysis or Test Pit 11
Body region analysis of this extremely small assemblage was limited to sorting
the material by body region in Table 9.3 and illustrating this distribution in Figures
9.1 and 9.8.
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N34.50W24.00, illustrating contribUllon per taxonomic category.
The Beaches - N34.50W24.00
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The Beaches - Test Pit 11
Seal Body Region Distribution (%NISP)
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Figure 9.7. Distribution of percentage of number of identified seal specimens
(%N1SP) by body region for Test Pit 11, illustrating contribution per
taxonomic category.
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Seal Body Region Distribulion (%NISP)
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Figure 9.8. Distribution of percentage of number of identified seal specimens
(%NISP) by body region for Test Pit 11, Ulustrating contribution per age
category.
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Table 9.2. Distribulion or skclclal clements by body region N34.50W24.00.
Body Region
Taxon Head Trunk Pectoral Limb Pelvic Limb EX-U
PTG L8 EX PVG LB EX
Phocidae 3 18 I I I I 2
Phoca sp. 2 3 I 1
cf. harbour seal 5
harbour seal 4
cf. harp seal I
harp seal 4 1
seal COInbined 19 21 I 0 I I 3 I 2
Table 9.2 conlinued. Distribution of skelelal elemenls by body region NJ4.S0W24.00.
Botly Region
---'" ---..----
Taxon Head Trunk Pet:loral Limb Pelvic Limb EX-U
PTG to EX PVG to EX
pine marten I
river Oller I I 3
caribou I 4
cormorant sp. I 2 I
cf. double-cresled
cormorant I 2 I
goose I 1
cf. Canada goose 4 4
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Table 9.3. Distribution of skeletal elements by body region Test Pit II.
Body Region
Taxon Head Trunk Pectoral Limb Pelvic Limb EX-U
PTG LB EX PVG LB EX
Phocidae 3 I I I
Phocidae, large I
harbour seal 2
harp seal 3
Seal combined 5 3 2 I I
9.2 SeasoD of Availability of Species Ideotififd in tbe Beaches Faunal
~
Modem natural hislOry records were used to infer season of availabilily for
species identified in the &aches faunal assemblage. As sununarized in Tables 9.4
10 9.6. all three unilS contained species which were available near the site
throughout me year. However there were four pieces of infonnation which
pointed to the exploitation of animals during a narrower period of the year. The
combinalion of the presence of harp seal, juvenile seal. double-crested connoram
and Canada goose were positive indications that animal resources were exploited
during a period from late December until around the beginning of September,
All three units contained harp seal material. As discussed in section 7.3. harp
seals pass the northeast coast of NewfoWldland on their southward migration in
late December. and relurn to stay off the nonheasl coast in late February until the
end of April. Although it may have been possible 10 obtain the seals on their swift
southward pass. it is considered more likely that they were taken while they
lingered on or near the ice dwing the period from late February to the end or
April. This species would have been especially altraclive during the years when
the ice carrying me seals was blown right into Bonavisla Bay (Chafe 1923).
The Beaches assemblage contained a high proportion of juvenile seal material.
It was disappointing that none of this juvenile material could be idemitled to
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Table 9.4. Months of availability of species identified in the Beaches faunal
assemblage. provenience unit N33.S8W24.42. based on modern natural history
records.
N33.58W34.42
F M A M A o N 0
beaver
manen
Canis sp.
Phocidae"lIlo
harbour seal
harp seal
caribou
----_._----_._ .
----_ "?---------._-.-..-
double-crested
cormorant·
Branca sp.
Canada goose
eider sp.
scorer sp.
sea gull
raven
1---·--_·_··_--_··_·····1
?----······--------1
1------·__··--··-1
soft-shell
clarno -----'?,:----_.._-,.,--_.._ ....-
..... symbols indicate that this unit contained juvenile elements for
this taxonomic category and highlights the months of their
availability_
Bold symbols indicate that this species is more likely to be
available near the site during the highlighted months of the year.
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Question marks indicate that there is some variation from year to
year, in the arrival and/or depanure dates for the species and that
available narural history references provide undefined seasons
rather than specific months or weeks of the year for arrival and
departUre times.
~t· symbol indicates that this species is toxic during the enclosed
period.
Table 9.5. Months of availability of species identified in tbe Beaches faunal
assemblage. provenience unit N34.50W24.00, based on modern natural history
records.
N34.50W24.00
F M A M A o N D
marten .----.-••------••••-----------.---.------------..-••--otter . _
Phocidae AAAAAAAAAAAAA ...AA"AAAAAAA" ....?_._••_•• ._••__•__
harbour seal
harp seal
caribou
dOOble-crested
connoram'
cf. Canada goose
eider sp. ----------------
SCOler sp. ---1 ?--
Atlantic cod
longhorn
sculpin -------••--?-------- ---------------------
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Table 9.6. Months of availability of species identified in tbe Beacbes faunal
assemblage, provenience unit Test Pit 11. based on modern natural bistory
records.
Test Pit 11
F M A M A o N D
Phocidae
harbour seal
harp seal
._--_••••"""""""""""... """""""""""".........""""""""",,...""""""'?----------•••---------------
species. It was considered most likely thal these juvenile elements were from
either harp or harbour seals. Harp seals are born around me end of February and
me beginning of March. Harbour seals are born in May and June. Both
N33.58W24.42 and N34.50W24.00 contained seal elements exhibiting a newborn
appearance. which indicated at least one seal individual died sometime between the
end of February and me end of June or beginning of July. at the latest.
It was estimaled that lhe older juvenile seal material would have been available
during a period from March umil September. beginning with the availability of
new harp seals and ending wil.h the maruration of the resident juvenile harbour seal
populalion. Older juvenile harp seal material would have been available from
March untillhe young seals followed the receding ice edge nonhward. However.
in the case of the resident juvenile harbour seals. an estimate had to be made as
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to when this species' skeletal elements would no longer exhibit juvenile cortex
over 100% of their surface. It was estimated that this level of maturation would
have been reached by September after a birth in Mayor June of the same year.
This estimate was based upon comparative evidence in the reference collection and
knowledge of the rapid rate of seal development in general.
Further corroborative evidence was provided by the presence of double-crested
cormorant in units N33.58W24.42and N34.5QW24.00. This species is considered
a breeding migrant which is known to arrive in the area of Bonavista Bay by late
April and to Stay until around the end of summer (Burrows 1989; Peters and
Burleigh 1951).
The presence of Canada goose pointed to exploitation during the summer
months. In general the current literature lists this species as a breeding migrant
that arrives sometime in April when there is a bit of open water available and stays
until the end of summer (Montevecchi and Tuck 1987). Although Canada goose
is most prevalent in the spring and sununer months. recent observations suggest
this species is not such a reliable indicator of spring and summer exploitation.
While the majority of Canada geese visit Newfoundland as breeding migrants.
there are rare sightings on record for every month of the year (Peters and Burleigh
1951:83). More specifically, it is reponed that groups of Canada geese have been
seen in wimer on the coast near Traytown which is approximately 201cm southwest
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of the Beaches (Burrows 1989: 88). However. Canada goose is most likely (0 be
available in the spring and sununer months.
It is possible that specimens identified as eider/SCOler may be indicalOrs of a
winter eltploitation. The three scoter species which live in the area are wimer
residents only, arriving in late October or early November and leaving in the
spring. ScOler availability would overlap with that of harp seals. and juvenile seals
in general. Due to the lack of a more specific identification these scoter specimens
were not distinguished from the eider species which are year round residents of the
island.
To swnmarise, the Beaches faunal assemblage contained species which are
currently available all year round. However. me minimum perioo within which
these faunal indicators could have been obtained extends from late February umil
the end of the sununer season.
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9.3 Habitats Repr"esented in the Beaches Faunal Assemblage
Tables 9.7 to 9.9 surrunarise the habitats represented by the species idemitied
in the Beaches faunal assemblage. In general. the Beaches faunal assemblage
contains indicators for all the major Newfoundland habitats. However, the marine
environment does appear to be where the habitats of the majori[)' of idemitied
species overlap and where the greatest volume of the resources represented in the
identified sample would have been obtained. Those terrestrial species known to
inhabit the Newfoundland interior. also forage along me marine coast or live on
freshwaterways mat empty into Bonavista Bay.
For the purpose of analysis. the marine envirorunent has been considered as
twO major habitat lanes. the inner coastal and outer coastal zones as derined in
section 7.3. The greatest variety of species identitied and the greatest volume of
resource which mey represent. would have been found in the prOlected inner
coastal zone. where the site itself was located. While harp seals have been known
to make their way into the inner coastal zone. they are much more likely to be
found in the outer coastal zone. Harp seals are usually available in the outer
coastal zone located beyond the outer islands of Bonavista Bay on the open ocean
ice. Sometimes this ice is driven against the eastern shore of Newfoundland and
the seals can be accessed by fOOl from Newfoundland and its coastal islands.
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With regard co caribou habitac. Maclean (1991b: II), citing the residems of
Burnside, noted that in recent memory. caribou were known lO be -colTUUon
visitors to the bare plateau atop the Bloody Bay Hills in Bloody Bay Cove.-
Bloody Bay Cove is aa:essible by water approximately IOkm to the southwest of
the Beaches. as the crow flies. The Bloody Bay hills are visible from the Beaches
site.
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9.4 Evjdence of AJteration to tbe Beacbes Faunal Material
In general. the Beaches material conlaioed. a small percentage (less man 4~ of
the entire faunal assemblage) of altered specimens. All altered specimens came
from the large midden Feature 4 (N33.58W24.42 arvj NJ4.50W24JXJ). Heat
exposure was the most common fonn of alteration (affecting 1.42% ofemire Little
Passage faunal assemblage), followed by spiral fracturing (affecting 1.22% of
entire Little Passage faunal assemblage). DoIy one element etilibited possible
carnivore gnawing but this was uncenain. One small irregularly shaped piece of
large mammallongbone had a slightly polished appearance and what appeared to
be red ochre staining. Some calcined clam shell was noted during the excavation
of the large midden fearure. Overall. it did not appear that heat exposure or any
other form of alteration. had a significant affect on the preservation or faunal
material in lhe midden feature.
Of the altered sample ooIy nine specimeos were identitied to at least taxonomic
family (see Table 9.10). These included six caribou. two harp seals and one
Phocidae fragment. Only the caribou fragments etilibited spiral fracturing. while
a single harp seal skull element etilibited heat exposure. DoIy three identified
specimens exhibited trowel trauma.
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9.5 Summary Description of tbe Beaches Identified Faunal Sample
Chapter 9 presented a discussion of the evidence for body region patterning,
season of availability and habitat representation as found in the identified faunal
sample from the Beaches site. This chapter also looked at evidence of alieration
of the identified faunal materiaL
Body region analysis focused on the most numerous taxonomic category, seal,
as it was represented in the two largest analytical units (N33.58W24.42 and
N34,50W24.(0). Both units indicated that all body regions of juvenile and
immature seals were present, perhaps suggesting that whole individuals were
processed at the site. Overall, the Beaches site's small faunal sample did noc help
to address questions regarding the processing of adult seals. Fragments
representing adult sized seals (inunarure" and adult) were remarkably scarce,
especially considering the minimum number of individuals calculated for each of
these analytical units. Most of the adult material came from the head region. The
trunk region was the second most frequently represented region for adult sized seal
material, followed by the limb exuemities. However, N33.58W24.42 was unique
in that it did produce some adult sized pectoral limb elements, including an
inunature+ harp ulna. Given the MNI analysis for the seal species it does appear
that a large portion of the adult sized seals are missing. The most obvious
conclusion is, given the small sample size, [he faunal assemblage was not
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panicularly representative of what bad originally been presem on me site.
Another possible explanation is that the adult seal material was leFt oFF site because
these seals were initially processed somewhere else.
For unit N33.S8W24.42. minor consideration was given to the distribution of
caribou. combined goose and combined duck material terms of body region
distribution. The handful of caribou elements (MNt = I) represented all bur the
trunk: region. The combined goose material (MNI = 2) represented the trunk:.
pelvic and peclOrallimb areas, wim 66.67% of the material falling into the trunk
area. With a little imagination the thoracic venebrae. sternum and furculum
fragments could be interpreted to represem the well-developed chesl muscle or
-breast· of this large nying bird, accompanied by lhe upper leg or -drumstick-.
and the upper half of the wing. Analysis of the combined duck material was not
panicularly iIIwninating.
Modern narural history records iOOicate that all three analytical wtits comained
species which were available near the site throughour the year. The preseoce of
harp seals. juvenile seals. double<rested cormorant and to a lesser extent. Canada
goose, exhibited a clustering of species available for exploitation during a period
from late February until roughly the begiruting of September. The fact that adult
and immarure harp seals could have been available on their southward migration
cannot be ignored, which would extend the period of potential e)(ploitation to
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include late December; however. it was considered more likely mat mis species
would have been pursued during the period from late February until the begiMing
of April when it would usually be more easily otHained.
The Beaches faunal sample exhibited a sa-ong marine orientation. While me
variety of identified species represented a wide range of habitats. some ponion of
me range in which each species lived overlapped at che coast. The inner coastal
zone represented some portion of che habitat of the majority of idemitied species.
Furthermore. mere is an impression mat che inner coastal zone may have provided
me greater portion of lhe volume of resource represented in me faunal assemblage.
It is not known how much of che identified Phocidae material came from harp
seals. MNl analysis indicated the presence of at least one aduJe sized harp seal in
each of the three analytical units. plus an additional immarure harp seal individual
in N34.5QW24.00. Only nine fragments could be positively identified as harp seal
within the entire site sample.
less than 4 % of the entire faunal assemblage exhibited some form of alteration.
and all these specimens came from me midden fearure 4 (N33.58W24A2 and
N34.50W24.(0). Heat exposure was the most common form of alteration but only
affected 1.42% of the entire faunal assemblage. An additional lo22% of the
entire faunal assemblage exhibited spiral fracturing. Among me identified sample.
only 9 specimens exhibited some form. of alteration. Caribou was the most
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frequently affected species. with 6 long bone fragments exhibiting spiral fraclUring.
Overall. it did not appear that beat exposure or any other form of alteration, had
a significant affect on the preservation of the faunal material in the midden feature.
Overall. the two largest analytical units (N33.58W24.42 and N34.50W24.(0)
exhibited similar patterns in their faunal samples. The two units exhibit a similar
!ist of identified species, indicators for season of exploitation and habitats
exploited. Only harp and harbour seal fragments could be identified within the
tiny Test Pit 11 assemblage. In general. body region analysis was of very limited
usefulness, highlighting just how small the entire site assemblage was, rather than
suggesting how various animal species were handled. Analysis suggested that the
excavated units represented the processing of entire juvenile seals; however. the
paucity of irrunature+/adult seal material made it difficult to assess the processing
of adult sized seals.
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CHAPTER 10
Interpreting the Inspector Island and Beaches Site Functions:
Evaluating the Faunal Evidence in Conjunction with Other Site Data
This cbapter will review the non-faUnal data in conjunction with lhe new faunal
infonnatioD from the Inspector Island and Beaches sites in order to interpret
possible site function. In particular, the faunal data will be examined to see if it
supports me reconstruction of the site function of these two sites which was
previously based on non~faunalevidence. Current general theories regarding Little
Passage senlemem and subsistence will be reviewed in light of the largest Little
Passage faunal collections yet (0 be recovered. Finally. given this concrete
evidence of Little Passage SUbsistence. there will be a brief discussion of how this
system may have been affected by a European presence in Newfoundland.
10.1 Insoe<:tor Island
As presemed in Chapter 4, Linle Passage settlement data suggest this inner
coastal site was occupied in the summer for the purpose of exploiting a variety of
marine resources (Schwarz 1994). The geographical location of che site. resources
accessible to the site, excavated archaeological record and lithic assemblage
suggest that the Inspector Island site fulftlled the role of a central exploitation
camp as defined by Schwarz (1984). To review, a central exploitation camp
would be located in a coastal position from where several potential resources. not
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necessarily in the immediate vicinity, could be monitored and exploitation
expeditions could be mounted in several directions. Current resource disuibulions.
suggest that the site's location half-way between the Newfoundland shore and outer
coasraJ zone would have allowed the site's inhabiranrs [Q monitor me migratory
harp seal population, which represented a major resource concentration. As well.
the site would have been a convenient location to harvest local inner coastal
resources such as other large marine mammals like harbour seals and wh.ales, as
wen as nesting seabirds. bird eggs, shellfish and marine fish species.
The Little Passage component consisted of two distinct levels of occupation
indicating it was occupied 00 at least two separate occasions. The more recent
level contained two virrually contemporaneous heanh features. A midden fearure
was also excavated. producing most of the faunal sample analyzed for lhis thesis.
Overall. an -extensive- living area was indicated. There was no evidence of Lillie
Passage structures and so it was suggested that temporary shelters such as tenlS
may have been used at the site. The fact that the descendent Beothuk occupantS
of the site left a tent ring feature (Feature 3) lends some suppan for the use of
teolS at the site.
The Little Passage lithic assemblage from Inspector Island only roughly
resembles that predicted for the central exploitation camp, that is, a low frequency
of projectile points. a relatively high proportion of large bifaces and an absence
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or low frequency of other tool £)'peS and absence or low frequency of evidence of
tool manufacture (Schwarz 1984). While bifaces were the most frequently
occurring tool form in the Little Passage component of Inspector Island's lithic
assemblage. projectile points occurred wilh almost equal frequency. As predicted,
the tools usually associated with hide preparation such as scrapers and flake tools,
were only represented by single specimens. Unlike the predicted assemblage, the
number of cores (6) and linear flakes (2) plus a few core fragmenlS and thinning
flakes indicated that tool manufacture and maintenance did occur on site.
In general. it appears that the Inspector Island faunal assemblage suppons the
central exploitation camp role predicted for the site as outlined above. The faunal
sample analyzed for this thesis indicates the exploitation of a wide variety of
species. Since it was predicted that the site location was picked in order to allow
the monilOring of several potential resources. it is not surprising diat more than
one species is represented in the assemblage. The following species were
identified: beaver, red fox, black bear. pine marten. river otter, harbour seal,
harp seal. caribou, an unknown whale species, cf. Canada goose, white-winged
scoter/common eider. red-breasted merganser, some species of auk or razorbill.
black guillemot. rainbow smelt. Atlantic cod, shorthorn sculpin. cf. longhorn
sculpin, soft-shell clam and blue mussel. This long list is tempered by the fact that
most of these species were represented by only one or two individuals per
lSI
analytical unit. All.hough the range of species is wide, it is a bit surprising that the
quantity and variety of seabird and marine fish species is Dot greater given the
huge potential of species available in the area. II has been demonstrated that the
preservation conditions in the midden fearure were good. allowing the recovery of
tiny smelt elements in good coodition. Thus it is believed that other fish material
was not lost due to decomposition within the midden sample. Perhaps more fish
species were deposited elsewhere on the site or fish were oot the focus of attention
at Inspector Island.
It is interesting [0 Dote that the rainbow smelt remains may indicate that a
relationship existed between the Inspector Island site and the Boyd's Cove site.
Both sites contain Little Passage and Beothuk components but they have not
produced contemporaneous carbon dates. However, today the only sO'urce of smelt
in eastern Notre Dame Bay is at Boyd's Cove in Indian Brook. Furthermore, the
archaeological smelt remains are almost all POSl-Craniai elements suggesting that
this fish was processed somewhere else and consumed at Inspector [sland.
The same explanations of offsite processing could be proposed in the case of
the exploitation of bird species. Alternatively, it is suggested here that perhaps
intensive bird eltploitation may have taken the form of egg collecting. The historic
Hterarure refers to the Beothuk collecting large quantities of eggs from I.he large
concentrations of seabird colonies located in the bays of Newfoundland and major
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bird islands. It was reported that the contents of the eggs were dried and stored
in considerable quantities to supplement the Beothuk: diet throughout the wimer.
I do not know if egg shell could be expected to have survived in a recognizable
(onn in me midden feature of Inspector Island. It is possible that if this material
was part of the subsistence activities of the site. the shell material was disposed of
elsewhere on the site or the eggs were processed off site.
With the exception of the harp seal which represents exploitation of the outer
coastal ecozone. all the species identified could have been obtained in the inner
coastal region of Notre Dame Bay. This phenomenon was predicted based on site
location and knowledge of the resources available today in the inunediate vicinity
of the site. Furthermore. while the assemblage contained species which could
have been obtained throughout the year, the minimum period of the year that
would account for all the faunal seasonal indicators was from late February to the
end of June. This seasonality information supports the overall panem of
Schwarz's and others models that predicted that coastal resources would have been
focused on during the spring and summer months. While the presence of harp seal
remains defmitely indicates occupation of the site during winter weather conditions
(which falls in the later winter and early spring months), there was also evidence
for faunal exploitation during the relatively warmer months of May and June. The
most specific indicator of season of exploitation was the presence of juvenile
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harbour seal material that is usually only available from May until sometime in
July. The indication of faunal procurement during the wanner months would lend
suppon to the suggestion that sometimes the site was occupied during milder times
of the year when tents would have provided sufficient shelter. Also. if harp seals
were not intensively sought after. as suggested in the following paragraphs. then
temporary shelter during a short expedition after harp seal may have been adequate
even in the sometimes bitter weather conditions of late February and March.
It was predicted that given the site's position half-way between the mainland
and the outer coastal zone, harp seal would have been one of the major resources
to be monitored from here. However, harp seal and the outer coastal zone, did
not appear to be the major focus of exploitation of the Little Passage people. Harp
and harbour seal material were essentially equally represented within the sample.
In tenns of the number of individuals present and the amount of meat, fat. organs.
bone and hide which they represented, the combined seal category made up the
majority of the volume of resource represented by the entire faunal assemblage.
The small sample size and high frequency of elements which could only be
identified to "seal" required that body region analysis be conducted on the lumped
seal category. Cenainly if there was any difference in the treatment of the twO
species this difference was lost in the lumping process. Keeping that drawback in
mind, body region analysis did suggest that some patterning existed. Distributions
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of elements indicaled that whole juvenile seals were being processed at the site but
that aduh sized seals of both species were not represented in the areas of the fore
and hind limbs. Some possible explanations for the absence of aduillimb elements
were presented in section 7.1.1. These explanations are sununarized below.
J[ was suggested that in the case of the seal forelimb, the shoulder and upper
ann disaniculate easily from the seal carcass to create a neat, bUl substantial
"package" of meat which would be easy to lranSpon away from the site. It was
suggested that these missing elements might be found at the hypothesized coastal
base camp associated with this site. Secondly, it was suggesled thal perhaps these
marrow bearing elements were being processed for the purpose of grease
extraction analogous to thal process carried out by the Naskapi-Montagnais of
Labrador, although this native group used caribou long bones instead of seaL
There is evidence to suggest that this marrow extraclion process was being carried
out in Newfoundland. Historic Beothuk sites and one Recent Indian site exhibit
pit fealUres similar to those produced by the Naskapi-Montagnais in the process
of grease extraclion. Funhermore, it has been established that there is a common
ancestral tie between the Naskapi-Montagnais and the Beothuks suggesling the twO
groups would have some shared cultural practices. The grinding of seal long
bones during this process would effectively remove these elements from the
identifiable faunal assemblage. Finally. it is also possible that these elements were
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being disposed of in an. as yet. unexcavated portion of the site.
This patterning of seal body regions does DOt conflict with the site's tool
assemblage. Although scrapers and tools that could perform hide preparation
functions are probably under·represented. Ihe presence of a relatively high
proportion of bifaces to scrapers and projectile poinlS suggests that the Inspector
Island was a butchering site. There was no accompanying pattern of cut marks to
support any interpretation of butchering patterns that may have existed at the site.
The presence of 6 cores accompanied by a small number of flaJees, suggest that
tool manufacture and possibly maintenance. was occurring on the site, perhaps
while the site's inhabitanlS waited for prey lO arrive. Certainly if several seal
individuals were being butchered. the Linle Passage bifaces would have bad to be
sharpened. Alternatively. perhaps the site was on the way to or from a desirable
source of lithic material.
While the Inspector Island faunal assemblage was represented by at least twO
separate periods ofoccupation. comparison of the samples indicated that there was
no significant change over time in the types of animal species exploited, the
econiches exploited, the seasons in which they were exploited or the manner in
which the various species were created.
Overall. the new faunal data from the Inspector Island site helped to flesh out
the proposed site functiOn and means of subsistence as it was reconstructed based
2.16
on indirect evidence. As was expected lhe Little Passage inhabilanlS appeared to
focus on marine resources for their means of subsistence during at least the spring
and summer seasons. The potentially great harp seal resource did not dominate
lite faunal assemblage. instead this species appeared to share an equally significant
role with harbour seal. However. a very small sampling of seabird and marine
fish species were idemified given the wide range of species known to exist in some
concentration in the surrounding area. The faunal data support Schwarz's (1994)
generalized subsistence mode! for the Little Passage complex that proposed. that
while these people made use of the huge resource represented by harp seals mey
did not run the risk associated with depending greatly on this species.
10.2 The Beaches
As was the case for the Inspector Island site, Linle Passage senlement data
predicted this inner coastal site was occupied in the summer for the purpose of
exploiting a variety of marine resources. The non-faunal data suggest mat the
Beaches site fulfilled the role ofa coastal base camp or possibly lbe combined role
of coastal base camp/central exploitation camp. To review, Schwarz proposed mat
a coastal base camp would be located in the inner coastal lone near or on prime
access routes to the interior and be typified by a tool assemblage reflecting a
variety of activities occurring on site. The camp's location would have been
chosen for the availability of a wide variety of resources in the immediate area
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for me use of individuals left at me camp while mhers were at special procurement
sites. The hypolhesized central exploitation camp was described in me previous
section.
While me Beaches site is located in me inner coastal zone of Bonavista Bay it
is not very far (less than IOkm), or very difficult to get to the shores of the outer
coaslal islands. The site is also about half way by boat (roughly 30km) between
two navigable water ways providing access into the interior. These twO
waterways, the Terra Nova River and Lake, to the south, and Gamba Pond to the
north, are known for their populations of trout and salmon and for their caribou
crossings. So the Beaches could provide a point from where resources in the inner
and outer coaSlal zones and, less conveniently, the coastal interior, could be
monitored.
So far only cwo midden fearures have been excavated wil:hin a Little Passage
context. The site has yet to produce any other type of Little Passage fearure or
living context. We know the site has been occupied by all the different human
populations known to have lived in Newfoundland, including all three Recent
Indian complexes. The site's Recent Indian midden Fearure 4 has produced
radiocarbon dates spanning over a four hundred year period. In the late l800s the
site was known to possess at least 19 house pit features. Now it can only be
assumed that they were all Beothuk features since only 8 house pits remain. The
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evidence suggests mat mere was probably a substantial Little Passage component
to me site as pan of a basically continuous Recent Indian usage of me site.
The small Little Passage limic assemblage most closely represents mat
predicted for a coastal base camp. There are projectile points. triangular bifaces.
scraper fomls, cores and thinning flakes but mey all occur in very low
frequencies. The variery of Iithics can be considered ro represent a varie£}' of
activities which are hypothesized to have taken place at a £)'pical coastal base
camp.
The identified faunal assemblage did reflect the exploitation of a varie£}' of
animal species almost all of which could have been obtained in the immediate
vicinity of the site by mose individuals left at the camp. The following animals
were identified: beaver, pine marten. river otter, cf. wolf, harbour seal. harp seal.
caribou. double-erested cormorant. Canada goose. common raven, cf. eider/scoter.
gull species, Atlantic cod, longhorn sculpin and soft-shell clam. Each analytical
unit contained a single individual for each identified species, with me exception of
harp seal. barbour seal. Canada goose and eider duck which were identified by one
or [wo individuals per unit. SheUfisb was present in some quantity. The shell was
not collected in a manner whicb could measure eltactly what was in the midden.
The fact that some of the sbell was bear exposed and mat the shell occurred in
dumps and layers indicates that ir represents a resource used by the Little Passage
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inhabitantS and not just detritus off the beach.
With the exception of harp seals, all the species identified could have been
obtained near the Beaches site, either in the ocean or the adjacenr forestS. Harp
seals would have been obtained in the outer coastal zone. While a variety of
habitatS may be represenred. the majority of the material still representS a marine
orientation. Looking at the representation of all species present in terms of MNl
values. seals again dominared the faunal assemblage. Although harp and harbour
seals were represented in equally low numbers, tllese relatively large animals did
comprise the largest proponion of the volume of faunal resources represenred in
the entire sire's faunal assemblage. In other words, these individuals would have
provided the bulk of the meat. hide, fat and bone represented in the Little Passage
middens.
If the Beaches site fulfilled a base camp function the identified assemblage did
DOt exhibit, as might be expected, a greater volume of material coming from
rerrestrial and freshwater habitatS. It might be expected that a base camp would
exhibit more caribou or salmon or beaver given that the site would be drawing
upon a greater variety of habitats as the produce from special exploitation camps
was brought back to the base camp. It is interesting that the MNI value for
caribou and beaver for the entire site is two and one respectively. Although fish
remains were recovered, none of it couId be identified. While it is possible thar
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lhe evidence for lhese interior habitats was disposed of elsewhere on the Beaches
site. it is likely mat lhese interior species were being processed at the hypomesized
special exploitation camps. The remaining body parts brought back to lhe Beaches
site may well have been perishable materials such as meat. fat and hides rather
man bone and antler.
There are several species present which could have been available to the
Beaches site inhabitants anytime throughOUt the year. However. lhe minimum
period of exploitation which would account for all the identified species. was from
late February to lhe end of June. There were no species identified which could
only be obtained in the fall or early winter.
The small size of the faunal sample made analysis of body region patterning
virtually impossible. There was some indication that all body regions of juvenile
and inuna(Ure seals were present but adult seal material was almost non·existent
despite indications that each analytical unit contained at least (WO adult sized seals.
While the small faunal sample size suggests that the collection is not particularly
representative of the entire site assemblage. it is possible the pattern of adult seal
was a real phenomenon. Maybe the adult size seals were being processed
somewhere other than tile Beaches site. There were no CUt marks on seal elements
to indicate methods of butchery. In terms of human alteration of faunal material.
it is worth noting that 6 of the 11 caribou fragments present in the entire site
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assemblage. were long bone fragments exhibiting spiral fracruring. Spiral
fracturing is usually an indication of the intentional breakage of long bones for the
purpose of marrow eXlraction. Caribou was the only species to exhibit this form
of alteration and the only species to exhibit a chopping mark.
To summarise. me Beaches faunal assemblage most close!y resembled
Schwarz's (1994) proposed spring and summer coastal occupation wil.h its marine
focus. The combined harp and harbour seal material represented the greatest
portion of the total volume of faunal material. The [wo seal species appeared to
be present in virtually equal volumes. It was a bit uneKpected that such a small
sampling of the potential array of seabirds. waterfowl and marine fish was
represented in the faunal assemblage. While the assemblage Contained a variety
of species representing lbe interior habitats of Newfoundland lbe fact that these
species were represented by MNI of one and low NISP suggests these species were
processed elsewhere and so little mateiral was brought back to the Beaches site to
evenrually become pan of the archaeological record.
10.3 General Little Passage Settlement and Subsistence Theor'v in Light of the
New Faunal Evidence
Allbaugh the sample sizes. especially the identifiable samples, from the
Inspector Island and the Beaches sites were quite small, they still represent the
largest faunal assemblages from Little Passage conteKt yet available. As such,
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these cwo assemblages provide lhe most subsWltial pieces of direct evidence for
Little Passage subsistence available to date. At the least. the original research
ponioD of th~ lhesis provided the raw data in lhe fonn of a list of idenrified
species. for researchers to use in their interpretation of these [wo Little Passage
sites. This raw data provided lhe opportunity [0 test current Linle Passage
settlement and subsistence theory with new direct evidence of Little Passage
subsistence.
Given the small size of each faunal assemblage. there was a question of how
representative each sample was of its own site. let alone. how representative the
samples would be of the greater Linle Passage annual subsistence cycle in
Newfoundland. Comparing the results of the analysis of the faunal assemblages
from these [wo sites has increased my confidence in the representativeness of the
assemblages. The faunal samples from the two sites exhibit a great deal of
similarity despite coming from sites that were separated by a great distance. mat
were located in different major bay systems. on different shores of NewfouDdland
and that were probably occupied by different Little Passage communities. The two
sites exhibit virtually me same list of identified species. exploitation of the same
inner coastal zone wilh concentration on marine oriented species and the same
minimum season of exploitation (late February to the end of June). Togelher. harp
and harbour seals dominated each site assemblage; the [WO species represented
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roughly equal volumes of resource within each site assemblage and together
conttibuted the major portion of the total volume of faunal resources to each site
assemblage. Given these similarities it was concluded that these two sites
ed!ibited a real panern of exploitation rather than an anifact of archaeological
sampling.
So far. the available faunal data continue to support the theory that the people
of the Little Passage complex practised a generalized bunting and fishing strategy.
The present faunal data indicate that the Little Passage population was not on the
coast all year round. The faunal data indicated !.hat these coastal sites were used
during a period from late February to at least the end of June, however this need
not have been a continuous period of occupation. Although there were species
preseot in the faunal assemblage which could have been obtained Ehrougbout the
year, there were no species present which could only be obtained in the fall or first
half of the winter. This information regarding season of exploitation still leaves
room for the fall and early winter occupation of the Newfoundland interior in
order to exploit interior resources such as caribou and beaver as bas been
bypoEhesized based on analogy to Fitzhugh's reconstruction of the contemporary
Point Revenge complex in Labrador (Pastore 1989b; Fitzhugh 1972: 158·159;
1978:169) and Recent Indian senlementdata from Newfoundland (Schwarz 1994).
While the two sites under discussion were located in the inner coastal zone
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interior resources did nol appear to comprise a significam portion of lhe volume
of faunal resource represeDted by lhe assemblage. It had been predicted prior lO
the analysis of lhese faunal samples lhat dIe Little Passage coastal siles were
located in the inner coastal zone in order to exploit i.oner coastaJ resources as well
as lO continue to have access to interior resources (Paslore 1989b). [f lhis was me
case the interior resources did Dot show up with any significance in me analyzed
sample. It is possible that large animals such as caribou or bear were processed
where they were caught and me portions of these animals that were broughl back
to the inner coastal sites did not contain bones which would show up in me
archaeological record. It is also possible that evidence for the usage of imerior
resources was disposed of elsewhere on the site.
As expecled. the positioning of Little Passage sites within the inner coastal zone
appeared lO be for lhe purpose of exploiting inner coastal resources. With the
exception of harp seal. all Lbe species identified al these (WO inner coastal siles
could be obtained within in Lbe inner coastal zone. However. in terms ofvolurne
of resource represented by the fetovered faunal material. the OUler coastal species.
harp seal. definitely contributed a significanl proportion ofLbe faunal resources bUl
perhaps not as large a proportion as has been predicted based strictly on regional
availability of resources. Harp and harbour seal material appeared to make an
equal contribution to the total faunal resources exploited. Together these two
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species probably represented over 75% of the tola! volume of faunal resources
represented in eacb faunal assemblage. The advantage of a generalized subsistence
strategy would be that if a major species failed to appear at the expected time
during the annual subsisteoce round. it would not have a devastating affect on the
human population (pastore 1989; Schwarz 1994; Tuck and Pastore 1985). As
represented by the current faunal data. the failure of the harp seal hunt would have
had a significant effect on how the Little Passage population directed their coastal
subsistence activities. Instead of the two seal species contributing a virtually
equal amount of resource. harbour seal would become the major animal resource
and would be exploited more intensely. However, if both seal species were
unavai.lable. this would require a dramatic change in how and where the lillIe
Passage community made up the major portion of their faunal needs.
II must be kept in mind that the significance of me harp seal component in
relation to the emire years supply of food may be greatly undeHepresented
because it is possible that individuals were subjected to primary butchering at a site
more conveniem to wbere the harp seal herds were intercepted. It is possible that
most of the harp seal skeletal material was left at a primary butchering site such
as the special exploitation camp type proposed by Schwarz.
As already reviewed in sections 10.1 and 10.2. the new faunal data do nOt
conflict with the model of the three Little Passage site forms proposed in
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Schwarz's version of a generalized Little Passage economy (Schwarz 1984).
Based on site location and lithic assemblages. it was hypothesized that the Beaches
site fulfilled the role of a coastal base camp while Inspector Island site fulfilled the
role of a central exploitation camp. The faunal assemblages from these two sites
fit in wilh the proposed site functions. The faunal data also support Schwarz's
(1994) proposal that inner coastal sites were occupied during the sununer in order
to exploit a variety of marine resources. The data also suggest that the inner
coastal sites may have been visited periodically during the late winter and spring
as well. There is no reason to believe the sites were occupied continuously from
late winter until the end of summer. Perhaps the non-summer indicators represent
forays to the coast from the near coastal interior sites during the winter or the
activities of individuals passing through the inner coastal zone in me spring on the
way to the outer coastal zone in the pursuit of harp seals.
In conclusion. the new faunal data presented here represent the two largest
Little Passage faunal assemblages yet to be recovered. The two assemblages from
twO different areas of northeast Newfoundland exhibited very similar patterns of
faunal exploitation. The results of the faunal analysis lend concrete support to the
current theory of Little Passage settlement and subsistence previously reconstructed
based on site location, proximity to resources, site structure and lithic assemblages.
It appears that inner coastal sites in northeastern Newfoundland were visited during
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me late winter and into me summer in order to exploit inner coastal resources and
the harp seal of me outer coastal zone. The present faunal assemblages suggest
mat barbour seal and harp seal were equally important resources and logemer
appeared (Q have comprised me major portion of me faunal supplies obl3.ined
during me occupation of me inner coast sites.
This discussion would not be complete wimout making at least a brief reference
[0 the implications of lhe currenl research for our understanding of lhe Beothuk:.
As outlined in Chapter 2, it has been established lhrough I.he archaeological and
ethnographic records mat the Little Passage complex is directly ancestral to the
historic Beol:huk population of Newfoundland. The Beothuk were the native
people occupying Newfoundland when Europeans arrived on me northeast coast
of North America. Unlike omer native North American populations, the Beothuk
did not develop a successful means to cope wil:h the presence of Europeans. There
are a few records scanered through me first [wo centuries of contact. of Europeans
trading and having positive contact wim members of the Beothuk. However. by
the end of I:he sevenleenm century, me Beothuk appeared to have chosen 10
withdraw from areas frequenled by Europeans rather than have continual contact.
As the European presence in Newfoundland expanded. the Beochuk appeared to
have moved northward and eventually wil.hdrew into me Newfoundland interior.
Shawnadithit, the last known Beothuk, died in 1829. Pastore (1987; 1989b; 1992)
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provides the most current and complete analysis of bow and why the Beothuk
population died out.
It is currently accepted that lhe presence of lhe European migratory fishery in
lhe spring and summer and lhen pennanent European settlement of the
Newfoundland coast would have interfered wilh lhe traditional seasonal round of
lhe Beolhuk. Early historic records indicate that lhe Beolhuk spent the spring and
summer on lhe coast collecting large quantities of food supplies which sustained
them through the summer and which were also preserved in order to be stored for
consumption during the leaner winter months. These coastal supplies
supplemented the caribou which were obtained in the fall and winter in lhe
Newfoundland interior. It is believed that in order to avoid conflicts with
Europeans the Beothuk withdrew into the Newfoundland interior and were
effectively cut off from their traditional access to the coastal resources. When the
caribou migrated to the soulhern barrens of Newfoundland they too became
unobtainable as the Beothuk were intimidated by the Micmac presence on the
southern portions of Newfoundland ( Pastore 1992:60). Eventually, as settlers
made their way further imo the interior to trap fur, hunt caribou and cut lumber,
the Beothuk were forced to compete for the inherently sparse interior resources.
It was not a sustainable existence.
The new faunal data presented here provide concrete suppon for the
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significance of the coastal portion of the little PassagelBeothuk seasonal round.
The data indicate that traditionally the Beothuk were on the coast during a
minimum period of five months. The perioo probably began in late February or
early March and fasted until at least July. Early on in the hislOnc period the
arrival of the European summer fishery would have had some effect on the
traditional Beothuk spring and summer subsistence pattern. If the Beothuk could
not coexist with Europeans on the Newfoundland coast. interference with or loss
of the coastal portion of the seasonal round would have had serious ramifications.
Not only would the Beothuk have been prevented access to their summer
livelihood but also from putting stores aside to supplement the less plentiful
resources available in winter in the Newfoundland interior. By providing the
faunal assemblages, the Inspector Island and Beaches sites have confmned some
of our current thoughts regarding the effect of the European presence in
Newfoundland on the Mtraditional" Beotbuk way of !ife.
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APPENDIX A
Catalogue of Identified Specimens from tbe Inspector Island Site (DiAq-2)
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N3E3 NEQ l51518182 8181 R.lorondul phelanlCmlddlo ,-
N3E3 NEQ l5 1518182 8162 F.PhOCkla8 phalanllproxormlddlo ,-
N3E3 NEO L51518182
.'63 F. Carvldae, cf. R. t8randus matapodlal ,-
NJE3 NEQ L5 1518182
.," F. AIcldae cr. Alee or Urla $p. humerus ,-
N3EJ NEQ L5 1518182 6165 R. tarendus phalanx prOIl 2 or 5 (dew hool) ,.
N3E3 NEQ l5 1518182
.'66 F. PhocIdae phalanx middle ,
N3E3 NEQ L51518182 8161 F, Phocldae (P. v~ullna not ct.?) tooth,canlne ,-
N3E3 NEQ l5 15/8182 .,66 F, PhocldS8 (P. vltullna not ct.) tooth,canlne
N3E3 SEalS ., F. Phocldae phatanxproll ,.
N3E3 seaLS ., F. Phocldae phalanxprox
N3E3 SEQ L514/8182 .,90 F,Phocldao (prefer P,vl1Ullnaj mandible
N3E3SWQL5 .2 F.Phoclda8 phalanx ptO);
N3e4 swa L517/8182 RTP 6178 F. Phoclda8 phalanx PfOX
N3e4 swa l5 17/8182 RTP 8179 F.Phoclda8 phalanx middle ,-
N3E4 SWQ l5 1718182 RlP
.'80 l. canadensis ",n, ,-
N3E4 SWQ l51718182 RTP 8181 l. cen8denJll skull,occlpllal ,-
N3E4 swa l517J8J82 RTP 8182 l. canadensis skull,madls ,-
N3E4 SWQ lS 1718182 RlP 8183 L. canlldensl, skull, temporal ,-
N3E4 swa L5 17/8/82 RTP 8184 L. canadensis skull, temporal ,.
N3E7 NWa L5{?) la Of II? 8.5cm 8191 P. vllullna skull, temporal ,-
N3E7 NWa L5(?) la Of II? 8.5cm 8192 F.Clll'Vldeecf.R.lllrendu, tooth A?
N4E2 NWa L5a 22/8/82 (In beulk) 8193 F.Phocldall metaearpal3 J
N4E2 NWa L5e 22/8/82 In bal1lk • '94 F. PhoCldae ,. ,.
N4E2 NWa L5e 2218182 In baulk 8195 F. PhocIdell rib ,-
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51E5 SO.66E5.58 L3 1.36d1:H:l B197 C.canadensls mandible ,-
51 ES SO.66E5.58 L3 1.36dbd 8198 C. canadensis tooth, molar 1
"51 E5 SO.66E5.58 L3 1.36dbd B199 C. canadensis tooth, molar 2
"51 E5 SO.66E5.58 L3 1.36dbd B200 C. canadenlls tOO!h, molar 3
"StE5 sO.66E5.58l31.36dbd B201 C. canadensis mandible ,-
SlES SO.66E5.58 L3 1.36dbd B202 C. canadensis mand"'" ,-
51E5 SO.66E5.58l3 1.36dbd B20' C. can&den." mandible ,-
SlE6lS 17em northwest wall"" B169 P.vltullna skull, temporal ,-
SlE6 L517cmnorthweslwal1- 8171 P.vltullna .kun,temporal ,-
51E6 L5Han northwest wall- 8171 P,vltullna skull,temporal ,-
SlE6 L517cm nOl1hwest waU- 8172 P.vltullna skull,temporal ,-
SlE6lS Hem northwest wall- 8173 P.vllutlne skull,temporal ,-
S1E6 L5Han northwest wall- 81738 P,lIllullna skun,incus ,-
51 Efl L5 17cm northwest waU- B173b P.vltullna skul,slapes ,-
SlE6 L5 17em northwest wal. 817" P.vttullna skul.I~1 ,-
51E6l517cm northwest wall"" 8175 P.vItuJlf\8 skull. temporal ,-
SlE6 NWQ L5 or l3(la) 14.5cm Bleo P,lIllulln8 skull,temporal ,-
S1E6 NWa L5or L3(la) 14.5em BI58 P.vilullna skull,temporal ,-
S1 E6 NWQ l5 or l3(la) 14.5em 8159 P.vllullna skull,temporal ,-
51 E6 50.65E6.43 L5 30cm B204 F. Phocldae femur
51 E6 SO.65E6.43 L5 30cm 8205 F. Phocldee humerus
51E6 SO.90E6.60 L5 22cm 8196 V.vutpes looth,lrIclsormelllllary '-7
S3W2 NWQ l5(?) B98 P.vllullna verlaUas ,-
S6EO 55.00EO.oi8 25/6187 373· M. octodecemsplnoaus or scorplus veri ant thoracic ,-
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S6ED S5.00E0,48 2516187 6373+ Myoxocephalus sp. cl. oclodec or vened ,. 5
S6EO S5.00E0.48 25/6/87 8373+ Myoxocephalu8 sp., ct. "n ,. '0
S6EO S5.00EO.46 2516187 B3731" O.mordax "n ,. 221
S6EO S5.00E0,48 25/6187 8373+ O.mordax ,," ,. 15
S6ED SS.OOE0,48 2516187 6373+ O. mordax ,en ,. 33
S6ED SS.OOEO.48 2516/87 8373+ O.mordax ,en ,. 4
S6ED S5.00EO.48 2516/87 8373+ O. mordax ,en ,. ,
S6ED 55.00E0.48 25/6187 8373+ O.mordax skutl,paIatine ,. 1
S6ED S5.00EO.48 2516187 B373+ F. Cottldae cf. Myoxocephalus sp. lIened ,. 31
SeED SS.OOE0.48 2516187 9373+ F. Cottldae ct. Myoxocephelus sp. verted ,
S6ED S5.00E0.48 25/6187 8373+ Gadussp. vert thoracic or post abdominal It 1
S6ED S5.00E0.48 2516187 9373+ F. Cottldae ,en ,. 7
S6ED S5.00EO.48 2516187 8373+ F. Cottldae ct. Myoxocepha!us sp. vaned ,. 1
S6ED S5.00E0.48 25J6187 B373+ Myoxocephalus sp. cl vert cd (penuilimale) ,. 1
S6ED 55.00EO.48 2516J87 8373+ F. Cottldae ct. Myoxocephalus sp. vert cd (penuIUmate) 3
SeEO S5.00EO.48 25/6/87 B373+ F.Phocldae vert I J ,
seEO S5.00E0.48 25/6/87 8373+ F.Phocldae vert I J 1
S6EO 85.01 EO.62 L3 26cm sifted B79 F. Phocldae humerus J 1
S6EO S5.Q1 EO.62 L3 26cm sifted B80 U. amerlcanus (too small & well 'Ib ,. ,
S6EO 85.Q1 EO.62 L3 26cm sifted B81 F.Phocldae I.aslragalus J ,
S6EO S5.01 EO.62 L3 26cm sifted B82 P. groenlandlca skull. temporal ,. ,
S6EO 55.01 EO.62 L3 26cm sifted 883 P. groenlandlca skull,temporal ,. ,
S6EO? S5.08E.078 L3 14cm from 886? F.Phocldae vert I J ,
S6EO? S5.08EO.78 L3 14cm from Bal? F.Phocldae metapodlaJ J ,
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S6EO S5.08EO.78l314cm from B87 P.vltullna skull, mSKilis w/some teeth
SaEO S5.08EO.78 L3 14cm from B88 P,groenlandlca skull, madla wlteelh ,.
S6EO 55.OSEO.76 L3 14cm from B88 F,Phocld&e tooth, canine A7
S6EO S5.08EO.76 L3 14Cm from B8. F. Phoddae tooth,inclsorJ A7
S6EO S5.08EO.78 L3 14cm from B88 F,Ptlocld&e looth A7
S6EO S5.08EO.78 L3 14cm from B88 F. PhocIdae maxilla/mandible 10 baled on A?
S6EO 55.0BEO.78 L3 14cm from B88 F. PhocId80 Iooth,lnclsQ{ A?
S6EO S5.0EO.48 2515187 8373+ F. Cottldes ct. Myoxocephalus sp. skull,operculum ,.
S6EO 55.0E0.48 2516187 8373+ F. COllides ct. MyoKocephalul ap. flnrsys ,.
S6EO S5.0EO.48 25/6187 8373+ F. Cotllda8 cf. MYOKocephalus sp. fln rey, pelvic ,.
S6EO 55.0E0.4S 25/6187 8373+ F. COllides cf. MyoKocephalus $p. Skult,hyomandlbIJlar ,.
S6EO S5.0EO.48 2516187 8373+ F. Canidae ct. MyoKocophalus sp. skull, parasphenokl ,.
S6EO S5.0EO.48 2516187 8373+ F.CoUldae looth- row" ,.
S6EO S5.0EO.48 2516187 8373+ F. CoUId.e d. MyOll0C8phBlul lip. skuN,eplhyal ,.
S6EO S5.0EO.48 25/6187 8373+ F. CoUId.e d. MyoxocepllBlus lip. msplne,poctorBl ,.
56EO 55.0EO.46 2516187 8373+ MYOllocephaluS sp. d. scorpIus skull,nasal ,.
S6EO SS.OEO.48 2516187 8373+ Myoxocephalus sp. skuM,poslclalthrum ,.
S6EO 55.0EO.46 2516187 8373+ MyoxocephalulS IIp. skuH,postclaithrum ,.
S6EO S5.0EO.48 2516187 8373+ F. Co"ldaa cl, MYOXOCBphalus sp. skull, cl. maurocranlal elomont ,.
S6EO S5.0EO.48 2516187 8373+ Myallocephalus sp. cf. llcorplull skull,dantary ,.
S6EO 55.0EOA8 2516167 8373+ O.mordall vened ,.
S6EO 55.0EOA8 2516167 8373+ Myoxocephalus sp. cl. scorplus Skull,basiocclpllal ,.
S6EO S5.0EO.46 2516187 8373+ F.PhocIdae matapodlal ,.
S6EO 55.0EO.48 2516187 8373+ F.Phoc:Id.e vartl
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S6ED S5.0EO.48 25/6187 8373+ F. Phocldell vert I
S6ED S5.0EO.48 2516187 B373+ F.Pttoclda8 vert I
S6EO 55.DEDA8 2516181 B313+ F.Pt1oc1dall looth,loclSOl'maKlnary
S6EO 55.OEO.oia 2516181 B373+ F.PhocIdall ,""
S6EO S5.13EO.58 L3 27cm sltted 852 F. Phocldee phalanx prox, poIvIc: 11mb
S6EO SS.13EO.58 L3 27cm sifted 853 F.PhocIdae 1.3
S6EO 55.13EO.58l3 27cm sifted 854 F.PhocIdae skull, zygomatic:
seED S5.13EO.58l3 27cm sifted 856 F. Phoclda. vertl
SeEQ S5.13EO.58 L3 27cm sifted 857 F.Phockla8 ,""
S6ED S5.13EO.58 L3 27cm sifted 856 F.Ptloclde8 phalenxproll
S6ED 55.13EO.58 L3 27cm sifted 859 F. Phocld88 vertlorc
S6EO 55.13EO.58 L3 27cm sifted B60 F. Phoclda8 verttorc
S6ED S5.13EO.58 L3 28cm .lttod 855 F.Phoc:ldall vert!
S6EO S5.15EO.59l3 24cm .lfted 818 F.PhocIdae l.asltagalus
S6EO 55.15EO.59l3 24cm sifted 819 F.PhocIdae ""',
S6fO S5.15EO.59l3 24cm sifted 820 F. PhocJdae, ct. (olter n8lltclosest me~'"
S6fO 55.19EO.75 L3 25cm sifted 843 F._ pubis
S6EO 55.19EO.75 L3 25cm sifted ... F. PhocIdae phalamtprolt
S6EO S5.19EO.75 L3 25cm sifted 84' F. Phocldae phalanllproll
S6EO S5.19EO.77 L3 25cm sifted 8" F. Phocldae ,'''''
S6EO S5.20EO.75 L3 28cm sifted 890 F.Phocldae humerus
S6EO S5.20EO.75 L3 28cm slfted 891 F.Phocldee phelanllproll
S6ED SS.20EO.75 L3 28cm sltted 892 F. Phocklell I.'
S6EO S5.20EO.75 L3 26cm slfllld 893 F. Phocldall
""'"
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S6EO 55.20EO.75 L3 28cm sifted 894 F. Phockla8 humerus J
S8EO 55.21 EO.70 L3 27cm sifted 868 F. Phocldatl metacarpal 2 J
S6ED 55.21EO.70 L3 27cm sIfted 869 F. Phocldee ",,, J
S6EO S5.21EO.70 L3 21cm lifted 870 ,.- sesamoid, pelvic 11mb J
SGEO S5.22EO.82l3 25an sifted 8376 MYOllocephalu.lp.d.scorplus skull, hyomendlblJlar ,.
S6EO S5.22EO.82 L3 25cm lifted ... F. PhoclcIae ,"" J
S6EO SS.22EO.82 L3 25cm sifted .., F.Ptloclclai
"'"
J
SeED 55.22EO.82l3 25cm sifted ... P.vtlullna tooth, posl canine ITIlllllllary ,
seED 55.25EO.80 L3 26cm 826 F. Phocldae
"'''''
,
SeEQ S5.25EO.83l3 28cm
." Myolloceptla!us Ip., cf. M. lICOfplul, verttsl
,.
seED S5.25EO.63l3 28cm lifted 871 F. Phocldae vene ,.
seED S5.25EO.63l3 28cm lifted 874 F. Phocldae phalanx prOIl
seED S5.25EO.83 L3 28cm silted 876 F.PhocIdae verte
S6EO 55.25EO.83l3 28cm sifted 876 F.PhocIdae vene
S6fO S5.25EO.83 LJ 28cm slfled 873 MyoIlOCllphalu••p.cI.lCOfplus skull, palatine
S6EQ S5.28E0.70 L3 30cm sifted 822 F.PhocIdae metatarsal 3
S6EO S5.28EO.70 l3 30cm lifted 823 F. Phocklae vertt
S6EO S5.26EO.70 L3 3acm Ilfled 8" F.PhockI8S vertlOfI (poSIOf8otJ
S6EO S5.31ED.77l3 28cm 8'. C.gryIlS(deflollslyaguNlsmot,OIlIy humerus ,.
SeED S5.31EO.71l3 28cm 831 F.Phockla8 vertl
seED S5.31EO.77l3 28cm 832 F.Phocklae vertt
S6EO 55.31EO.77 l3 2llcm
." F. Phocld8S verttS6EO S5.31EO.77l3 28cm 8" F.Phoclda8 vartt
S6EO S5.31EO.77l3 28cm 8" F.Phocldee vel1lOft(prOlllordlslI)
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S6ED S5.31 EO.77 L3 28cm B36 F.Phocldae verttor I (postt or anti) J
S6EO S5.31EO.77l3 28cm B37 F.Phocldae vertt J
S6ED 55.31EO.77 L328cm B38 F. Phocidae vertt,cOfI J
S6ED 55.31EO.77 L3 28cm B3. F.Phocldae veftt,cOfI J
56EO 55.31 EO.77 LJ 28cm 84. F. Phocidae vertt,corl J
seEO 55.31 EO.77 L3 28cm 841 F.Phocidae vartl,corl J
S6ED S5.31eO.77 L3 28cm 842 Myoll0C8phalus sp. cf. scorplus skull,maxWla ,.
S6ED S5.34EO.63 l3 25cm B13 U. amarlcanus skull,maxWla ,.
S6ED S5.34EO.63 L3 25cm B14 U. amerlcanus skuU,maxl1la A
S6EO S5.34EO.63 L3 25cm 84 F.Phocldaa "," J
S6ED S5.34EO.63 L3 25cm B8 U.americanus skull,maxHla ,.
S6ED S5ADED.aO L3 30cm found B28 P.gr08fllandlca skull,temporal ,.
S6ED S5.40EO.80 l3 30cm sifted B27 F.Phocldae ,art, J
S6EO S5.40EO.60 L3 30cm sifted B2. F.Phocldaa phalanxprOll: J
S6EO S5.44EO.74 L3 24cm sifted 882 F.Phocidae ,art 1 J
S6ED 55.S2ED.93 L3 15cm BlB p, vilullna metalarsa\1
"SaED S5.52ED.93 L3 15cm B17 P.vilullna metalarsall ,.
S6ED S5.56ED.93 L3 26cm B8' P.9roentandlca skuU,lemporal ,.
S6EO S5ED.48 25/6187 sifted Brea B373+ F. Collldas ct. MyoxocephaJus sp. ,," ,.
S6ED S5ED,46 25/6/87 sifted area B373+ Myoxocephalus scorpius skull,dentary ,.
SOED S5EO.48 25/6187 sifted area B373+ MyoKocephalus scorplus, ct. skull,premaxilla ,.
S6ED S5EO.48 25/6/87 sifted area B373+ Myoxocephalussp.cf. scorpius skull,maKUla ,.
SOEO S5E0.48 25/6/87 sifted area 6373+ Myoxocephalussp.ct,scorplus skuU,maKilla ,.
SaED S5ED.48 25/6/87 sifted area 6373+ F. Cottidae ct. Myoxocephalus sp. skull,vomer ,.
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S6ED 55EO.48 2516187 slfled area B313t F. Cattldae cl. Myoxocephalus sp. skull,vomer ,.
S6EO S5EO.48 2516/87 sifted area B373+ Myoxocephalul sp. cr. scorplus skull,quadrate ,.
S6EO S5EO.48 2516187 sifted area B373+ MYOKocephalul sp. ct. scorpIus skull, quadrate ,.
SSE1 55.06El.01 La 39an .229 Ptlalacrocorax 8tlrll8s (by slzeoot y8flc(10?) ,.
SSE1 55.55El.05 L3 21cm .,00 F._ ,.,,,
"S6E1 55.60E1.02 L3 25-26aTI 8155 F. Cottlda8 ct. Myoxocephalus sp. vertaUas ,.
S6El SS.60El.02 L3 2S.27an 8148 F. Collidae ct. Myoxocephelus sp. \len ant abdomloal ,.
56E1 S5.60El.02 L3 25-27cm 8153 F,CottldlHlcf. Myoxocephelus sp. vert ant abodminal ,.
SSEl 55.60El.02lJ 25-27cm .,5< F. Cottldes ct. MyOlCocepnelus sp. lIert ant abdominal ,.
S6E1 S5.64E1.01 L328an 8111 P.I/llulln. skull, temporal ,.
S6El S5.64E1.01 L328cm 8117b P.I/llutln. skull,lncus ,.
S6El S5.64El.01 L3 28cm L3 8'178 P.I/llulln. skull,malleus
"S6E1 S5.64E1.05 LJ 23cm 8116 F.PhocicI80 ","
"S6El S5.72Et.04 L5or 3A28cm .,03 F.Phocldae skull, baslspheoold J
S8E1 S5.72E1.04 L5 or 3A28an 8105 F. PhOckl&e ,"" J
S8El S5.72El.04 L5 or 3A 28cm .,08 F. PhocIclae tooth,canlne ,.,
S6El S5.72E1.04 L5 or 3A 28cm .,09 F. Phocklae tooth, Inctsor 1 or 2 madlary ,
SeE1 S5.12E1.04 L5 or 3A 28cm 8110 F.Phocldae tooth,lnclsor 1 or2maxlilary ,
S6E1 S5.72E1.04 L5 or 3A 28cm 8111 F.Phocldae tooth, premolar 3 maxillary 1
S6E1 S5.72E1.04 L50r 3A 28cm 8112 P....llutina tooth, premolar 3 or 4 ,
S6E1 S5.72E1.04 L50r 3A 28cm 8113 P....ltu(lna tooth,premolar 1 1
S6E1 S5.72E1.04 L50r 3A 28cm 8114 F. Phoclcla8 tooth. post canine ,.
S6E1 S5.72E1.04 L50r 3A 28cm 8115 F.PhocIclae tooth. post canine ,.
S6E1 S5.72E1.04 L50r 3A 28cm 81158 F.PhocIclae phaianxmlddle
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S6E1 55.78E1.01 L324aTl 8118 MyoKocephBlus sp. vert thOracic or ent abdominal ,.
S6E1 55.78E1.01 L3 24an 8119 Myoxocephalus sp. vert thorBClc or ant abdominal ,.
56Et 55.78E1.01 L3 24cm 8120 Myollocephalussp. vetted ,.
S6E1 55.78E1.01 L324cm e121 O.mordax vertprecaudal ,.
S6E1 55.78E1.01 L324cm 8122 O.mordax vorted ,.
seE1 S5.78E1.01 l324crn 8123 O. mordax vert thOracIc (post abdominal) ,.
S6E1 55.78E1.01 L3 24cm 8124 O. mo<da< vet1lhoraclc (post abdomilaI) ,.
S6El 55.78E1.01 L3 24cm 8125 MYOllocephalussp.cf.scorplus aIlu.,mall~18 ,.
S6E1 55.78E1.01 L324cm .,26 MyoK0C8phaluS sp. sku., quadrate ,.
S6E1 55.78E1.01 L324cm 8127 Myoxocepnalus sp. ct. scorplus Ikun, angurof ,.
S6E1 55.78E1.01 L324cm 8128 F. Cotlldae ct. MyOlloceph81us .p. skull,parasphenold ,.
56E1 SS.78E1.01l3 24cm 8129 O. mordax skun, lingual or sublingual ,.
S6E1 55.78El.0ll3 24cm • '30 F. Cottldaa d. MYOllocephaius .p. sku_, unk!entlfied e1emenl ,.
S6E1 55.76E1.01 LJ 24cm 8131 F. PhocIdae looth, IncIsof mandibular 11
seE1 SS.79E1.22 L5 25cm 8211 F. PhocIdae Ikull,baslsphenold I
S6E1 S5.79E1.22 LS 25cm 8213 F.Ptlocidae Ikull, basisphenoid ,
S6E1 S5.79E1.22l525cm B214 F.Phocldae skull, occIpital ,
S6E1 S5.79E1.22 LS 25cm 8218 F. Phocldae Ikull,occJpltal ,.
S6El S5.79E1.22 L5 25cm 8218 F. Phocldoo •ku_,occIpltai
S6E1 SS.79E1.22 L5 2Scm 8220 F.Ptlocidae .k~,ooclplt81
56Et S5.79E1.22l5 25cm 8221 F.Phocidae skutl,occlpital
S6El S5.79E1.22l525cm 8222 F. Phocldae ,,'"
56Et S5.80E1.15L524cm 8225 P. groenlandica skull,temporal ,.
S6Et S5.80E1.15l524cm 8226 P. groenlandlce • kull,tempofal ,.
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S6E1 S5.80E1.15 L5 24cm 82268 P. gfoenlandlca skull, malleus ,. 1
56Et 55.80E1.15 L5 24cm B226b P. groenlandlca skull,malleus ,. 1
S6E1 S5.80E1.15 LS 24cm B226c P. groenlandlc8 skull,lncus ,. 1
S6E1 S5.60E1.15L524cm B226d P. groeolandlea skull.s!apes ,. \
56E1 S5.80El.15l5 24cm 8227 P. groenlandlca melatarsal2 ,. \
S6El SWQ l5 or (3A) 18f6J87 8312+ MyoKOCephalUI .p. vert, post abdorTWlal ,. 2
S6E1SWQL5or(3A)2816181 8372'+ O. mordax "," ,. •S6El SWQL5Of(3A)28J6187 8312+ O. mordall ,'" ,. I
S6E1 swa L5 or (JA) 28J6187 8312+ Myollocephalul .p. cl. M. scorplus vert ,. •
S6Et swa L5 or (3A) 2816187 8372+ Myollocephalus &p. vert, ant. abdominal ,. 2
S6El swa l5 Of (3A) 28/6187 8372+ Myollotephaluisp. vaned ,. 12
SBE1 swa L5 or (3A) 28/6187 8312+ F.C0411d88 ,," ,. I
S6E1 swa L5 or (3A) 2816187 8312+ Myolioceptlalulsp. skull,postlempol'a1 ,. 1
SaEl SWQL5or3A28/6187 8312+ MYOlloc::eptlalul 19. cl. sCOfplus Skull,operculum ,. 1
S6El swa l5 or (3A)28J6187 8372+ F,Oac:llda8cl. Gadul 'p. skuU. post tempotal ,. 1
S6E1 swa L5 Of (JA)2816187 8372+ F. Cottldae d. Myolloceptlalus lip. ,'" ,. 1
S6E1 swa LS or (3A) 2816187 8372+ F. Cottldae d. MYOll0C8phalus sp. bfanchlOstegal reV ,. 2
SSEl swa LS or (3A) 2816187 8372+ F.Coltldae fin rays ,. a
SSEl swa LS or (3A) 2816187 8372+ Myollocephalul Ip. d. scorplus skull, posllemporal ,. 1
S7EO L5 35cm 27/6/87 827-4+ F.Cotlldae bfanchlOslegalray ,. 1
57EO 5-56 E-87 31 em 836\ F. CoUidae cl. Myolloceptlelus sp. V8f1151 ,. 1
S7EO 5-69E95 L5 22em 28/6/87 8286 F. Collldae cl. MyollocephaJus sp. vert posl abdominal ,. 1
S7EO SO.S7EO.96 L5 16cm 8279 F. Collldae cl. MyOll0C8phalU5 5p. skull. suboperculum ,. I
57EO SO.57EO.96 L5 16cm 8260 F. Gadidae d. G. morhua 5kull. 5phenollc ,. 1
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S7ED S43E44 L5 34cm 2516187 8278 P.vltutlna(dlstlnclmorphologlcally tastragalus ,.
S7EO 550E91 L5 22cm 25/6187 B398 F. Conldae cf. M. scorplus skull,operuclum ,.
S7EO S53-57E3-9 L5 23cm 8267 f, Phocldae vert I (POSI) or I (ant) ,.
S7EO S53-51E3·9 L5 23cm B'68 F. Gadlda8 cf. Gadus sp. vert posl abdominal ,.
S7EO S53·57E3·9 L523cm 8269 MyolCocephalus sp. ct. scorplus skull,defllary ,.
S7EO 553-57E3-9 L5 23cm 6270 P.vllullna skulI,temporal ,.
S7ED S64E73 L5 36cm 27f6J87 BJ43 M,scorpJus skulI,subcl&lthrum ,.
S7ED 585-67E87-92 L5 32an 8261 O. mordax ,en ,.
S7EO S65-67EB7·92 L5 32cm 8262 O.mordax 'en ,.
S7EO S6S·67E87-92l5 32cm 8263 O.mordsx ,en ,.
S7ED S67E94 L5 19cm 2316187 B'82 P.vltullna skull, temporal ,.
S7EO S70EaO l5 30em 26/6/87 8283 G.morhua skull,premaxUla ,.
S7EO 571 E84 l5 30em 26/6/87 BJ4' F. Cottldaa ct. Myollocephalus sp. vert ant abdominal ,.
S7EO S72·74E94·96 L5 22cm 8399 P.vltullna skull, temporal ,.
57EO 572E93 L5 32cm 26/6/87 8259 Myollocephalus sp.,cf. M. scorplus, vert cd ,.
S7EO 572E96 L5 31cm 2516/87 8287 P.vltullna skull,temporal ,.
S7EO 577E86 L5 33cm 2616/87 8276 C.grylle femur ,.
57EO'" S7E1 S61·66E1 L5 8397 F.Phocldae skull,temporal ,.
S7EO,S7E1 S71E97·94 L5 32cm 8266 F. Phocldae (matches adult harp) rlb,slernalC8l1iiaga
S7EO,57El 571E97094l5 32cm 8265 F. Phocldae verts
S7EO S90E93l5 32cm 2616/87 8275 P. vllullna(definltely not harp, ring, I. calcaneum ,.
57E1 L515cml52116J87note Bm P,vltulina skull,temporal ,.
57El L516cm2716J87duslpan 8375 C.grylle nol recorded ,.
S7El L5 20cm 23/6/87 note 8355 O. fTIOfdall 'en ,.
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S7E1l5(?)2616/87 B309 P.vllullna tooth, molar mandibular
57El L5 35cm 27/6187 nota 8213 F. Coltldall cf. MyoKocephalus sp. ""od
57E1 SO.54E2Q.24 L5 23cm 8335 Riarandul metatarsal ,.
57E1 SO.54E5-12 L5 19cm 8352 F. PhocIdBe skull,occIpllal
87E1 SO.54E5-12 LS 19cm 6353 F.PhocIdae rib 1
S7E1 SO.70E9-12 L517cm 8288 F. PhocIdae d. P. groenlandlca vert I ,.
S7E1 SO.81EO.15l5 22cm 8257 F. Oadldaecf. Gadus 89. ,," ,.
SlE1 SO.92EO.15l516cm B290 P.vltutlnll skull, lempot81 ,.
S7E1 SO.93EO.'1 L513cm B314 Phoca .p. skull,lemp<lfal ,.
S7E1 SO.93EO.l1 L513cm 8313 P.vllullna skull,temporal ,.
S7E1 SO.99EO.17 L5 28cm 8308 F.Phoclda8 vertc J
S7E1 S12E46-48 L3 22-26cm B230 R.18f1lndul vel1allas ,.
57E1 514E36 L5 22cm 2816181 8311 P. groenlandlca skull,temporal ,.
57E1 514E54 L3 19·22cm feature 8233 goose, large
'''''''''
,.
S7E1 S16E25l5 25cm 2816187 8395 goose. large vertc9 ,.
57E1 518E14-18 L518an 2816187 8367 F.Phocld88 humerus J
51E1 S20-22E35l5 19cm 2716187 8340 0001", laroe cl. B. canadensis radius ,.
S7E1 S2Q-40E12-45l5 24·28cm 8375+ MyoKocephalul Ip. cf. SCOtpius vert post abdominal or cd ,.
S7E1 S20-45E12-45l5 24·28cm 8375+ O. mordaK ceralohyal ,.
S7E1 S20-45E12-45l524-28cm 8375+ O. mord8K urohyal ,.
S7E1 S20-45E12-45l5 24-28cm 8375+ O.mordaK vert post abdominal ,.
S7E1 S20-45E12-45 L5 24·28cm 83751' MyOKocephalus Ip. cf.(?) M. vert post abodimnal ,.
S7El S20-45E12-45 L5 24-28cm 8315_ MyOKocephelul Ip. cf, .corpiul vert poslabdomlnal ,.
S7E1 S20-45E12-45 L5 24-28cm 8375_ Myoxocephalu••p.cf.scorpiul vert post abdominal Of Cd ,.
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S7E1 S20-45E12-4SlS 24-28cm 8375+ Myoxocephalus sp, cr, scorplus vert post abdominal ,.
STE1 S2().4SE12-4Sl5 24·26cm 8375+ MyollocephalulS sp. ct. scorplus veft ani ebdominal ,.
STE1 S20-45E12-45 L5 24·28crn 8375+ Myoxocephalul .p. ct. scorplus skull,posllemporal ,.
STE1 520-45E12-45 L5 24-28crn 8375+ F.PhocIdae metatarsal 2 J
STE1 S20-45E12-45l5 24-48crn 8375" F. Cotlldae ct. Myollocephalus sp. veft ant abdominal ,.
STE1 S20-45E12-45l5 24-48cm 8375+ Myoxocephalul sp. ct. soorplus uull,baskx:clpllal ,.
STE1 520E23 L518cm 2716187 8379 white winged lCOt8l'/comlTlOl1 elder tibIotatsus ,.
STE1 527E14l5 21cm 27/6/87 8377
""""""
skullfrag
STE1 S28E47l519cm 27f6187 8391 M.amerk:ana tibia A?
STE1 S31E29 LS(?) 15cm 21/6/87 8400 F. Phocldae mandible J
STE1 S31E29l5(7) 15cm 21ffiJ81 8401 F. Phocldae mandible J
STE1 531E29 L5(1) 1SCm 2116187 8402 F. Phock!&8 tooth, canine ,
STEt S31E29l5{?) 15cm 2116187 8403 F.PtIocIda8 tooth, canine ,
5TE1 S31E29l5{?) 15cm 21/6/87 8404 F. PhocIda8 tooth, call1ne I
5TE, S31E29L5(?115cm21/6/87 Boi05 F. Phocldae tooth, canine ,
57E1 531E29l515cm 21/6/87 84.. M. serratOI' (del. morpho distinct scapula ,.
S7E1 S37E36 L5 24cm 27/6/87
'J<l' F. Cottldae ct. Myoxocephalus sp. skull,vomer ,.
S7E1 54·7E29 L5 22cm 2816187 .358 F.Phoclclae hu_. J
S7E1 545E17l6 54cm 2816187 .334 F. Collidae cr. MYOllocephalus .p. VM ant abdominal ,.
S7E1 545E38-45l516cm 2716187 8364 sea duck cf. ekleror scoter tiblotarsus ,.
S7E1 541E23 L5 20cm 2716187 8383 F.PhOCldee rib J
S7E1 $47E23 L5 22cm 27/6187 8378 P.vllullna? I., ,.
S7E1 S48E28 L5 21cm 2716187 8376 P. vhu1ina (dennllaly not harp, grey, metatarsal 4 ,.
S7E1 549EJO L519cm 2716/87
'J<l' F.Phocldae vertc(poSI)
-Cal...Illl. IIwl EImwI1
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S1El S49E39 LS 27cm 27/fJ/87 B390 F. Phocldae (prefer P. vllullnaj radius
57El S50-70E22-33 L5 2{I·3Ocm 8362 F. Phocldae tibia
57E1 550-70E22-33 L520-3Ocm 8363 F.PhOCkIae v8rtlorl (post or ani)
51El 550-70E22·33 L5 zo.3Ocm 8365 F. PhocIdae rib,mlcldlo
5TEl S51E53-59 L517cm 2716/87 B386 F. PhockIaa rib(rnld.toposl.)
S7E1 S52E.43lS 17em 24/6/87 8380 P.vllullfla ,oo~ ,.
S7E1 556e4 l5 26cm 2516187 B29' Myoxocephalul .p. skull, subclellhrum ,.
S7E1 S58E25lS 20cm 2716/87 8385 F.Phockl88 ,,<t, J
S7E1 S58E9 L5 26cm 2516187 8306 MYOl(OCephalu••p.Cl.sCOfPlus skuM,maxWla ,.
S7E1 S58E9l5 26cm 2516187 8307 Myoxocephalu. ,p. cl. lCOfPlus skull,maxl1la ,.
S7E1 S6-8E2Q..22l5 27cm 8387 F.Phoclda8 vert axis J
57E1 S6-8E20-22lS 27cm B388 F.Phocld.ll melapodlal J
STE1 S6.66El.23 21-22cm 8238 PtIocalp.(HarplHarbourfGrey) vertc2 I
STE1 S6.66El.23 21·22cm 8239 U.&mllflcanus mandible A
STE1 S61-63EO.35l519cm 8380 F,Alcldaocf.C.gry!Ie tlblotarsus ,.
STE1 562-64EJO..36l5 22cm 83B8 F.Phocidae phalanx prOll. peMc limb ,.
S7El S62-64E3Q.36l5 22cm 8369 F. Phocklae ," ,.
S7E1 S62-64E30·36l5 22cm 8370 F. Phocldae verte J
S7El S63E15l5 24cm 23/6187 8301 MyollClCOphalullcorplul, ct. vert poslabdomlnal ,.
S7E1 S63E15l5 24cm 2316187 8302 MYOllocephalul scorptus, ct. verted ,.
S7E1 S63E15l5 24cm 23/6187 8303 Myolloceptlalulsp"cf. vert ant abdominal ,.
S7El S63E31 L6 37cm 28/6187 6240 F, Cotlld8e cf. Myoll0C8ptlelus sp. vert ant abdominal ,.
S7E1 S64-68E13-19 L517cm 8315 P.vitullna mandible
57E1S64-68E13-19l517cm 8318 F.PhocIdae toolh, canine
-..... l:IUIll. IIlUlIl I:WIwll £1IInInl.AgI £lI>
57E1 564fT L5 26cm 25/6/87 8294 Myoxo<:ephatul .p. cf. lcorplus skull,dentafy ,.
S7E1 S65E13-18l519cm 23/6187 8296 F. Phocldae ulna ,
S7E1 S65E13-18 LS19cm 2316187 8298 F. PhocJdae ulna ,
S7E1 S65E13-18l519cm 2316187 8299 MyoxocephaJus sp. skun, quadrats ,.
57E1 S68E15 L5 24-25O'n 2516187 8366 Phoca ,p. groentandlcal\lilullna l.astragalus J
STE, S68E18 L311cm 2316187 "54 C.QlYlIo humet\ls ,.
STE1 S68E18l317crn 2316187 8255 C.gryllo carpometac&rpus ,.
STE, S68E24 L6(?) 46crn 2816187 8393 P,vltullna skull,temporai ,.
57E1 568E24 L6(?) 46cm 2816/87 8394 P.vllullna skull, temporal ,.
S7E1 569-73E43-47l3 1Scm 8243 P. vlluJlna (dennllely not harp, ring, metatarsal 1 ,.
57E1 S69E1-3 L3 20cm 2216/87 8244 F. Phocld81l, ct. me1apodlal J
S7E1 S69E1-3 L3 20cm 2216/87 8245 F. Phocld88 (closer to Harp (3 rats) c. radial J
5TE1 S69E1·J L3 20cm 22J6J87 8246 F. Phocldae, cf. sternebra middle J
5TE1 S6E26 L5 24cm 2816187 8277 F. PhocldMl phalanx,dlst ,.
STE1(?) 570E12·17l5 22cm 8317 P.vilullna mandible
57E1(?) 570E12-17 L522cm 8318 f. Phoddae skull, basIsphenoid
57E1 570E12·17l5 22cm 2316J87 8320 F. Coltldes cf. MYOlloceph81us sp. vert ant abdominal ,.
S7Ell?) 570E12-17l5 22cm 8321 MYOllocephslus "p. d. sCOfPlus skull,dsntsry ,.
S7E1(?) S70E12·17l5 22cm B322 Myollocsptlslus sp. c'. sCOfpius skull,dsnlsry ,.
57E1(?) 570E12·17l5 22cm B323 F.PhocldsllCf. tooth, canIne
S7E1 S70E9-12l5 17cm 23/6/87 B289 F. Phocldae humerus
57E1 S71E1-16l3 20Crn 2216187 8247 duck sp. synsacrum ,.
S7E1 S71E1·18l3 20Crn 22J6187 8248 F.Phocklee radius
S7E1 S71E1-16 L3 20cm 2216187 8250 F. Phocldae phalanllmiddle
-CIUlJl. IIl<llIl ~ ~ Qllt
S7E1 S72E19l513cm 22/6/87 0354 F, Collidae cl. MYOllocepllalus sp. vert post abdominal ,.
S7El S72E23l317cm 2116187 8252 P.v11ullna skull, temporal ,.
S7E1 S73·75E7-8l5 23cm 8339 P. v1lU1lna (polnt allop of Cfesl of humoru. ,
S7E1 S73-76E17-21 L525cm 0330 O.mord81l vert ant abdominal ,.
S7E1 S75E10 L3 18an 2.216187 82042 F.Phoddae """, J
STE1 S75E28l5 17em 23/6/87 0'" P.vllullna skull,lemporal ,.
S7E1 575E28 L5 17em 2316187 0". P.vltullna skuU,lemporal ,.
S7E1 S15E28 L5 11em 2316187 0'" P.vllullne skuH,lempor81 ,.
S7E1 S77-79E13l5 25an 25/6187 8305 F.Phoclda8 phaJanxprox,petvlcNmb
S7E1 S77E1D l5 24cm 2516187 8310 F.Phocidae vertl
5TE1 S77El0 L5 24cm 25/6/87 8311 Myollocophelu. &p. cl. scorplus $kU~,m8xMla ,.
S7E1 S77E10·14l5 23cm 2516181 6256 P.vltullne tooth, premolar m8nd~u18r 2 Of'
SlE1 S77E27L5 18cm 2316187 8293 F.Phocld88 vert c or I (POST or ANT)
S7E1 S79E52-54l318cm 2116187 8234 F. PhocIdae phalarnr.prox
S7E1 S79E52-S4 L318cm 2716187 8235 F,PhOCIdae phalaoxprox
srE1 S7E26 L5 27cm 2816187 8382 M.lODrplul sku1l,dentary ,.
S7E1 S83E27l? 19an 2316187 0358 F. Phocldae
""'"
,.
S7E1 S83E27l? 19cm 2316187 8357 F. Phocklae .."', ,.
S7E1 S87E46l3 Hcm 2116187 0253 goose cl. B. canadensIs (dafinl1e1y c.ulna ,.
S7E1 S88E8 29cm 25/6/87 8333 P.vllutlna skull,lempotal ,.
57Et S88E8 29cm 2516187 83338 P.vllullna skull,malleus ,.
S7E1 S88E8 29cm 2516187 8333b P.vllullna skull. stapes ,.
S7E1 58E49 l3 24cm 2016187 8231 MyoKocophalus sp. skull,denlary ,.
S7E1 58E49l3 24cm 2016J87 8231 R.l8randus vMaUas ,.
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N33.58W24.42 X F. PhoclOae melapodlal J 1
N33.58W24.42 X F.PhocIdiIe " ..., J I
N33.58W24.42 X F.PtlOddae phalan. , •N33.58W24.42 x ,.- ....M , 1
N33.58W2".42;11dbs;F4;TP24;18Jl0/89 1504 LaN'lf). ._m ,. I
N33.58W24.42;11db&;F4;TP24:18110189 155 ... duckap. d. SomIlerla 'P. hu_. ,. I
N33.58W24,.2:lldbl:F4:TP24;18110189 150 F. Phocldae f.~ J I
N33.58W24.42;11dbs;F4;TP24;18110189 151 F. PhoeId.. ,.. J 1
N33.58W24.42;11dbs:F4:TP24:18tt0l89 158 F. Phocldae
"'"
J 1
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;lW10189 159 M.arneric8na humerul A? 1
N33.58W24.42:F4;TP24:19J1OJ69 160 a.canadenals humaN' ,. I
N33.58W2•.42:F4:TP24:19110189 161 Larul'P.,llTI8l1guft IIblotaraua ,. I
N33.58W24.42:F4:TP24:19110189 163 P.•urkl. ? ,. I
N33.58W24.42;F<4:TP24:19110169 163 Phocaap. ,kull,ocdpIlai ,. I
N33.58W24."2:F4:TP24:19110189 18-4 PnoeI ap. lJlul,occIpl~' ,. I
N33.56W24.42;F4:TP24:19110189 165 SomIten.ap. OM ,. I
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24:19110189 166 Phoee .p. Ikul,occlpltal ,. I
N33.58W24.42:F":TP2":1911OJ89 167 SomaIene .p. earpornetaearpu. ,. I
N33.58W2.....2;F..:TP2..;19J10189 166 a.canadensls sternum ,. I
N33.58W2.....2:F4:TP24:19/10J89 169 C.corlll scapula ,. I
N33.58W24."2:F4:TP24:19J10169 170 8ranla.p. vert I ,. I
N33.58W24...2:F4:TP24:19110189 171 P.allrll8S ,,", ,. I
N33.58W24."2;F4;TP24:1911OJ89 172 dllCklp.,largl verte ,. I
N33.58W24.42:F4:TP24:19110189 173 8.c.I!\aden.lt femur ,. I
~ CII..HJl. I.wlo ...- ............ Oll<
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;191l0l89 174 gDOSllap.,large ltemum ,. ,
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;19110J89 175 goolO.p.,I.~ ,,'" ,. 2
N33.58W24.42;f4;TP24;19110189 176 Somal8rtalp.
"'.""'"
'.2
N33.5BW24."2;F4;TP24;19110t89 177 SomIItertup. ~- ,. ,N33.58W24.42:H:TP24;t9il0/89 178 duchp. phalanl,pro•• pectorat~ltll ,. ,
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;19110189 179 dudlap. ,," ,. 2
N33.5BW24.42:F4;TP24;1Q/10189 180 8. caoedenlll .-.~ ,. ,
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;19110/89 1111 P.groenlllndiel OM It71
N33.58W24.42;f4;TP24:19110/89 162 f.PhocklI' ""m'M J ,
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;19/10189 183 F.Photidae l.'lltagalul J ,
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;1911OJ89 184 F.PhOcIdae l.allt&galul J ,
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;19110189 1115 F.PhocldH vene J ,
N33.58W24.42:F4:TP24;19/10189 t86 F. PhocIdH
"
J •
N33.58W24.42;F4:TP24:19110189 187 F. PhoeIdN
""
J ,
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24:19110189 1119 F. PhoeIdN pha!an1l.,mkSdle? J 3
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;19110189 190 F.Ptloc:ldN
--""
J 2
N33.5BW24.42;F4;TP24;19110189 192 F. PhocIdM Iooth,canN
"
,
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;l!lo'10189 193 F.PhocldM """".10 J I
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;19J10189 19-4 F.Phocldae vellt , 2
N33.58W24.42;F4:TP24;19/10189 195 F.PhoeIdM verlt , 2
N33.58W24.42;F4:TP24:19/10189 196 F.PhocIdeI vOllt , I
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;19/10/89 197 F.Phocldao VOIlI , I
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;19110189 199 F.Phocldae villt ,. ,
N33.58W24.42:F4;TP24;19110189 200 M. ameocana vert I ."
N33.58W24.42:F4;TP24;19/1Q/89 201 F.PhockIae humeN' J ,
"""""""" ......... ""'"
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N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24:19l10189 202 F.Phocldae ,.", I. I
N33.58W24,42;F4;TP24;19/10189 203 F.Phocldall
""""'"
J I
N33.58W24,42;F4:TP24;lW10189 204 goosesp.,18rge
'"""""
I. I
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;19110189 205 goosesp"large ,. , I. I
N33.58W2".42;F4:TP24;19110189 206 duckap. carpomelaclrpul I. I
N33.58W24.4Z;F4;TP24;19110189 207 ducksp. ulna I. I
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24:19110189 208 g0058sp.,181'11' furwum I' I
N33.68W24.4Z;F4;TP24;19110189 209 F. Phoda&e .... J I
N33.58W24.42:F4:TP24:19110189 210 R.tarandus pllatalUl,proxllTIIl I. I
NJ3.58W24.42;F4;TP24:19/10189 211 R.tarandus
""""'"
I. I
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;1989 100 ducksp.,large t8rsometalalll.ll I. I
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;1989 101 F.PhocIdae ""_. J I
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24:1989 102 F.Phocldae lemur J I
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;1969 103 F.PhocIdae ,- J I
N33.58W24.42;F4:TP24;1989 104 F.PhocIdae
""""
,. I
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;1989 105 F.PhocIda8 ", to , I
N33.58W24.42;f4;TP24:1989 106 f.Phoddae
'"
J I
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;1989 107 F. Phodd80
'"
J 2
N33.58W2H2;F<4;TP2<4;1i89 108 F.Phocldae
'"
J •N33.58W2H2;F<4;TP2<4;1989 109 F.PhoeId.e
"'"
, I
N33.58W2<4.<42;F<4;TP2<4;1989 110 F.PI'loc:k1ae
""
I ,
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;1989 111 F.Phocld••
""
I .
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;1989 112 F.Phoclda. ,.,,~ I. I
N33.58W24.42;F4;TP24;1989 113 F.P1locldIl&
""-'
J I
N33.58W24.42;F<4;TP24;1989 115 F.PhocldlIe phlll8nl,prol ,. I
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-""N34.5W24;16<:lba;F4;TP13;19I719O 19 L.canadensle 1.8slragalus ,.
N34.5W24;18dbs;F4;TP13;19J719O 21 goosesp. humerus ,.
N34.5W24;16dbs;F4;TP13;19f119O 21 gooS8sp.d.e.canadsl\sls coracoid ,. I
N34.5W24;16dbs;F4;TP1J;191719O 22 goos8sp.cl.B.canadensls coracoid ,. I
N34.5W24;16dbs;F4;TP13;19f719O 23 gooseSj),d.B.canadensls velte ,. I
N34.5W24;16dbs;F4:TP13;191719O 24 goose6p.cf.B.canadel\lIls velte ,. I
N34.5W24;16dbs;F4:TP13;191119O 7 Pnocasp.cf.groeolllndICCl akull, temporal ,. I
N34.5W24:16dbs;F4;TP13;19ntOO , P.groenlandlca skulttemporal ,. I
N34.5W24:16dbs:F4;TP13;191119O , P,groenlandlca skun,temporal ,. I
N34.5W24;F4;11cmdbs;19fl190 , F.Phocldaecf.P.vltullna looth,premolar2,mandlbular , I
N34.5W24;F4;17cmdbs:1917I9D , F.Phocldaecf.P.v1lulina looth,Ml mandibular
" I
N34.5W24;F4;17cmdbs;19f7190 , F.Phocidaec1.P.vllullna Iooth,premolar2-4 ., I
N34.5W24;f4;17cmdbs;19/1190 , f,Phockllle Iooth,canlne ., I
N34.5W24;f4;19-2Ocmbs;20fl19O 22 f.Phocklaecl.P.vitullna tooth. premolar 3 maodlbulllI , I
N34.5W24;F4;21c.mbs;2017/90 13 P.vlwlilla skull. temporal ,. I
N34.5W24H;21croos;2OI119O 13 goosesp.cl,B.canlldensls coracoid ,. I
N34.5W24;F4;21cmbS;20/1190 13 goose sp.cl. B.C11l1lldellsls coracoid ,. I
N34,5W24.5;11cmdbs;118J90 lOa P.9fl)(lnlandlca lemur , I
N34,5W24,5;218190; bd 0 H WL
N34.5W24.5;Ll;1.5-3.5cmbs;2/BJ90 ~'Ja.• R. tarandus metapodlal ,. 2
N34.5W24.5;L2;1/BI9O 1~ f.P1locldaGcl.P.vlluWna tooth,M1maxlllary I
N34.5W24.5;L2;1/BI90 20011 P.vllullna skull. temporal ,. I
N34.5W24.5;L2;1/BI90 20a1 P.vllullna akull.tempClfal ,. I
N34.5W24.5;L2;1I8190 2Oa1 P.vlluMna skuY,temporal ,. I
N34.5W24.5;L2;1/8I9O 20a f.Phocldae vertc J I
~ ......... Iu<m
-
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N34.5W24.5;L2;1/6I9O 20& F,POOcklae vert I J ,
N34,5W24.5;L.2;1I619O 20a F.Phockllla vert! J 1
N34.5W24.5;L.2;1181OO 20a F.Phoddae .."', J 1
N34.5W24.5;L2;1/8I9O 208 F.PhocIdae vartl J
N34.5W24.5;L2;lf819O 2{)1I F.Ptlocldae vertl J
N34.5W24.5;L2;11819O lOa F.POOcIdllll skull,temporal ,
N34.5W24.5;L2;1181OO 20a Ptllllacrocorllxap.c1.aurltus(byslzllllJ:>gr.c carpomlllacarpus ,. 1
N34.5W24.5;12;118J9O roll Phalacrocoraxap. carpomolacarpua ,. 1
N34.5W24.5:L2:11819O lOa Phtlillcrocorllxap.cf,llurilua phalllnllprolld~112 ,. 1
N34.5W24.5:12:1/8I9O 208 Phalactocoraxsp.c1.aurttus vertc13 ,. 1
N34.5W24.5:L2:1/8190 lOa Phillacro<:oraxap .ku~.occlpltal ,. I
N34.5W24.5;L3;10-15cm;2I8IlMl
"
F.Phocldall t.astragalus J I
N34.5W24.5;L3;1(}.15cm:218190 1. F.Phocldlll "'"m J I
N34.5W24.5;l3;1G-15cm;216190
"
F.Phocldlle skull,occIpltal J I
N34.5W24,5;l3;1Q-15cm;2Jat90
"
f.PhocidilB I.~ J 1
N34.5W24.5;L3:10·15cm:2I819O
"
F.Phocldae phalanxprox J 1
N34,5W24.5:L3;16-15cm;2J619O
"
L.canaden$lll I. calcaneum ,. 1
N34.5W24.5;L3;1D-15em;2I8I9O
"
L.canadensls rlb ,. I
N34.5W24.5:L3;1D-15em;2I8I9O
"
G.morhua vefllillllebdomlnal(c3) ,. I
N34.5W24.5:L3;1D-15cm;2J8I9O
"
f.Phocklae vertt J I
N34.5W24.5:L3;1D-15cm;2I8I9O ,. sea dLlCk cI. elder or whlte-wlnged scoter
""""
,. I
N34.5W24.5;L3;1D-15cm;2/8J90
"
Ek:lersp.(nokirlgeldercofacoldforref) COfllCOld ,. I
N34.5W24.5:L3;1D-15cm:2/8I9O 1. Eklersp.(noKlngcoracoldlOfrel) COflIcold ,. I
N34.5W24.5;L3;1D-15cm;2JBI9O
"
goosesp.cI.B.canadensls vertc9
N34.5W24.5:L3:10·15cm:2J819O
"
goosesp.d.B.canedensls
""""""""
l:Jl.llg. IIlwI ........
............ ""
N34.5W24.5;L3;10-15cm;218190
"
goG&e8p. vert! ,. 1
N34.5W24.5;L3;10-15cm;218f90
"
Phalaeroeoraxsp. phalanx wing ,. 1
N34,5W24.5;L3:1o-15cm;218190
"
Phalacrocoraxsp. phalanx middle loot ,. 1
N34.5W24.5;l3;10-15cm;218190 1. f,PhocIdae ,,' J 2
N34.5W24.5;L3;10-15cm;218190
"
F.Phocldaa vertt J 1
N34.5W24.5;L3;19-15cm:218190 1. f. Phuddae veltt J 2
N34.5W24.5:L4:15-2OcITl:2I8I9O
"
P.groonlandlca skull,temporal ,. 1
N34.5W24.5;L4:15-2OCm:2J8I9O
"
Eldersp.
""""'"
,. 1
N34.5W24.5;L4;15-20cm;218J90
"
Eldersp.prelercoffilllOfl scapula ,. 1
N34.5W24.5;l4;15-2OCm:218190 5. PhaI8CfOCOrBxcf.d-crested(s1ze&"I\Ig<lsB{jreatj tarsometatarsus ,. 1
N34.5W24.5:l4;15-2Ocm:21819O 5. saadocksp.eJdlltorscoler ver1 t(anl) & t{posl)fusod to Hlum ,. 1
N34.5W24.5;L4:15-2OCm:2I8I9O
"
M.ametlcana vertt ,. 1
N34.5W24.5:N34.15W24.38;12;7.5cmbs 30 P.groernaoolca skull,temporal ,. 1
TP1,;HP5;wall flU;4/10/89 130 P.groenlalldlca sktlll,lemporal ,. 1
TPl l:HP5;wall f1~;4110J89 131 P.groanlandlca malleus ,. 1
TP1,:HP5;walr tlll;4/10189 132 P.gl'Ollnlaoolca slapes ,. 1
TP11;HP5;.....all f1.;4/10189 140 F. Phocldae lemur J 1
TP11;HP5;.....all f1n;4/10189 141 F.PhocIdae OM J 1
TP11;HP5;waQ f111;4/10/89 142 F. Phocldae "",1 J 1
TP11:HP5;waNIllI;4/1OJ89 143 F.Poocklae ,capllia J 1
TP11 ;HP5;wall f~I;4110189 145 F.Phocldae vent J 1
TP11;HP5:wallflll;4/10189 146 F.Phocldae 'P' J 1
TP11;HP5;wallflll;4/10189 141 F. Phocldae.lalge scapu\e , 1
TP11;HP5;.....allflll;4110189 148 P.vllullna malleus ,. 1
TP11;HP5;wallflll;4110189 149 P.vltullna skull,temporal ,. 1
i:




